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DEDICATION

|
O all Monotype users we dedicate

this book, hoping that it will not

only eliminate mistakes in filling orders,

but also enable our early customers to

bring their machines up to date.

Its "authors," sanguine men, are hopeful

that you will read the directions in the

following pages, for if these be not read

they have "authored" in vain and this

perpetual list of parts will not realize the

ambitions of its creators and "fill a long-

felt want."



DIRECTIONS

FOR convenience in symboling, the Casting Machine is

divided into eight groups of parts, these groups being

lettered from A to H, inclusive. Each of these groups

performs a different function; for example, the A group

comprises the mechanism for carrying the Matrices and holding

the Matrix over the opening in the Mold while the type is

being cast. Similarly, the Keyboard is divided into three groups,

lettered KA, KB, and KC, respectively, each of which performs

its separate function.

The groups are divided into sections, each section containing

one or more pieces which, for convenience in ordering, are nat-

urally grouped together. The different sections in each group

are numbered from 1 up, this number being placed in front of

the letter designating the group. The separate pieces in each

section are numbered from 1 up on the Style D Keyboard list,

while on the other lists the first piece in the section takes the

section number and group letter only. The piece number is

placed after the letter designating the group. Thus, referring

to page 1 of the Casting Machine list, the symbol of the Bridge

Leg is 1A2. This denotes that it is piece number 2 in the first

section of the A group.

For accuracy in manufacture, it is necessary, in some cases,

to furnish two or more pieces together. Such pieces are indicated

by a Roman figure 1, placed one em leader to the left of the right

end of the leader line. While some of the major pieces cannot

be furnished without their minor pieces, the minor pieces may
often be furnished without the major pieces. In such cases, the

major piece will have a Roman figure 1 one em leader to the left

of the right end of the leader line, and the minor pieces will have

an Italic figure (1) in parentheses in the same relative position.

For example, referring to the A group of the Casting Machine,

the Bridge 1A and the Bridge Leg 1A2 cannot be furnished

separately because the two are ground to proper bearing surface



after they are screwed together. The Bridge-leg Screws 1A3
and 1A4 and the Bridge Pin 1A10 must always be furnished when
the Bridge is ordered, but may be furnished separately if re-

quired; this is indicated by the Italic figure (1) in parentheses.

The price of $30.00 given on the same line with the Bridge 1A
includes all the pieces that must be furnished with it, namely,
the Bridge Leg 1A2, Screws 1A3 and 1A4, and Pin 1A10. Since

the Bridge Leg cannot be furnished separately, no price is given

for it, but a price is given for the Screws 1A3 and 1A4 and Pin
1A10, in case they should be required separately.

In some instances, a section contains two or more independent

assembled parts, each of which is made up of pieces that must be
furnished in combination, but any one of the assembled parts may
be furnished independent of the others. To distinguish between
these independent assembled parts, Roman and Italic figure l's

are used for the first part, figure 2's for the second part, etc.

In the case of the Style D Keyboard, an improvement has

been made in listing the parts that must be furnished together,

which, in conjunction with the system described above, works
for clearness and accuracy. Each section containing parts that

must be furnished assembled is followed by one or more notes

which state clearly what pieces must be furnished together and
gives the price of the assembled parts. To call attention to the

note, the symbol of the major piece is altered by placing the letter

K after the piece number, and the price is omitted. Since the

minor pieces can be furnished separately, a price is given for them
following their respective symbols in the section, but these prices

are put in Italic to indicate that they are included in the price

of the major piece given in the note below; therefore, in adding

the prices of the individual pieces of a section to find the price

of a complete section, omit all prices in Italic.

To order all of the pieces of an assembled part, it is necessary

only to give the name of the major piece and its symbol (being

careful to include the extra letter K which follows the piece num-
ber in the case of the Style D Keyboard). All the minor pieces

will then be furnished assembled with the major piece. Do not

specify the minor pieces in your order or an extra set of these

will be sent in addition to the set assembled with the major piece.

To order all of the pieces of a section, it is necessary only to

give the name of the main piece followed by its symbol and the



word (complete), as given on the last line of each section. In the

case of the Style D Keyboard, be careful to include in the symbol

of the complete section the cap X which is prefixed to the symbol.

When a piece is altered so that it is not interchangeable with

the corresponding piece on previous machines without altering

some other part of those machines, or when it is altered due to a

change in its function, the symbol is modified to show this by
placing a lower case letter in front of it. For the first change, the

lower case a is used; for the second change, in the same piece, the

lower case b, etc. It is imperative, therefore, when giving a

symbol, to give it entire—without omitting any of the letters or

figures.

To carry out the symboling system, it was necessary to select

some group of machines as standard. When a piece of an earlier

or a later machine differs from the corresponding piece of the

standard machine, it is listed within a border immediately follow-

ing the section containing the corresponding piece of the so-called

standard machine. The whole section is not repeated in this

border, but only the pieces which differ from those in the standard

section. At the top of each of these border sections is given the

numbers of the machines to which this improvement applies,

and at the right of the line is given the improvement number.

This improvement number refers to a correspondingly numbered

sheet printed on blue paper and tipped in at the end of the price

list. This blue sheet gives a complete list of all pieces required

to apply this improvement; thus our earlier customers may keep

their machines strictly up to date.

It is our fixed policy to make all improvements so that they can

be applied to any earlier machine, and improvements made after

this price list was compiled are printed on pink paper and inserted

in the consecutive order of the improvement numbers. As new
improvements are made, we will send each Monotype user a

pink insert containing a list of parts necessary to apply this im-

provement to previous machines. In ordering parts, always look

first at the pink sheets, as improvements made after this book was

compiled are not listed in the body of the price list.



r\ ± - Supersedes sheet dated 1-24-10
UCt. 5, I9I I ^ headed "Summary."

SUMMARY

DON'T assume that you know how to use this

Price List until you have read the directions

and this summary. A few moments thus

spent will save delays that are always annoying and
usually costly.

First, determine the number of the machine for

which the piece is required and state this number on
your order.

Second, find the desired piece in the Price List and
give its name and symbol accurately. Use the

Plate Books in conjunction with this Price List.

Third, when a section in a border follows the

section containing the piece desired, note from the

number of your machine whether to order from
the border section or from the standard section.

Fourth, if this improvement has not already been
applied to the machine in question and if you desire

to bring it up-to-date, see the blue sheet for this

improvement and order all parts for "Improvement
No. 10" for example. When you apply an improve-

ment to one of your machines note on this improve-

ment sheet the number of the machine and the date

on which the change was made.

Fifth, if your copy of this Price List contains

pink sheets always refer to them before making
out your order.



LOAN MATERIAL

THE Monotype has been well called "the always-busy-
machine. " Because of its flexibility, the ease with
which it handles all classes of composition and its

efficiency as a type caster, it eliminates "idle time."

We recognize that the stoppage of so important a part of a
printing-office is a serious matter. We cannot build a machine
that is proof against accidents, but we can and do use every
effort to make repairs as quickly as possible.

As the principal expense for repairing highly productive
machinery is not the cost of the parts required, but the time
lost making repairs, we have arranged to reduce this time to
the minimum by lending our customers parts for use while
they return theirs to us.

To make this plan a success this loaned material must be
returned to us promptly upon receipt of the repaired material.
The loan of this material is an accommodation and its prompt
return is necessary if other customers are to be accommodated.
To put this in dollars and cents : We charge only a small fixed

fee for the use of loan material, and then a daily rental for the
detention of the loan material after the receipt of the repaired
material.

The parts which we will loan together with the fixed fees

and daily rental charges are as follows:

Fixed Fee Daily Rental
Mold $6.00 $1.50
Cam Shafts (pair) 5.00 1.00
Normal Wedge 1.00 .50

Regular Wedges; we cannot loan
special Wedges.

This daily rental begins on the day following the receipt of

the repaired part by the customer. Therefore our material
should be shipped back to us on the same day that the cus-
tomer receives his own material. The customer pays trans-
portation charges in both directions on loan material and on
repaired material. All shipments of loan material must, of

course, be made by express.



Corrections in Price List

Monotype Parts and Accessories

October 1, 1911

To keep your copy of our Price List up to date, please

make the following corrections NOW.

Casting Machine, page 3:

Change the symbol of Centering-pin-stand Bushing from 6A5 to

a6A5.

Casting Machine, page 12:
.

Strike out the Type-support-spring-bar Stud b31B3 (in the section

inside the border), as this is made a part of the Bar c31B1.

Casting Machine, page 15:
Strike out the Mold-blade-abutment-slide-anvil Dowel (2) 14C4,

as these are no longer furnished.

Casting Machine, page 26:
Change the symbol of the Belt-shifter-arm Set Screw from 2S2 to

2S3.

Casting Machine, page 34:
Change the price of the Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud b32E (in the

section inside the border) from 10.40 to $0.35.

Casting Machine, page 35 :
.

Strike out the Locking-bar Cam a86E, as we no longer furnish this

narrow Cam but furnish instead the wide Cam b86E (see Improvement
N(
Change the quantity of Locking-bar-lever-link Pin 34E from (1)

to (2).

Casting Machine, page 45:
Change the section beginning "Worm Shaft to read as follows:

Worm Shaft 80E 15.60

gear CO . . 80E1 4.50
hand* wheel CO . . 80E2 5.00
key (for Worm) U) . . 80E3 .05
" (long, for Gear and Hand Wheel) . CO . . 80E4 .05

nut 80E5 .11

worm.'.' (I).'. 80E6 3.00

Worm Shaft 80E (complete) 15.71

Casting Machine, page 67:
Change the price of the Pipe Bracket al6H as follows and note that

the Screen al6H4 has been added:
Pipe Bracket al6H 2 . 50

screen al6H4 .10

screw (large) (2) al6Hl .08
" (small) al6H3 .05

Pipe Bracket al6H (complete) 2.81

[Corrections, 1]



Casting Machine, page 69:
Strike out the Pump-body Lifting Lever (Nozzle end) 26H, as this

old style Lifting Lever can no longer be furnished. The Stud 26H1
and Nut 26H2 are, of course, still standard. When the improved Pump-
body Lifting Lever a26H is ordered, the Pin a26H3 and Nut a26H4
will always be furnished with it; this Pin and Nut may, however, be
furnished separately if desired. Therefore, change the section inside the
border to read as follows:
Pump-body Lifting Lever (Nozzle end) 1 . . a26H 3 . 25

pin (bearing for Pump Body) (2) . . a26H3 . . 10
" nut. (i)..a26H4 .04

Pump-body Lifting Lever 26H (complete) 3.72

Casting Machine, page 70:
Strike out the Pump-body-spring-rod-sleeve Washer 31H12 and

change the price of the Pump-body Spring 31H (complete) from $8.70
to $8.60.

Casting Machine, page 81:
Change the price of the Normal-wedge-locking-pin Spring bl4B8

from $0.08 to $0.20.

Casting Machine, page 84:
Add the following sentence to the last paragraph in the heading: "The

Base IE must be drilled for the Pipes to pass out the rear near the floor

and Pipe connections must be made to plumbing outside, instead of in-

side, the Base."
Change the price of the Pipe Bracket al6H (complete) from $0.81

to $2.81.

Casting Machine, page 88:
Strike out the Line-hook-operating-slide-latch-locking-pin Guide

Pin a23F3, as this piece is not furnished.

Casting Machine, page 100:
Change the price of the Galley-trip-rod Arm a9D (complete) from

$1.25 to $1.20.

Style D Keyboard, page 13

:

Change the first Note following "Unit-rack Stop X31KB" to read
as follows:

Note: 31KB3K is assembled with 31KB4, 31KB5,
31KB6, and 31KB8 to 31KB 17, inclusive, and cannot be
furnished without these parts. Price assembled 5.51

[Corrections, 2]
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CASTING MACHINE PRICES
Complete List for Machines 103 and Following

A GROUP
Mechanism for carrying the Matrices and accurately positioning

the proper Matrix over the opening in the Mold while the type is being
cast.

Bridge 1.. ia 30.00
screw (2) 1A1 .10
leg 1 . . lA2

screw (side) (2) (J). . 1A3 .06"
t

(top).. (2).. 1A4 .06
spring post (for Fibre-stop Spring) IAS .05

bushing (for Carrying-frame Guide Rod) (2) 1A6 2.00
nut (2) 1A7 .45
adjusting screw (front) 1A8 .05

• t.m
" „

44

<
rear) *A9 -1°

pin (for Fibre Stop) (1) . . 1A10 . 05
Bridge 1A (complete) 35.30

Bridge Bushing, for Centering Pin, see Centering-pin Stand 6A
Bridge:centering-pin-stand Adjusting Screw, see Centering-

pin-stand Adjusting Screw 6A1
Bridge Fibre Stop, for Carrying Frame, see Fibre Stop... 7

A

Bridge Lever a2A 1.75
connecting link 2A1 1^25
fulcrum rod 2A2 .15

" " forked eye 2A3 .60
" nut (2) 2A4 .05

pin 2A5 .05
" cotter 2A6 .00

Bridge Lever a2A (complete) 3.90
tOSvj*v>5 i0te0H0tV?S-SX"^r-OS MMjOCV*)V?5f<5C rjys'SX*>5'^Kty»r^30U»>*K'jTK'SXtOS --OSv90>j&2egg'JSK'jCk'/>•>

§ Jbor machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: Improvement No. 4 §
§ Bridge Lever 2A 1.75 §

\^t<̂ ^^^^ l̂̂ ^^^ t̂/̂ ^^^^^^- •••• 3 .90 §

Bridge-lever-connecting-link Stud, in Centering-pin Lever,
see Centering-pin-lever Stud 16E4

[Casting Machine] 1



Bridge-lever-link Pin
J

• • 3A .
50

spring 1 • • 3A1

Bridge-lever-link Pin 3A (complete) .50

Carrying Frame 4A 6.50

guide rod (2) 4A1 2.50
" stop nut (2) 4A2 .40

" n lock nut (2) 4A3 .05

oil cap (2)... a4A4 .10
" " screw (2) a4A5 .03

cross beam 1 • • afA6 1
.
75

" nut (2) 4A7 .05
" stud... (1).. a4A8 .25

" adjusting nut 4A9 .15
" lock nut.... 4A10 .05

" spring 4A11 .10

raising spring (2) 4A12 .12

Carrying Frame a4A (complete) 15.05

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: Improvement Ho. 4 <

§ Carrying Frame guide rod oil cap (2) 4A4 . 10
|

I " " " ' screw (2) 4A5 .03 f

§ " " crossbeam 1.. 4A6 1.75'

I
" «« " *' stud., (jf).. 4A8 .25;

8 Carrying Frame 4A (complete)
#
. .

1 5 • 05 {

§ The Oil Cap a4A4 and its Screw a4A5 are interchangeable if
j

§ ordered together.

Carrying-frame Cam, al3E
7A

I 1A6

. a5A 3.50
5A1 .20
5A2 .05

a5A3 .12
a5A4 .25
a5A5 .60

4.72Centering Pin a5A (complete)

If the Centering Pin becomes worn so that perfect

alignment cannot be obtained it should be returned to

our Factory to be reground and tested. Price l-UU

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: Improvement No. 4
|

• Centering Pin 5A 3
-~Sf

spring 0A.0 . Uo §
" "abutment (lower) 5A4 . 15 §

(upper) 5A5 .40 §

Centering Pin 5A (complete).^

1 For machines 103 to 501 inclusive equipped with

% Display-type Attachment order: Improvement No. 13 ,

% Centering-pin Abutement (lower) ^•^44^,

++++^S+^+++4i+-H

[Casting Machine] 2



f^F^or Machines 103 to 501 inclusive equipped with

t Display-type Attachment order: 13

1

abutment (lower) 1 . .

(upper)
stud (2) U)..
V nut (2)

" " washer (2) . .

Centering-pin Spring 4S (complete)

.

4S 08 t
4S1 2 70 J
4S2 2 50 %
4S3 .lot
4S4 .04 %
4S5 .03 %

5 .50 J

i
'"'

For machines 502 and following equipped with t

t Display-type Attachment order: Improvement No. 13 J
Centering-pin Spring (2) 4S .08 J

abutment (lower) 1 . . a4S 1 2.95 t
(upper) a4S2 2 .75 J
stud (2)..•..(!).. 4S3 .10 J
" nut (2) 4S4 .04 t
" washer (2).. 4S5 .03 t

Centering-pin Cam a 1 3E

Centering-pin Stand 6A 5.00
adjusting screw (right and left) (2)... 6A1 .05

" (front and rear) (2).. 6A2 .05

bolt (2) 6A3 .08
" washer (2) 6A4 .05

bushing 6A5 3.00
adjusting sleeve 6A6 .30

nut 6A7 .20
" guide screw 6A8 .05

Centering-pin Stand 6A (complete) 9.01

Connecting Link, see Bridge-lever Connecting Link 2A1
Connecting-link Pin, for Bridge Lever, see Bridge-lever-

link Pin 3A
Connecting-link Stud, see Centering-pin-lever Stud 16E4
Cover Plate, for Matrix Case, see Matrix-case Cover Plate . . 8A1
Cross Beam, see Carrying-frame-guide-rod Cross Beam . . . a4A6

Draw Rod, see Sliding-frame Draw Rod .• 9A1
Draw Rod, see Cross-slide Draw Rod 5C1

Fibre Stop 7A .30

spring 7A1 .05

Fibre Stop 7A (complete) .35

Fibre-stop-spring Post, see Bridge-leg Spring Post, for
Fibre-stop Spring 1A5

Fibre-stop Pin, see Bridge Pin, for Fibre Stop. 1A10

Guide Rod, see Carrying-frame Guide Rod... 4A1
Guide-rod Cross Beam, see Carrying-frame-guide-rod Cross

Beam a4A6
Guide-rod Spring, see Carrying-frame Raising Spring. ... 4A12

Link Pin, see Bridge-lever-link Pin 3

A

[Casting Machine] 3



Matrix Case 1.. 8A 7.50
cover plate (1 ) . . 8Al 2 . 50

" screw (4) (1).. 8A2 .02
wire (15) (1) . . 8A3 .02
" plate (1).. 8A4. .30

" screw (2) (2).. 8A5 .03

Matrix Case 8A (complete) 7.50

Matrix-case Carrying Frame, see Carrying Frame 4A

$ For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- $
$ ment order: Improvement No. 13 $
X Matrix Holder, (for Sorts Matrices, 14 point and $

X over) 1.. 14S 3.75$
X bushing (for Centering Pin) . . (1 ) . . 1 4S 1 .25$
X clamp (back) (1).. 14S2 .40$
$ " (left) (2).. 14S3 .40 $
$ " (right) (1).. 14S4 .40$
$

44 spring (3) (2).. 14S6 .05$
" screw (3) (2).. 14S7 .04$

$ Matrix Holder 14S (complete) 3.75 $

$*^For^as^n^^or^ style $
$ B mold, from matrices of the Display-type pattern

$ order: $

$ Matrix Holder (for Sorts Matrices, 12 point and $

$ under) 1.. 50S 3.75$
$ bushing (for Centering Pin) . . (1) . . 50S1 . 25 $

$ clamp (back) (1 ) . . 50S2 . 40 $
$ " (left) (2).. 50S3 .40$
$ " (right) (1).. 50S4 .40$
$

M
(spring) (3) (1).. 50S6 .05$

" (screw) (3) U).. 50S7 .04$
^J^T^^HOL£^

Sliding Frame 1.. a9A 12.00
draw rod 9A1 .70

" clamp : 1 . . a°A2
screw (front) (1) . . a9A3 .05

" (rear) (J).. 9A4 .04

Sliding Frame 9A (complete) 12.70
too»/*> -•»»rS» -sy>**•/»v9o>sy. -sx, ./>ersx,/y../y:,,sx .jqq-y^/yj-^r_.^-^r, .syi

§ For machines 103 to 504 inclusive order:

§ Sliding Frame draw rod clamp screw (front) 9A3 . 05 §
W5>StCKuX^O*<-CK -XT*e<JCif. >-CK'XKtOSvQr.i&ztsyi>XK &©e t^XiaQeaee<Xr.-XKtOcuCri«osa©s'<CKSX„&©9US. tSJ-.tCK 60stOctOt «>s

Sliding-frame-draw-rod Clamp a9A2 is tapped in
place on Sliding Frame a9A and cannot be furnished
alone. Should new Clamp be required return Sliding
Frame to our Factory. Price for special Clamp 1.50

[Casting Machine] 4



B GROUP
Mechanism for moving the Matrix Case right and left, positioning

the Normal and Justification Wedges and removing the type after it

has been ejected from the Mold.

Air Pin (14) IB .20
spring (14) 1B1 .05

Air Pin IB (complete) each .25

Air Pin (fixed, permanent stop for eighteen unit row).. . 2B .05

Air-pin Block (front) 3B 60.00
dowel (left) 3B1 .05

M
(right) 3B2 .05

screw (5-16" x 1 5-8 )" (2) 3B3 .07
" (5-16" x 15-16") 3B4 .07
" (1-4" x 1 7-16") 3B5 .07
" (1-4" x 1 1-4" ) 3B6 .07
" (1-4" x 7-8" ) 3B7 .06

Air-pin Block 3B (complete) 60.51

\ For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §

i
Air-pin Block a3B 60.00 §

l^^^^^jJOR^PIN^j^L^

Air-pin-block Cover Plate, see Air-pin Plate 4B
Air-pin-block Shoe, for Matrix Jaw, see Matrix-jaw Shoe. 8B
Air-pin-block Shoe, for Type Carrier, see Type-carrier Shoe. 23B
Air-pin Jaw, see Pin Jaw 16B

Air-pin Plate 4B 3.00
dowel (2) 4B1 .04
screw (4) 4B2 .06

Air-pin Plate 4B (complete) 3.32

Fixed Pin, see Air Pin, -fixed 2B
Guide Rod, for Pin Jaw, see Pin-jaw Guide Rod 18B
Justification Wedge 10D
Locking Bar, see Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Lockirig Bar al3B
Locking Pin, for Normal Wedge, see Normal-wedge

Locking Pin al4B
Locking-pin Stand, see Normal-wedge-locking-pin Stand. . .al5B
Matrix Case 8A

[Casting Machine] 5



Matrix Jaw (left) 5B 2.50
screw (for Tongs) 5B1 .08
" cover 5B2 .08

Matrix Jaw 5B (complete) 2.66

§ For machines 1603 and following order:

§ Matrix Jaw screw cover aSB2 .08 §

§ To equip machines 103 to 1602 inclusive with this improved part §

§ requires that clearance for the Cover be cut in the end of the §

§ Matrix Jaw 5B. §

Matrix Jaw (right) 6B 2.25
screw (for Tongs) 6B1 .08

" cover 6B2 .08

Matrix Jaw 6B (complete) 2.41

§ For machines 1603 and following order: §

§ Matrix Jaw screw cover a6B2 .08 f

§ To equip machines 103 to 1602 inclusive with this improved part \

§ requires that clearance for the Cover be cut in the end of the \

§ Matrix Jaw 6B.

Matrix-jaw Cam, see Jaw-tongs Cam 23E
Matrix-jaw Draw Rod, see Sliding-frame Draw Rod 9A1

Matrix-jaw Latch (in 5B, for Normal Wedge) 1. . a7B .75
pin (1).. a7Bl .03
nut 7B3 .10
spring a7B2 .05

Matrix-jaw Latch 7B (complete) .85

§ For machines 103 to 1702 inclusive when ordering §

I a7B, a7Bl or a7B2 for the first time all three must §

§ be ordered together. §

§ Note: The Matrix-jaw-latch-pin Cotter 7B2 can still be §

I supplied for machines equipped with the old style Latch. §

Matrix-jaw Shoe 8B 2.25
screw (top) (2) 8B1 .07

«* (rear)... 8B2 .07

Matrix-jaw Shoe 8B (complete) 2.46

Matrix-jaw-shoe Packing Block (left, large) 9B 1.50
clamp screw 9B1 .05
dowel 9B2 .04
screw 9B3 .07

Matrix-jaw-shoe Packing Block 9B (c'pl't). 1.66

Matrix-jaw-shoe Packing Block (left, small) 10B .35

Matrix-jaw-shob Packing Block (right) 11B .60
bolt 11B1 .05
cover 11B2 .35
M screw 11B3 .05

Matrix-jaw-shoe Packing Block 1 IB (complete) 1 . 05

[Casting Machine] 6



Matrix-jaw Stop Rack (front) .al2B 3.50

For machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 in-

i
elusive and 503 to 519 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §
Matrix-jaw Stop Rack 12B 3.50 §

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar (front) al3B 2.00
bearing (for Lever) ... a 1 3B 1 .35

lock nut al3B2 .05
tube al3B3 .10

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar al3B (c'pl't). 2.50
V?0-jCK •Syz•Sftv9C V?C -SttrSK 'SK *<>0r^Xv>cv2c'Sx V>0-y>c v?c 600 e0oe

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 in-

§ elusive and 503 to 519 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §

§ Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar (front) 13B 2.00 §

§ bearing (for Lever) 13B1 .60 §

§ bolt 13B2 .08 §
tube 13B3 .15 §

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar 13B (c'pl't). 2.83 §

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack-locking-bar Bell Crank (upper), see
Locking-bar Bell Crank a29E

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack-locking-bar Shoe, see Air-pin-block
Shoe, for Front Locking Bar a3D6

Matrix-jaw Tongs 37E
Micrometer Wedge 20D
Normal Wedge : 21D
Normal-wedge Abutment 17C
Normal-wedge Latch, see Matrix-jaw Latch 7B

Normal-wedge Locking Pin al4B 2.00
adjusting nut 14B1 .05

" lock nut 14B2 .05
bushing al4B3 3.00

" adjusting sleeve 14B4 .30
nut 14B5 .20

" guide screw al4B6 .05
shank al4B7 .20
spring al4B8 .15

" abutment (lower) 14B9 .08
(upper) 14B10 .60

tube al4Bll .15

Normal-wedge Locking Pin al4B (c'pl't) 6.76

For machines 103 to 702 inclusive order: Improvement No.
Normal-wedge Locking Pin 14B 2.00 §

bushing guide screw.. 14B6 .05 §

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: Improvement No. 4 §

§ Normal-wedge Locking Pin shank 14B7 .20 §

§ spring 14B8 .08 §

§ tube 14B11 .15 §
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§ For machines 963 and following order: Improvement No. 4 §

§ Normal-wedge Locking Pin bl4B 2.00 §

§ spring bl4B8 .20 §

§ NORMAL-WEDGE-LOCKING PlN bl4B (c'pl't) . §

§ Omit Spring Abutment (lower) 14B9 and Tube al4Bll. §

§ To apply bl4B to machines 103 to 962 inclusive order also bl4B8 §

$ or shorten Tube al4Bll to 1-4". §

§ To apply bl4B8 to machines 103 to 962 inclusive order also bl4B §

§ and discard 14B9 and al4Bll, or shorten al4Bll to 1-4" and dis- §

. card 14B9.

X For machines 103 to 1602 inclusive equipped with %

% Display-type Attachment. Improvement No. 13 %

\ Note: The Normal-wedge-locking-pin Shank al4B7 has been %

X lengthened on machines 1603 and following so that the regular Nuts X

X 14B1 and 14B2 may be used when adjusting the Normal Wedge j

X to cast display type. The special Adjusting Nut 23S and its Lock j

X Screw 23S1 will no longer be furnished. If one of these be required j

X for a machine prior to number 1603 it will be necessary to order j

X instead the new Shank al4B7 and the regular Nuts 14B1 and 14B2. j

Normal-wedge-locking-pin Cam, see Centering-pin Caw...al3E

Normal-wedge-locking-pin Stand al5B 15.00
bolt (3-16" x 9-16") 15B1 .05
dowel (2) 15B2 .04
screw (1-4" x 7-8") 15B3 .06

" (1-4" x 5-8") 15B4 .06
*« (3-16" x 5-8") 15B5 .05
" (3-16" x 1-2") 15B6 .05

Normal-wedge-locking-pin Stand al5B (c'pl't). 15.35

tyy. aoe -syz-sk-yy.-sk-syz-/yoo&>vy: -yy*-yy:•sxs •yy--yy-yy.t&svx-yy-yy-yyyyyyt%eo -yy~ -yy?-yyi"yz-yy-yy<yy>yyryyvsc-yys

S For machines 103 to 501 inclusive, when ordering §

Normal-wedge-locking-pin Stand al5B see Improvement No. 11 §

Normal-wedge locking-pin-stand Spring, see Micrometer-
wedge-adjusting-screw Spring a20D3

Normal-wedge-locking-pin-stand Spring Post, see Type-
pusher-guiding-lever Spring Post 30B3

Packing Block, see Matrix-jaw-shoe Packing Block 9B
Pin Block, see Air-pin Block 3B

Pin Jaw (left) ! 1.. 16B 1.25
stud (for Tongs) U ) . . 16B 1 .08

44 nut 16B2 .04
44 washer 16B3 .05

Pin Jaw 16B (complete) 1.34

Pin Jaw (right) 1. . 17B 1.35
stud (for Tongs) U).. 17B1 .08

44 nut 17B2 .04
44 washer 17B3 .05

Pin Jaw 17B (complete) 1.44
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Pin-jaw Cam, see Jaw-tongs Cam 23E

Pin-jaw Guide Rod 18B 1.00

Pin-jaw-guide-rod Stand (left), see Matrix-jaw-shoe Pack-
ing Block (left, large) 9B

Pin-jaw-guide-rod Stand (right), see Normal-wedge-locking-
pin Stand alSB

PlN-JAW-GUIDE-ROD STOP 19B .08

Pin-jaw Stop, see Air Pin, fixed 2B
Pin-jaw Tongs .a55E

Shoe, see Matrix-jaw Shoe 8B
Stop, see Pin-jaw-guide-rod Stop 19B
Stop Rack, see Matrix-jaw Stop Rack r .al2B
Stop-rack Locking Bar, see Matrix-

j

'aw-stop-rack Locking
Bar al3B

Transfer-wedge Shifter
Transfer-wedge-shifter Bearing, see Normal-wedge-locking-

pin Stand

Type Carrier 1 .

.

abutment (for Type Support Spring) ..(/)..
rivet (1)..

lever (for Type Support Spring) (1) . .

" pin (*)..
shield (1). .

screw (2) (1) . .

abutment (for Type-clamp Spring) . . . . (1) . .

Type Carrier 20B (complete) ; includes the Eye 21B1,
Eye Pin 21B3, Dowel 21B4, Type Clamp 26B (complete),
Type-clamp Shoe 27B (complete) and Type Support
Spring a3lB (complete) and cannot be furnished without
them 25.00

§ For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §

§ Type Carrier (Universal) 1 . . b20B §

§ lever (for Type Support Spring) (1) . . b20B3 2 .00 §

§ " pin (1). . a20B4 .02 §

§ " stand (J). . a20Bl 1.50 f

§ " " rivet (2) (1) . . a20B2 .01 f

§ shield (1).. a20B5 .05
]

§ " screw (2) (I).-. 20B6 .02;
§ Type Carrier b20B (complete), includes the
§ Eye 21B1, Eye Pin 21B3, Dowel 21B4, Type
§ Clamp a26B (complete), Type-clamp Shoe a27B
I (complete), and Type Support Spring b31B (com-
§ plete) and cannot be furnished without them 30.00

\

| Note: For machines 1203 to 1482 inclusive when ordering I

§ Lever b20B3 for the first time the Shoe a23B must be ordered also. §

55D

al5B

a20B
20B1 .10
20B2 .01
20B3 .50
20B4 .02
20B5 .05
20B6 .02
a20B7 .10

Type-carrier Connecting Rod 21B .15
forked eye (Carrier end) 1.. 21B1 .75

u lock nut (L. H.) 21B2 .05
" pin 1.. 21B3
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Type-carrier Connecting Rod—Continued
forked eye pin dowel (1) . . 21B4 .03

" (Cam Lever end) a2lB5 1.00
" lock nut 21B6 .05
" pin 21B7 .07
" " cotter 21B8 .00

spring 21B9 .18
abutment 2 IB 10 .20

sleeve 2 IB 11 .25

Type-carrier Connecting Rod a2 IB (c'pl't). . . 2 . 70

Type-carrier Cover Plate, see Type-clamp Shoe 27B

Type-carrier Extension 22B .15
lock nut 22B1 .05
sleeve 22B2 .25

nut 22B3 .05
spring 22B4 .20

Type-carrier Extension 22B (complete) .70

Type-carrier-extension Guide, see Type-carrier-spring-
abutment Stand a2 5B

Type-carrier Pin, see Type-carrier-connecting-rod-forked-
eye Pin 2 IB

3

Type-carrier Shoe, see Type-clamp Shoe 27B

Type-carrier Shoe (long) 23B .50
screw (right and centre) (2) 23B1 .06

" (left) 23B2 .06

Type-carrier Shoe 23B (complete) .68

j For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §

i
Type-carrier Shoe (long) a23B 1.50 §

Type-carrier Shoe a23B (complete) 1.68 §

Type-carrier Shoe (short) 24B .25
screw (2) 24B1 .06

Type-carrier Shoe 24B (complete) .37

j For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §

§ Type-carrier Shoe (short) a24B .25 §

§ Type-carrier Shoe a24B (complete) .37 §
<jCk too -X/:-xn^cr.aot r-&; -jct*"Cr.v>£ &©s -^cr. v&s ?jCt.&©o -jCt. -xx --<x tyy. rxy.?sy. cos -~cr. -jy. •Jcn<yy. <sy. '^x ^cr. txy. <<ov

Type-carrier-spring-abutment Stand a25B .95
screw (front) (2) 25B1 .06

" (top) 25B2 .06

Type-carrier-spring-abutment Stand a25B
(complete) 1.13

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §

1 inclusive order: §

j
Type-carrier-spring-abutment Stand 25B 1.50 §

Type-carrier-spring-abutment Stand 25B §
(complete) 1 . 50 §
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Type Clamp 26B 1.75
extension 26B1 .01
spring 26B2 .05

Type Clamp 26B (complete) 1.81

§ For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §
§ Type Clamp a26B 2.25 §
§ extension a26Bl .01 §
§ spring a26B2 .05 §
§ Type Clamp a26B (complete) 2 31 §

Type-clamp Shoe 27B .15
screw (5) 27B1 !o2

Type-clamp Shoe 27B (complete) .25

§ *or machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §
§ Type-clamp Shoe a27B .25 §
§ screw (4) a27Bl .02 §
§ Type-clamp Shoe a27B (complete) .33 §ICK tOSt&il£r.<jy.tfSi '-<S1 t0f v^;-XK 'Ss. .(S.-Ssi !>C>-. -jy~.&©£ -Oi rx5C --OS-J^iC.UK'SSI -JXl60S :-<X ttCK. <jC/> IOS

Type-clamp Trip 28B .60
screw 28B1 .05

Type-clamp Trip 28B (complete) .65

§ For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §
§ Type-pusher Guide a28B 2.00 §
§ screw 28B1 .05 §
§ cover a28B2 .15 §

" screw (2) a28B3 .03 &

Type-pusher Guide a28B (complete) 2.26 <

rivet (head end) (2) (1). . 29B2 .01
44

(eye end, long) (1).. 29B3 .01
44

(
44 44

short) (1).. 29B4 .01
eye 1.. 29B5

pin 29B6 .08
44 44

cotter 29B7 .00
Type Pusher 29B (complete) 6.08

<r.<J*>k9cur. >sr.i&syx •/•>;'fs^ ejos &ee -sx.tos -sr. -sr. -sr.uy:^ot -sr.tsr,uy.w. tenvan>sntsxuy. fjy~. 'S>~. -skto: k»»

I
For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No. 3 §

I
Type Pusher a29B 6.00 §

Type Pusher a29B (complete) 6.08 <

Type-pusher Guiding Lever 30B (complete)

§ For machines 1203 and following omit 30B (complete).

[Casting Machine] 11
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Type-pusher-guiding-lever Stand, see Normal-wedge-lock-

ing-pin Stand al5B

Type Support Spring (*)•• fig .08

bar l..a3lBl .70
" rivet(2) a).. 31B2 .01
** stud.... U)..a3lB3 .03
" spring •• 31B6 .05

Type Support Spring a3lB (complete) .75

,
When Type Support Spring a31B (complete) is ordered for §

i machines 103 to 522 inclusive the Type Carrier must be drilled §

|
and tapped for special Type-carrier Stop Screw a20B8 and this

|
• Screw ordered. «nr>o nc I
i
Type-carrier Stop Screw (special) 'j^A>^SsS^MtMot^SaLA

l
For machines 1203 and following order: Improvement No.

,
6

|
t
Type Support Spring ( 1 ) • .

a3 1B . 08 |
bar 1 . . c31Bl .75 §
" rivet (2) (1).. 31B2 .01 §
" spring a31B6 .05 §
" stud

8
. (1).. b31B3 .03 §

" yoke a31B4 .75 §

Type Support Spring b31B (complete) 1.55 §

Note: When ordering Bar c31B for the first time for machines
|

§ 1203 to 1789 inclusive the hole in the Yoke a3lB4 must be opened
|

Type-support-spring-bar Lever, see Type-carrier Lever, for

Type Support Spring 20B 3

Type-support-spring-bar-spring Abutment, see Type-Car-

rier Abutment, for Type Support Spring 20B1

Wedge, see Justification Wedge 10D
Wedge, see Micrometer Wedge jjOlJ

Wedge, see Normal Wedge 21JJ
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C GROUP
Mechanism for moving the Matrix Case forward and back; drawing

the Mold Blade back for the proper size type and ejecting the type from
the Mold.

Abutment Slide, for Mold Blade, see Mold-blade Abutment
Slide

Air Pin 1C (complete), each.

" (No. 6 x 2" ).
" (No. 5 x 1 1-4")

.

screw (5-16" x 1 5-8")
I

" (5-16" x 2 1-2"^
41 (1-4" x 5-

Air-pin Block 3C (complete).

14C

1C .20
1C1 .05

.25

2C .05

3C 50.00
3C1 .05
3C2 .05
3C3 .04
3C4 .07
3C5 .09
3C6 .06

50.58

For machines 1003 and following order:

;

Air-pin Block stud (stop for 16C7) a3C7 .05
j

Air-pin-block Abutment, see Normal-wedge Abutment. ... 17C
Air-pin-block Shoe, see Cross-slide-extension Shoe 6C
Air-pin-block Stand, for Guide Rod, see Pin-jaw-guide-rod

Stand 22C
Air-pin-block Stop, for Matrix Jaw, see Matrix-jaw Stop. a10C
Air-pin Jaw, see Pin Jaw 18C

Air-pin Plate a4C 3.00
dowel (2) 4C1 .04
screw (4) 4C2 .06

Air-pin Plate a4C (complete) 3.32

§ When ordering Air-pin Plate a4C for machines 103 to 702
j

§ inclusive order also Matrix-taw Stop a10C (complete).
j

t»iuy yy. -yy. -yy. -yy.yy-yy. yy*-yy. yy.xk >yy.//; yy.yy.yy. yy. yy. -yy. -yy.yyyy. -yy^yy.yy -yy.yy.yy.vy.yyyyy.-yy.sxyy. -yy>w>

Cross Slide 1.. a5C 8.00
draw rod. 5C1 .60
" V clamp screw (1) . . a5C2 .06

extension 1 . . 5C3
rivet (2) (1) . . 5C4 .05

plate (bearing for Matrix Case) (1). . 5C5 .65
" screw (3) (1).. 5C6 .04

Cross Slide a5C (complete) 8.60
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^FoTmachines 103 to 543 inclusive order.

i Cross Slide draw rod clamp screw 5C2 .05

Cross-slide-extension Shoe . 1. . 6C 1.50
screw (small) (4) 60 1 .uo

spring post (1) . . 6C2 .04

Cross-slide-extension Shoe 6C (complete).. 1.70

Cross-slide-extension-shoe Screw (large), see Air-pin-block

Screw 3tx5

Cross-slide Guide 7C 5.00

cover plate Jul
screw (4) 7C2 .05

Cross-slide Guide 7C (complete) 5.60

Draw Rod, see Cross-slide Draw Rod SCI

Draw Rod, see Sliding-frame Draw Rod 9A1

Fibre Stop, for Pin Jaw, see Pin-jaw-guide-rod Fibre Stop 2 1C

Fixed Pin, see Air Pin, fixed 2C

Guide Rod, see Pin-jaw Guide Rod....... 20C

Guide-rod Stand, see Pin-jaw-gutde-rod Stand

Justification-wedge Cover, see Wedge Cover 24C

Locking Bar, see Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar al3C

Matrix Case *{±
Matrix-case Cross Slide, see Cross Slide aao

Matrix Jaw (front) *C 1
• *g

screw (for Tongs) 8C1 .08
" cover -

u°

Matrix Jaw 8C (complete) I- 56

Matrix Jaw (rear) ...... •

i

1 i9
screw (for Tongs) 9C1 .08

" cover 9("2 08

Matrix Jaw 9C (complete) I- 56

Matrix-jaw Cam, see Jaw-tongs Cam. .... . . . ... 23E
Matrix-jaw Draw Rod, see Cross-slide Draw Rod

Matrix-jaw Stop (front) alOC .30

rivet (2) alOCl .02

Matrix-jaw Stop alOC (complete) .34

\ For machines 103 to 702 inclusive when ordering for the first time
|

§ a10C or alOCl, both of these parts must be ordered. On machines
|

§ 103 to 501 inclusive file a seat on the Air-pin Plate 4C to receive f

§ this new Stop alOC and drill holes in the Plate to receive the

§ Rivets alOCl.
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Matrix-jaw Stop (rear)*. HC 45
screw (2) .'..WW HCl .'07

Matrix-jaw Stop 11C (complete) .59

Matrix-jaw Stop Rack (rear) al2C 3 00

I
inclusive and 503 to 742 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 I^Matrix-jaw Stop Rack (rear) 12C 3.00 §

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar (rear) al3C 1 60
bearing (for Lever) a 13C 1 . 50

lock nut al3C2 .06
Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar al3C (c'pl't). 2 16

§ inclusive and 503 to 519 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 I
§ Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar (rear) 13C 1.60 §

f
bearing (for Lever) 13C1 ^40 §

I
bolt 13C2 .35 §

I
tube 13C3 .15 §Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar 13C (c'pl't) 2 50 §

§ For machines 520 to 742 inclusive order:

L5i5sSSSA^oS^2?"RACK LoCKING Bar (Special) al3C

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack-locking-bar Bell Crank, see Locking-
oar Bell Crank

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack-locking-bar Guide Screw, see Air'-piA
block Guide Screw, for rear Locking Bar

Matrix-jaw Tongs
[

Mold-blade Abutment Slide j #< 14c
adjusting screw -0)

1.60 §

anvil (jf)
" dowel (2) (/). ; 14C4

plunger (1)
" " spring (3).. U)

screw (2) (1)
spring post (1)

Mold-blade Abutment Slide 14C (complet

Mold-blade-abutment-slide Cover Plate, see Cross-slide-
guide Cover Plate 7Ci

Mold-blade-abutment-slide Spring 15C

Mold-blade-abutment-slide Spring Post, in Cross-slide-
extension Shoe, see Cross-slide-extension-shoe Spring
Post 6Q2

Mold-blade-abutment-slide Spring Post. .... . . \ \ . ] . . .

.
'

*

14C8

.a28E
X-

. a3Dll
. 37E

. 14C 10 00

. 14C1 30

. 14C2 10
. 14C3 1 25
. 14C4 03
. 14C5 35
. 14C6 05
. 14C7 03
. 14C8 03

) 10 00

.06
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Mold-blade Operating Rod 16C 1.00
distance sleeve (between Spring Abut's) . . 16C1 . 15

ejecting spring (2) 16C2 . 18
44 44 abutment 16C3 .25
" " sleeve 16C4 .25

fork ; 16C5 2.00
44 pin 16C6 .50
" 44

spring 16C7 .10
44 44 " screw (2) 16C8 .03

nut 16C9 .05

sizing spring 16C10 .20
44 44

sleeve (inside) 16C11 .15
44 (outside) 16C12 .15

44 abutment (front) 16C13 .15

{rear) 16C14 .15

Mold-blade Operating Rod 16C (complete). 5.52

§ For machines 941 and following order: Improvement INo. 3 §

§ Mold-blade Operating Rod distance sleeve al6Cl .15 §

I sizing spring sleeve §

§ (inside) al6Cll .15 §

§ These parts are interchangeable if ordered together for machines §

103 to 940 inclusive.

Normal Wedge 21D

Normal-wedge Abutment (on rear Air-pin Block) . . . . 17C 1 . 50
dowel (2) 17C1 .03

screw (2) 17C2 .05

Normal-wedge Abutment 17C (complete)... 166

Pin Block, see Air-pin Block. 3C

Pin Jaw (front) 1.. 18C 135
stud (for Tongs) (1).. 18C1 .08

44
rrnt ... 18C2 .04

44 washer 18C3 05

Pin Jaw 18C (complete) 1-44

Pin Jaw (rear) 1.. 19C 1.25

stud (for Tongs) (2).. 19C1 .08
44 nut 19C2 .04
44 washer 19C3 .05

Pin Jaw 19C (complete) 134

Pin-jaw Cant, see Jaw-tongs Cam 23E
Pin-jaw Fibre Stop, see Pin-jaw-guide-rod Fibre Stop. ... 21C

Pin-jaw Guide Rod 20C .90

PlN-JAW-GUIDE-ROD FlBRE STOP 2lC .02

Pin-jaw-guide-rod Stand (front) 22C .90

nut 22C1 .05

Pin-jaw-guide-rod Stand 22C (complete).... .95
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Pin-jaw-guide-rod Stand (rear) .1.. 23C 1.00
clamp screw U).. 23C1 .Ui>

nuf 23C2 .05

Pin-jaw-guide-rod Stand 23C (complete) 1.05

Pin-jaw Tongs "h" j
Pin-jaw Stop, for bottom row, see Air Ptn, fixed 2C

Stop Rack, see Matrix-jaw Stop Rack al2C

Transfer-wedge Abutment, see Normal-wedge Abutment . . . 17C
Transfer-wedge Cover, see Wedge Cover 24C

Wedge Cover 24C .30

screw 24U1 . Uo

Wedge Cover 24C (complete) -33
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D GROUP
Mechanism for bringing the Space Transfer Wedge into position

when casting justifying spaces; disconnecting the Pump while the
Justification Wedges are shifted and starting the Galley mechanism
into action.

Air Pin (justification, right and left) (2) ID .25

Air Pin (space, central) 2D .25

Air-pin Block (justification) 3D 20.00
cover plate 3D 1 1 . 00

" screw 3D2 .05
(long) (2) 3D3 .05

dowel (2) 3D4 .04
screw (4) 3D5 .07
shoe (for front Locking Bar) a3D6 .35
" screw (2) a3D7 .05

stud (for front Pin-jaw Tongs) 3D8 . 10
" nut 3D9 .05
" washer '. 3D 10 .05

guide screw (for rear Locking Bar) a3Dll .08

Air-pin Block 3D (complete) 22.24
•sys-sy.-sy. -sy. -yy ryy. -yy-sy.>sy -sy,-yy •/>: •sy. -sy. -sy. tsy. '-or:-sytactot -sy. 'Ss -yy tsy>-sy. 'Ss. -yyrsy-yy -sy. 'Ss. -sy-rsy<sy:rsy>

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501 §
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §

§ Air-pin Block shoe (for front Locking Bar) 3D6 .35 §
§

M screw (2) 3D7 .05 §
§ Parts a3D6 and a3D7 may be applied to these machines if §

§ furnished together when ordered for the first time. §
uyi -Ss. -sy.too'Ssssy.rsy-sy.tsy,tos'Sy.ten ss.»oesy'Kr.>SKsy:^ >ss„sy. -sy. 'SStsystyysy. -sy. ?sy.sy.syisyjtyysysyvo»sysy

ryy -Sr. -Sr.sy>sy-sr.'Sn-Sr. -sr. .yy:rsysy-sy-sr. >yy>.yy. >SK-yy -Sr. -yy-Sr.s
§ For machines 923 and following order:
§ Air-pin Block a3D 20.00 §

§ set screw (for Fulcrum Pin 7D) a3D12 .03 §

§ To equip machines 103 to 922 inclusive with Block a3D, the §

§ Set Screw a3D12 must also be ordered. If a3D12 be ordered §
§ alone for machines 103 to 922 inclusive the Air-pin Block 3D must §

§ be drilled and tapped for this Screw. §

Air-pin-block Centering Tooth, for Justification Wedge, see
Justification-wedge Centering Tooth 12D

Air-pin-block Plate, for Lifting-arm Spring, see Justifica-
tion-wedge-lever-arm-spring Plate 17D

Air-pin-block Tongs Stud, for Matrix Jaws, see Matrix-
jaw-tongs Stud (rear) 40E
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Bell Crank (centre, for Lever Arm for Transfer-wedge
Shifter) 4D 1.00

abutment screw (for Air Pin) 4D 1 .03
*' lock nut 4D2 .04

stop screw 4D3 .03
" " lock nut 4D4 .04

Bell Crank 4D (complete) 1.14

Bell Crank (left, for Lever Arm for .0075" Wedge) SD 1 . 00
abutment screw (for Air Pin) 5D1 .03

" lock nut 5D2 .04
stop screw 5D3 .03

" lock nut 5D4 .04
Bell Crank SD (complete) 1.14

Bell Crank (right, for Lever Arm for .0005" Wedge).... 6D 1.00
abutment screw (for Air Pin) 6D1 .03

" lock nut 6D2 .04
stop screw 6D3 .03

" lock nut 6D4 .04
Bell Crank 6D (complete) 1.14

Bell Crank Lever, see Justification-wedge Lever 13D
Bell Crank Lever, see Transfer-wedge-shifter Lever 56D
Centering Tooth, see Justification-wedge Centering Tooth. . 12D

Bell-Crank Fulcrum Pin 7D .05
cotter 7D1 .00

Bell-crank Fulcrum Pin 7D (complete) .05

Galley Trip Rod 8D .25
nut 8D1 .05

Galley Trip Rod 8D (complete) .30

Galley-trip-rod Arm 9D .75
rock lever 9D1 .35

" fulcrum pin 9D2 .06
" nut 9D3 .04

Galley-trip-rod Arm 9D (complete) 1.20

Guide Block, for Locking-bar Operating Rod, see Justifi-
cation-wedge Stop Block 19D

Guide Block, see Transfer-wedge-operating-rod Guide. . 54D

Justification Wedge (front or .0075") 10D 5.00

Justification Wedge (rear or .0005") 11D 5.00

t For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- 1
X ment order: Improvement No. 13 J
i Justification Wedge (for varying sizes cast with %
X Normal Wedge 47S by 1-8 points) . . 46S 5.00 X
X gage 46S1 .75 X
X Justification Wedge 46S (complete) 5.75 X
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Justification-wedge Centering Tooth 12D 1.50
screw (2) 12D1 .04

Justification-wedge Centering Tooth 12D (c'pl't). 1 . 58

Justification-wedge-centering-tooth Stand, see Air-pin Block 3D
Justification-wedge Jaw, see Matrix Jaw 5B

Justification-wedge Lever (for back, or .0005"
Wedge) 1.. 13D 2.50

pin (for Arm) (1).. 13D1 .06
" cotter (I).. 13D2 .00
plate (1).. 13D3 .04
V screw U).. 13D4 .04

Justification-wedge Lever 13D (complete). 2.50

Justification-wedge Lever (for front, or .0075"
Wedge) 1.. 14D 2.50

pin (for Arm) (/).. 14D1 .06
" cotter (1).. 14D2 .00
plate (1).. 14D3 .04
" screw :.. .(X).. 14D4 .04

Justification-wedge Lever 14D (complete).. 2.50

Justification-wedge-lever Arm (2) 15D .40
adjusting nut (2) 15D1 .06

" lock nut (2)... 15D2 .04
rod (2) 15D3 .10

Justification-wedge-lever Arm 15D (com-
plete) each .60

Justification-wedge-lever-arm Operating Bell Crank, see
Bell Crank 5D

Justification-wedge-lever-arm Plate, see Centering-pin-lever
Plate 16E2

JUSTIFICATION-WEDGE-LEVER-ARM SPRING (2) 16D .05

Justification-wedge-lever-arm-spring Plate 17D .03

Justification-wedge-lever-arm-spring-plate Support, see Air-
pin-block-cover-plate Screw (long) 3D3

Justification-wedge-lever Fulcrum Pin 18D .04

Justification-wedge Stop Block 19D .25
screw 19D1 .07

Justification-wedge Stop Block 19D (c'pl't). . 32

Locking Bar, see Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar.,.

.

. .al3C
Locking-bar Guide Screw, for rear Locking Bar, see Air-

pin-block Guide Screw, for rear Locking Bar a3Dll
Locking-bar Shoe, see Air-pin-block Shoe, for front Lock-

ing Bar a3D6
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Jan - Supersedes^ undated sheet of
' Monotype Parts and Accessories

1910 folioed [Casting Machine] 21-22

Micrometer Wedge 20D 2 . 50
adjusting screw a20D2 . 25

" spring a20D3 .08
11 screw (2) 20D4 .03

shank a20Dl .10
" nut a20D5 .04
" " lock nut (discarded)
" spring 20D7 .05

Micrometer Wedge a20D (complete) 3 . 08

•yy. v>o v.>s-si -/)n -s>~. • •/>: cos '.v9o -y^o -sr. -m -sr. or 'j&i -sr. *Sjo -sk -sr. 'SXi vysv9c "XW->5c •JVS'Sn f-rtc rsn •sx,ts?zmoo

§ For Machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: Improvement No. 8 §
§ Micrometer Wedge adjusting nut 20D2 .25 §
§ " " spring 20D3 .08 §
§ shank 20D1 .25 §
§ " nut 20D5 .04 §
§ " " lock nut.. 20D6 .04 §

Micrometer Wedge 20D (complete) .... 3.27 §

Micrometer-wedge Stand, see Normal-wedge-locking-pin
Stand al5B

Normal Wedge (Regular, any Set) 2 ID 7.50
If a regular Normal Wedge 2 ID becomes worn so

that it does not give the correct width type bodies in all

positions, it should be returned to our factory to be re-
scraped and tested.
Price for re-scraping and testing 2.50

Normal Wedge (Tabular, any Set) 22D 10.00
If a tabular Normal Wedge 22D becomes worn so

that it does not give the correct width type bodies in all

positions, it should be returned to our factory to be re-
scraped and tested.
Price for re-scraping and testing 3 . 50

For machines equipped with. Display-type Attach- %
ment order: Improvement No. 13 %
Normal Wedge 1. . 47S 5.00 J

gage 47S1 .60 J
handle (7) . . 47S2 . 20 %
packing piece 2 . . 47S3 1.50 J

" pin 2.. 47S4 $
Normal Wedge 47S (complete) 7 . 10 j

Note: The old style Normal Wedges 17S to 20S inclusive %
are no longer furnished. %

Normal-wedge A hutment 17C
Normal-wedge Jaw, see Matrix Jaw 5B
Normal-wedge Locking Pin al4B
Operating-rod Guide, see Transfer-wedge-operating-rod

Guide 54D
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Pin Block (justification), see Air-pin Block (justification) a3t>

Pin Plate, see Air-pin-block Cover Plate ^ 1

Pump Trip {hand)

Pump-trip Operating Lever (2) 1 • •
48D .90

fulcrum pin „±ci n«
» " cotter 48D2 .00

separating pin (2) .(!).... 48D3 .02

Pump-trip Operating Lever 48D (complete) - 98

Pump-trip-operating-lever Stand, see Air-pin Block 3D

PuMP.TKn.xuBB
;:::r.!::*88i :!S

co
ii
ar

setscrew::::::::::: ..... gw
:

<;*

spring post w; • • *vi-»o v

Pump-trip Tube a49D (complete) 1
*

§ For machines 103 to 534 inclusive when ordering.
|

§ Pump-trip Tube a49D -
80

|

§ order also, «TTin 00 I
§ Pump Trip rod cotter •

• ^ I

§ and drill the rear end of the Pump-trip Rod, where it projects
|am

Pump-trip Spring

Pump-trip Spring 50D (complete)

Pump-trip-tube Spring Post (in Main Stand) 5ID

Pump-trip-tube Spring Post, in Pump-trip Tube ....

Space Transfer Wedge 52D (complete)

.

§ Space Transfer Wedge
§ Space Transfer Wedge a52D (complete) .

.
.

§ See note after a53D (complete), ^^.^^

Space-transfer-noedge Abutment, see Air-pin Block

Space-transfer-wedge Operating Rod 1

.

yoke CO

50D
50D1

12
'.03

.18

51D .03

49D3
21D
57D

52D
52D1
52D2

3.50
.75
.05

4.30

a52D 3.50 §
4.30 §

§

3C

53D 2.00
53D1
53D2
53D3

. 53D4
:'pl't).

.04

.04

.05

.2 5

2.13
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§ For machines 1013 and following order: §
§ Space-transfer-wedge Operating Rod yoke a53D4 .25 §
§ Space - transfer - wedge Operating Rod §
§ a53D (complete) 2 . 13 §
§ Note: To equip machines 103 to 1012 inclusive with the improved §

§ parts a52D and aS3D4 requires that both these parts be ordered §

§ together and that clearance for the Yoke be cut in the Type §
° Pusher 29B and the Air-pin Block 3C.

Space-transfer-wedge-operating-rod Crosshead, see Trans-
fer-tongs-space-wedge-lever Crosshead 59D10

Space-transfer-wedge-operating-rod Guide, see Transfer-
wedge-operating-rod Guide 54D

Space-transfer-wedge-operating-rod Shifter, see Transfer-
wedge Shifter 55D

Space-transfer-wedge Tongs, see Transfer Tongs 59D
Tabular Wedge, see Normal Wedge, Tabular, any Set .... 22D

Transfer Tongs
cam lever extension
lower connecting link (2)

" bushing (2)
upper connecting link (2)

" pin (in 59D1)
" separating block

" bushing.
" rivet (2)

space wedge lever (2)
crosshead

" " eye (on Spring-box Rod)
" " " separating pin (3)

type wedge lever (2)
" bolt (for Link 59D4) (1

" " " bolt nut (1)
" " " crosshead
" " " separating pin( 2)

Transfer Tongs 59D -(complete)

59D1
59D2
59D3
59D4
59D5
59D6
S9D7
59D8
59D9
S9D10
59D11
S9D12
S9D13
59D14
59D15
S9D16
59D17

20.00

We cannot furnish separate parts of these Tongs.
Instead we exchange repaired Tongs for worn Tongs.
Price for exchange

Transfer-tongs-space-wedge-lever-eye Lock Nut, see Trans-
fer-wedge-spring-box Lock Nut 60D10

Transfer Wedge, see Space Transfer Wedge 52D
Transfer Wedge, see Type Transfer Wedge 62D
Transfer-wedge Abutment, see Normal-wedge Abutment ... 1 7C
Transfer-wedge Cam a69E

Transfer-wedge-operating-rod Guide 54D
cap 54D1
" screw (2) 54D2
screw (2) 54D3

Transfer-wedge-operating-rod Guide 54D (c'pl't).

7.50

2.75
.15
.03
.06

3.08
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Transfer-wedge Shifter 55D 1.50
spring (inside) 55D1 .08

(outside) S5D2 .09
abutment (lower) ... . 55D3 .15

(upper)... . 55D4 .15
nut 55D5 .05

Transfer-wedge Shifter 55D (complete; 2.02

Transfer-wedge-shifter Bearing, see Normal-wedge-locking-
pin Stand al5B

Transfer-wedge-shifter Lever 56D .80
fulcrum screw 56D1 .10

Transfer-wedge-shifter Lever 56D (c'pl't). .90

Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever Stand, see Normal-wedge-lock-
ing-pin Stand al5B

Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever Pin, see Transfer-wedge-shifter-
lever-arm Fulcrum Pin 57D3

Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever Arm 57D .70
adjusting nut 57D1 .08

" lock nut 57D2 .04
fulcrum pin (for Lever) 57D3 .02
rod 57D4 .10

Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever Arm 5 7D (c'pl't) . . 94

Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever-arm Bell Crank, see Bell Crank 4D

Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever-arm Spring 58D .05

Transfer Tongs 59D
Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever-arm Plate, see Centering-pin-

lever Plate 16E2
Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever-arm Spring Plate, see Justifi-

cation-wedge-lever-arm-spring Plate 17D

Transfer-wedge Spring Box
tube 60D1 .70
cap 60D2 .30
forked eye 60D3 .50

" pin 60D4 .05
" " cotter (2) 60D5 .00

rod 1.. 60D6 .20
" head... . • 1. . 60D7
" adjusting nut (for Springs) 60D8 .05

" lock nut 60D9 .05
lock nut (for Transfer-tongs Eye) 60D10 .05
spring abutment (2) 60D11 .06

(inside) 60D12 .20
(outside) 60D13 .20

Transfer-wedge Spring Box 60D (complete) 2.42

Transfer-wedge-spring-box-rod Eye, see Transfer-tongs-
space-wedge-lever Eye 59D11
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Transfer-wedge-spring-box Stand 61D .80
bolt (2) 61D1 .07

Transfer-wedge-spring-box Stand 6ID (complete) .94

Trip, for Galley, see Galley Trip Rod 8D
Trip, for Pump, see Pump-trip Tube a49D
Type-pusher Guiding Lever 3OB

Type Transfer Wedge 62D 3.50

Type-transfer-wedge Abutment, see Normal-wedge Abut-
ment 17C

Type-transfer-wedge Operating Rod 1.. 63D 2.00
nut 63D1 .04
" lock nut 63D2 .04

pin (1).. 63D3 .15
washer (rawhide) 63D4 .05

Type-transfer-wedge Operating Rod 63D (c'pl't). 2 . 13

Type-transfer-wedge-operating-rod Crosshead, see Trans-
fer-tongs-type-wedge-lever Crosshead 59D16

Type-transfer-wedge-operating-rod Guide, see Transfer-
wedge-operating-rod Guide 54D

Type-transfer-wedge-operating-rod Shifter, see Transfer-
wedge Shifter 55D

Type-transfer-wedge Tongs, see Transfer Tongs 59D
Wedge, see Justification Wedge 10D
Wedge, see Micrometer Wedge 20D
Wedge, see Normal Wedge 21D
Wedge, see Space Transfer Wedge 52D
Wedge, see Type Transfer Wedge 62D
Wedge Cover 24C
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E GROUP
Mechanism for receiving power from the belt and transmitting it

to the various portions of the machine.

Base alE 150.00
'

hinge (for Door) (2 ) 1E1 .20

Base alE (complete) 150.40

Belt-shifter Arm (front) 2E 1.00
clamp screw 2.bl .07

Belt-shifter Arm 2E (complete) 1.07

Belt-shifter Arm (rear, carrying Eye) 3E 1.00
clamp 3E2 .20

" bolt 3E3 .08

set screw. 3E1 .07

Belt-shifter Arm 3E (complete) 1.35

± For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- t

J ment order: Improvement No. 13 t

X Belt-shifter Arm 2S
i clamp 2S1 .20 t

| " bolt 2S2 .08 X

X set screw 2S2 .07
|

X Belt-shifter Arm 2S (complete) ^JLiSP+J

Belt-shifter Eye 4E 1.25

^^OT^Schmes^qtupped with Display-type Attach- J
ment order: Improvement Wo. 13 X

Belt-shifter Eye (forked) ^^A^.J^.J . J AilJJi

Belt-shifter Lever, see Operating Lever 32F

Belt-shifter Ring 5E 3.25
clamp screw 5E1 .07

guide pin 5E2 .15

Belt-shifter Ring 5E (complete) 3.47

Belt-shifter Rod 6E .90

fibre washer 6E1 .05

spring 6E2 .45

Belt-shifter Rod 6E (complete) 1.40

Cam-lever Shaft (front, for Type-carrier-cam,Pump-cam
and Transfer-wedge-cam Levers) 7E 1 . 40
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Cam-lever Shaft (rear, for Paper-tower-cam, Mold-
blade-cam and Type-pusher-
cam Levers) 8E 1.20

cotter 8E1 .00
set screw 8E2 . 10
washer 8E3 . 10

Cam-lever Shaft 8E (complete) 1.40

Cam-lever Shaft, for Centering-pin-cam Lever, see Centering-
pin-cam-lever Shaft 15E

Cam-lever Shaft, for Jaw-tongs-cam Lever, see Jaw-tongs-
cam-lever Shaft 2SE

Cam-lever-shaft Stand (for Centering-pin-cam and
Jaw-tongs-cam Levers) . . . a9E 20.00

bolt (4) 9E1 .10
Cam-lever-shaft Stand a9E (complete) 20.40

yy -yy. 'yy. -yy.vx -yy. -yyj -yy.vxt&s -yy.tac ~yy. t/x 'Sr.vx -yy. ryy. -yy.yy-sk-yy.vx-yy*yy?yyryy. i<x-yy,-yy. -yy>yy. tyy,tyntyn

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 2 §
§ Cam-lever-shaft Stand (for Centering-pin-cam and §

Jaw-tongs-cam Levers).. 9E 20.00 &

Cam-lever-shaft Stand 9E (complete) 20.40
j

Cam-lever-shaft Stand, for Shafts 7E and 8E, see Cam-
shaft Stand al2E

Cam Shaft (driving) 10E 12.00
cam key 10E1 .15
key (for driving Pulley) 10E3 .05
nut 11

" " 10E4 .12
gear (graduated) 10E5 5.00
" key 10E6 .10

Cam Shaft alOE (complete): see Note under
Cam Shaft HE (complete).

tsjr. 'ST. 'Sr.t&s'-XTvXVX -X>0 "Sy. tCQvxVX t/tovxeXc-yy&©c &©s t&st&z yr. -yy -yy. i/K»VXi©s -S>:-yy'yy'yy. >/X>>X-yytottyyvX
§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §
§ inclusive order:

§
§ Cam Shaft distance ring 10E2 .75 §
§ Cam Shaft 10E (complete): see Note under §
§ Cam Shaft HE (complete) §
'yy.VX60S tOQtOO --Or. -yy.ryr. -yy.vy. 'Sy. >Xy. 'Cr. t0B-yy, -yy.yy. -Sr. -yy. -yy.-yy.yy. 'yy.ryy.-yy. -yy. ryy.SyMX -yy. yy.-XXyy.'.yy.-yy-yy. tyy

Cam Shaft (driven) HE 10.75
cam key HEl .15
distance ring 11E2 75
gear 11E3 4.50

key HE4 .10
Cam Shafts are furnished only in pairs, that is alOE

(complete) and HE (complete), with all the following
Cams in place; Type-carrier Cams 7 IE and 71E1;
Pump Cams 66E and 66E1; Transfer-wedge Cams 69E
and 69E1; Centering-pin Cams al3E and al3El;
Locking-bar Cam a86E; Jaw-tongs Cams 23E and 23E1;
Paper-tower Cams 52E and 52E1; Mold-blade Cams
43E and 43E1; Type-pusher Cams 75E and 75E1.
Price per pair 80
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Should it be necessary to replace a pair of Cams the
two Shafts 10E and HE must be returned to the Fac-
tory. No charge other than for the material used (at the
prices listed) is made for repairing Cam Shafts.

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: Improvement No. 4 §

§ Cam Shaft 10E (complete) and HE (complete) §

§ with all the following Cams in place; Type-carrier §

§ Cams 71E and 71E1; Pump Cams 66E and 66E1; §

§ Transfer-wedge Cams 69E and 69E1; Centering- §

§ pin Cams 13E and 13E1; Jaw-tongs Cams 23E and §

§ 23E1; Paper-tower Cams 52E and 52E1; Mold- §

§ blade Cams 43E and 43E1; Type-pusher Cams §

§ 75E and 75E1. §

§ Price per pair 78.42 §

§ For machines 503 to 519 inclusive order the same as above except §

§ that in place of Centering-pin Cams 13E and 13E1 order Cen- §

§ tering-pin Cams al3E and al3El. The price is the same.

Cam-shaft Pulley, see Pulley 64E

Cam-shaft Stand l..al2E 100.00
cap (long, for Cam Shaft) (3) (1 ) . . 12E1 1 . 80
" (short," " " ) (1).. 12E2 1.60
M screw (for 12E1 and 12E2) (16). (1). . 12E3 .08
" (front, for Cam-lever Shaft) (1 ) . . 12E4 1 . 00
44

(rear, " " " 44
) (1) . . 12E5 1.00

" pin (in Cap 12E4) (1) . . 12E6 .03
44 screw (for 12E4 and 12E5) (4)..(i).. 12E7 .07
" (for Worm Shaft) U) . . 12E8 2 . 50
M screw (for 12E8) (4) (if).. 12E9 .07

oil pipe (long) (J) . . 12E10 .15
M 44

(short) U).. 12E11 .10
screw (7-16" x 1 1-8*) (4) 12E12 .09

44 (7-16* x 1 3-8") (4) 12E13 .09
Winkley oiler (6) (1) . . 12E14 .15

Cam-shaft Stand al2E (complete) 100.72
yy. xy. <yy. '/y. -yy. xy. xr. *.cr.-/ysy. xy. tooxy. -sy- yy. xy. xy. -yy. -yy. yy. xy. xy. xy. -yy. xy. t/» yy. xy. O'. yy. xy. xy. XX, ryy. xy. u»

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 2 §

§ Cam-shaft Stand 12E 100.00 §

§ Cam-shaft Stand 12E (complete) 100.72 §
xy. -xy.xy.xnx?-.xy- yy. ryy; toevos-yyjyy>xkXXxy xy. xy. ~xy. 'yy. z<y. ryy.xy*yyixy.ryy. -xy. -,cr. yy, ryy. xy. xy. ryy. xy. xy,xy. >xy.

Carrying-frame-cam Lever, see Centering-pin-cam Lever . .al4E

Centering-pin Cam (driving, marked D in circle) . ...al3E 5.50
(driven, marked D in square) al3El

Centering-pin Cam al3E (complete): see Note
under Cam Shaft HE (complete).

i/K xy. -yy.Xy:xy.-xyxyx>z'Skxyzukryryyyyy, ryy. xy>-yy 'Xy, -yy. -sr. -yy. -yy. -yy.-yyxy. -yy. xy.xyzxy.-yyxn-yy. >yy. xyixy>yy. xy.

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: Improvement No. 4
j

§ Centering-pin Cam (driving marked D in circle).. . 13E 5 .50 1

§ (driven marked D in square). 13E1
| Centering-pin Cam 13E (complete): see

J

§ Note under Cam Shaft HE complete.
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Centering-pin-cam Lever l..al4E 15.00
bushing (2) (1).. 14E1 .18

pin (2) (1).. 14E2 .01
roller (2).. 14E3 .30
" pin (1).. 14E4 .15

set screw 14E5 . 10

Centering-pin-cam Lever al4E (complete).. 15.10

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §
§ inclusive order: §
§ Centering-pin-cam Lever 14E 15.00 §

Centering-pin-cam Lever 14E (complete).. 15.10 §

Centering-pin-cam-lever Shaft 15E 1.20

Centering-pin-cam-lever-shaft Stand, see Cam-lever-shaft
Stand a9E

Centering-pin Lever l..al6E 13.00
screw (to Cam Lever) (3) 16E1 .08
plate (for Lever-arm Rods 15D3 and 57D4) 16E2 .05
- screw (2) 16E3 .04

• stud (for Bridge-lever Link) (J) . . 16E4 . 05 *

" cotter 16E5 .00

Centering-pin Lever al6E (complete) 13.37

j For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order:
§ Centering-pin Lever 16E 13.00 §
§ Centering-pin Lever 16E (complete) 13.37 §

-yy. sr. zsxt'XS. 'Xx.toston AS.e©o-xs* ss. -As; txn x/i SS*ss.ssi ss. ss.-AS;xsi ss.ss. ss. ssiss. ssit<s.ss. as; ss. ss. ss. ss. ss. k/j

Centering-pin-lever Link, to Bridge Lever, see Bridge-
lever Connecting Link 2A1

Clamp, for Mold, see Mold Clamp 48E

% For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- %
% ment order: Improvement No. 13 %
j Countershaft 5S 3.00 %
X cone pulley 5S1 4.00 J
X " " key 5S2 .05 %
X pulley (fast) 5S3 5.50 X
X '

" key 5S4 .05 J
X " (loose) 1.. 5S5 5.55 X
X

44 screw (for oil hole) (2).. 5S6 .05 %
X Countershaft 5S (complete) 18.15 1

t X
X Countershaft Stand: 1 . . 6S 23 .20 j
X bolt (3) 6S1 .18 X
X " nut (3) 6S2 .08 t
t cap (2) (?).. 6S3 1.00 X
X " oiler (2) 6S4 .15 X
X

44 screw (4) 6S5 .08 X
X Countershaft Stand 6S (complete) 24.60 i
t t
X Countershaft Tightener Pulley 7S 5.00 j
X arm 7S1 3.00 J
X

44
fulcrum stud 7S2 1.25 X

X
4 4 44 4 4 nut 7S3 .11 X

X
44

spring (inside) 7S4 .25 X
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X Countershaft Tightener Pulley—Continued X

X arm spring (outside) 7S5 .25 j
X

** " rod 7S6 1 .50 J
X

M fulcrum stud 7S7 .35 J

X " " " M " nut.... 7S8 .05 J
X " " " nut (2) 7S9 .06 J
I " M " washer 7S10 ' .05 X
X stud 7S11 1 .00 X
X " nut 7S12 .11 X
X Countershaft Tightener Pulley 7S (c'pl't). 13.04 X

Door 1. . 17E 4.50
hinge pin (2) (J). . 17E1 .05
knob (1).. 17E2 .30
latch U).. 17E3 .25

Door 17E (complete) 4.50

Door Hinge, see Base Hinge, for Door 1E1
Gear, see Cam-shaft Gear 10E5

Gear Cover 19E 4.50
screw (lower) 19E1 .06

M
(upper) 19E2 .07

Gear Cover 19E (complete) 4.63

Gear Vernier 20E 1.25
screw (2) 20E1 .03

Gear Vernier 20E (complete) 1.31

Hand Wheel, see Worm-shaft Hand Wheel 80E2
Hand-wheel Shaft, see Worm Shaft 80E
Idler Gear, see Worm-shaft Gear 80E1
Jaw Tongs, see Matrix-jaw Tongs 37E
Jaw Tongs, see Pin-jaw Tongs a55E

Jaw-tongs Bell Crank (lower) l..a2lE 10.00
ball stud U)..a2lEl .30
stud (short) 21E6 .25
" nut (lower) 21E3 .07
" " (upper) 21E4 .05
" washer 21E5 .05

(upper) 2..a2lE10 9.00
ball stud (#)..a2lEll .30
stud (long) 21E2 .30
" nut (lower) 21E7 .07

" (upper) 21E8 .05
M washer 21E9 .05

Jaw-tongs Bell Crank a21E (complete).... 19.89
v<Kvcn tsr. 'SX>>sy.09c t/y*>sk *s?jvootoo-sk vers 'Sr.KX- t/K'Xx'Xxeos'XX. eostxy. &©o t/y. -xx~'Xx. 'xx. 'Xy. -yxs -xx.uy.tot-xx ?xy. -xxj-xx. 'XXi

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 §

§ inclusive and 503 to 519 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §

§ Jaw-tongs Bell Crank 1.. 21E 10.00 §
§ ball stud CO.. 21E1 .40 §

§ Jaw-tongs Bell Crank 2 IE (complete) 10.89 §

§ Omit parts a21E10 and a21Ell.
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Jaw-tongs-bell-crank Ball Socket, see Jaw-tongs-spring-box
Ball Socket .a27E

Jaw-tongs-bell-crank Fulcrum Stud 22E 1.00
nut (lower) 22E1 .11
" (upper) 22E2 .08
washer 22E3 .07

Jaw-tongs-bell-crank Fulcrum Stud 22E (c'pl't). 1.26

Jaw-tongs Cam (driving, marked E in circle) 1. . 23E 5.50
(driven, marked E in square) 1 . . 23E1

Jaw-tongs Cam 23E (complete) : see Note under
Cam Shaft HE (complete).

Jaw-tongs-cam Lever l..a24E 14.50
clamp bolt (for Ball Extension) (2) 24E2 .09
bushing (2) (1) . . 24E3 . 18

pin (2) (1). . 24E4 .01
roller U) . . 24E5 .30
" pin (1). . 24E6 .15

adjusting screw (for Ball Extension ) a24E7 .20
lock nut a24E8 .06

Jaw-tongs-cam Lever a24E (complete).* 14.94
v9s-jO?v9o•Jy*aOoaoo?skv9cssiadoeoo &qs/y.-rr.-Kn-s,':-sr.-/y.vscusetootoorsn -sri-sktoo-sk•xxi -y>ivos-jy>

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 §

§ inclusive and 503 to 519 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §

§ Jaw-tongs-cam Lever 24E 13.00 §

§ ball extension 24E1 1.00 §

§ Jaw-tongs-cam Lever 24E (complete) 14.09 §

§ Omit parts a24E7 and a24E8. §

Jaw-tongs-cam-lever Ball Extension, see Jaw-tongs-spring-
box Ball Extension a26El

Jaw-tongs-cam-lever Shaft 25E .45
set screw 25E1 . 10

Jaw-tongs-cam-lever Shaft 25E (complete). .55

Jaw-tongs-cam-lever-shaft Stand, see Cam-lever-shaft Stand a9E

Jaw-tongs Spring Box
ball extension a26El 1.75
" socket (left bearing for Ball) a26E2 2 .00
** " guide pin a26E3 .01

" plug a26E4 .40
" button a26E5 .50

" plug (right bearing for Ball) a26E6 .75
" nut a26E7 .05
" washer a26E8 .40

spring (inside) (2) a26E9 .20
(outside) (2) a26El0 .25
abutment (4) a26Ell .40

" brake (wood) (2) a26E12 .35
" cone (2) a26E13 .75

rod (lower) (Plug for Ball Socket) a26El4 1 .00
" nut a26El5 .05
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Jaw-tongs Spring Box—Continued
spring rod nut lock nut a26E16 .06

" M (upper) a26El7 .75
M lock nut (Crosshead end) a26El8 .08
" nut a26El9 .05
" 44

lock nut a26E20 .06
" " crosshead a26E21 1.25

ball plug a26E22 .60
44 lock nut a26E23 .08

tube (2) a26E24 1.00
" cap a26E25 2.85

44 stud (2) a26E26 .15
" 44 44 nut (2) a26E27 .05
" plate a26E28 .25

Jaw-tongs Spring Box a26E (complete) includes
Ball Socket a27E (complete) and Ball Socket a8lE
(complete) and cannot be furnished without them 21 .94

yst/KVBQup)l&StOt-SK*X>'ST.rSXt^Kt^K ttKtj&? <SK l&Z«0M<5VPS '£\

For machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 m-
i
elusive and 503 to 519 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §

i Jaw-tongs Spring Box _ ^
tube (outside) 26E1 2.65 §

adjusting cap 26E2 .75 §
44

lock nut 26E3 .45 §

plug (right end) 26E4 .35 I

spring rod (right) 26ii5 . l» 8
44 44 nut 26E6 .05 §
44

s
44 spring abutment 26E7 .40 j

44 washer 26E8 .10 j

44
(right, inside) 26E9 .20

j

(
44 intermediate) 26E10 .25 j

44
(

44
outside) 26E11 .30 {

tube finside) 26E12 2.15 {

44
ball plug (right end) 26E13 .40 !

44
plug (left end) 26E14 .35 §

ball plunger 26E15 2.00 §

brake (wood) 26E16 .35 §

spring rod (left) 26E17 .10 §
44 44 nut.. 26E18 .05 §

44 44
lock nut 26E19 .05 §

44
spring abutment 26E20 .40 §

44
(left, inside) 26E21 .20 §

44
(
M intermediate) 26E22 .25 §

44
(

44
outside) 26E23 .30

§
Jaw-tongs Spring Box 26E (complete) 12.28j

Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket (lower) a27E .70

lock nut a27El .25

Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket (lower)
a27E (complete) -95

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 in- §

§ elusive and 503 to 519 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §

§ Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket 27E .90 §

§ plug 27E1 .75 ?
44 lock nut (2) 27E2 .30 §

Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket 27E (c'pl't). 2.25 j
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Jaw-tongs-spring-box-ball-socket Plug (lower), see Jaw-
tongs-spring-box-spring Rod a26E 1

4

Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket (upper) a81E .70
lock nut a8lEl .25

Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket (upper)
a8lE (complete) .95

sy-yy-yyyy. sy}?yysy: -yy.xx-yys-yy. -yy. sy.sy; -yy.syzsy. -yy-yy.sysy. -yy. syisy. sy.>yysy. -yy;v5

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 in-
§ elusive and 503 to 519 inclusive omit parts a81E
§ and a81El. Improvement No. 1

Jaw-tongs-spring-box-ball-socket Plug (upper), see Jaw-
tongs-spring-rod-crosshead Ball Plug a26E22

Jaw-tongs Stud (front), in Air-pin Block, see Air-pin-
block Stud for front Pin-jaw Tongs 3D8

Jaw-tongs Stud (rear), in Main Stand, see Pin-jaw-tongs
Stud 63E

Locking Bar (front), see Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar
(front) al3B

Locking Bar (rear), see Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar
(rear) al3C

Locking-bar Bell Crank (lower, for rear Bar) 1. .b28E 2 . 75
spring post CO.. 28E1 .05
fulcrum pin (for Latch) (1) . . a28E2 . 04

Locking-bar Bell Crank b28E (complete).. 2.75
yy-yysn-yy-yy-yy.vx syssysy:sy. -yy. sy.sy -jy~ -yy. -yy:xx-yy '/y.xxxxxxsy. sy. sy. sy. sy. -yy, -yy.a©o-yy-yysy.-yy. -yy

§ bee Note after Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud b32E (complete). §

For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 1

j

§ Locking-bar Bell Crank (lower, for rear Bar).l . . 28E 2 .75
j

§ spring post (jf).; 28E1 .05
j

§ Locking-bar Bell Crank 28E (complete). . 2.75 <

§ Omit Pin a28E2.

Locking-bar Bell Crank (upper, for front Bar). . . 1 . .b29E 2 . 75
spring post (1) . . 29E1 .05
fulcrum pin (for Latch). (1) . .a29E2 .04

Locking-bar Bell Crank b29E (complete).. 2.75
-yyryysy. sy. sy;-/y-yysr.'/y sy;sy -yy. sy;-yysy;tcsxx-yyvxsnxxsysy.sy sy.xx-yy-yy -yy. xx-sy.xx-yyxx?yy-yy-yy

§ See Note after Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud b32E (comolete). §
>yn'yy,-yy. -yy.xx-yy. -yy--yy.-yy. -yy- -yy- -yy. yy.yy.xx-yy. yy. -yy-yy,-yy -yy. -yy-yy -yy;sy?yy.-yy -yy,yy-yy. -yy.yy-yy -yy.yy. -yy-yy

•yy}-yy. -yy;-yy.-yy-yy-yy -yy-yyvxvx -yy. -yy -yy. yy--yy-yy. -yysy. -yy. -yy. -yy.yy. yy.sy. -yy,sy. -yy.-yyyy-yy-sy -yy;-yy -yy.yy•yy

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501 §
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §
§ Locking-bar Bell Crank (upper, for front Bar).l . . 29E 2 . 75 §
§ spring post CO.. 29E1 .05 §
§ Locking-bar Bell Crank 29E (complete). . 2.75 §
§ Omit Pin a29E2. §yy-yy-yy; -yy:*on'yy. -yy.-yy-yy'yy-yy. sy.-yyyy vo» yy. -yy. -yy. -yy-yy-yy -yy.-yy-yysy -yy. -yy-yy-yy-yy-yy-yy-yy-yyyyxx-yy

Locking-bar-bell-crank Latch (lower) l..a82E 1.00
spring post (J)..a82El .04

LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK LATCH a82E (c 'pi *t). 1 . 00
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§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501
§ inclusive omit a82E and a82El. Improvement No. 1 j

Locking-bar-bell-crank Latch (upper) 1 . . a83E 1 . 00
spring post (2 ) . .a83E 1 .04

LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK LATCH a83E (c'pl't). 1 .00

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501 §

§ inclusive omit a83E and a83El. Improvement No. 1 §

LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK-LATCH SPRING (2) a84E .10

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501 §

I
inclusive omit a84E. Improvement No. 1j

LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK-LATCH-SPRING POST (in Main
Stand) a85E .05

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501
§ inclusive omit a85E. Improvement No. 1

LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK SPRING (2) 30E .11
plate (4) 30E1 .03

LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK SPRING 30E (com-
plete) each .17

Locking-bar-bell-crank-spring Post (in Main Stand) . 3 IE .05

Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud (in Main Stand) b32E .35
nut b32El .05

Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud b32E (c'pl't.). .40

| For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501 §

§ inclusive.order: Improvement No. 1 §

§ Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud (in Main Stand). . 32E .35 §
§ Omit Nut b32El. §

iOttsx-yy. -syitos-S?;i&>ton v.vetaos -sr. //-.ss:tsy?-/y. -syi-sr. uts-sr. -sr. -rs: />--•'>' t*os tooetx&©saos -jyitoomtcvsra©e?sy*eo:

| Note: When ordering any of the following parts §

§ for the first time for machines 321 and 502 to 1602 §

inclusive all of these parts must be ordered. Improvement No. 1 §

,
Locking-bar Bell Crank (lower) b28E 2.75 f

i
Locking-bar Bell Crank (upper) b29E 2.75 |

i Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud ; b32E .40 {

nut b32El .95 <

This new Stud is 7—16" diameter and is tapering where it fits in
{

I

the Main Stand. To apply it requires special tools which we will {

I

loan the customer, charging $37.60 for them but giving full credit i

! on their return in good condition. Credit will also be given for the \

old Bell Cranks a28E and a29E upon their return in good condi- |

\ tion. No credit will be given for broken Bell Cranks or for the j

f
Stud and Nut. Machines 1603 and following are already equipped

j

with these new parts.
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Locking-bar Operating Rod (follows a35E) a33E

Locking-bar Cam a86E 2.75
See Note tinder Cam Shaft HE (complete).

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519
§ inclusive omit a86E. Improvement No. 2 j

§ For machines 1603 and following order: Improvement No. 2 §

§ Locking-bar Cam b86E 2.75 §
vcr* -j(sinot v&>-~o* -sr. -sr. -sy. -ss*vanto: von-^Ckcsyi•jyiwx *oqtv.-jxto^ c/x >xs. ^<s<:M5c -xr. -Ss.aoetas toe«?s tc«

Locking-bar-cam Lever l..a34E 9.50
bushing (2) a)..a34El .18

pin (2) a)..a34E2 .01
roller (jf)..a34E3 .30

44 pin U)..a34E6 .15
stud (for Operating-rod Eye) 34E4 .25
" nut 34E5 .05

Locking-bar-cam Lever a34E (complete) 9.80

§ §

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 2 §

§ Locking-bar Lever 34E 3.00 §

§ link (2) 34E1 .50 §

§
44

pin 34E2 .08 §
§

44 44
cotter (4) 34E3 .00 §

§ Locking-bar Lever 34E (complete) 4.46 §

§ Omit part a34E6. I

§ For machines 1151 and following order:
§ Locking-bar-cam Lever oil pipe (-0 • • a34E7 .20 §

§ For machines 1151 to 1602 inclusive order:

§ Locking-bar-cam Lever oil pipe block CO. . a34E8 .20 §

§ For machines 1603 and following order: Improvement No. 2 f

§ Locking-bar-cam Lever 1 . . b34E 9 . 50 \

§ bushing (2) (1) . . b34El . 18 j

§
44

pin (2) (1).. b34E2 .01 j

§ roller (1)

.

. b34E3 .30 {

§
44

pin (1). . b34E6 .15
(

§ Locking-bar-cam Lever b34E (complete). . 9.80 [

Locking-bar-cam-lever Stand, see Cam-shaft Stand al2E

Locking-bar-cam-lever Fulcrum Stud a35E 1.00
nut a35El .14

Locking-bar-cam-lever Fulcrum Stud a35E
(complete) 1.14
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§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 i

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 2
j

§ LOCKING-BAR-LEVER FULCRUM STUD 35E 60 <

§ nut (front) 35E1 .06
j

§ " (rear) 35E2 .08
{

washer 35E3 .05 <

Locking-bar-lever Fulcrum Stud 35E (c'pl't). .79 J

Locking-bar Latch, see Locking-bar-bell-crank Latch a82E

Locking-bar Operating Rod a33E .50
bearing block a33El .75

V lock nut a33E2 .05
eye a33E5 .50
" lock nut (L. H.) a33E6 .05

spring a33E7 .30
stop a33E8 .10

Locking-bar Operating Rod a33E (c'pl't). 2.25

§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501 §
§ inclusive order: Improvements Nos. 1 and 2 §
§ Locking-bar Operating Rod 33E .50 §
§ bearing block 1 . . 33E1 1 . 50 §
§ " lock nut (R.H.).. . 33E2 .05
§ " plate 1.. 33E3
§

M M
rivet (2) (Jf).. 33E4

§ eye 33E5
§ " lock nut (L.H.) 33E6
§ Locking-bar Operating Rod 33E (c'pl't)...
§ Omit Spring a33E7.

Locking-bar-operating-rod-eye Stud, see Locking Bar-cam
lever Stud, for Operating-rod Eye 34E4

Locking-bar-operating-rod Guide Block, see Matrix-jaw-
tongs Stud a39E

Main Stand 1 . . 36E
air pipe (Tower to 5 unit Pin, B Bl

" 6
"

,<
7

.i

.«
9

.«

««
9

.«

" 9 " "
" 10

"

" 10 "

" 11
"

.i
12

„
..

13
.« u
M 15 M
" A Pin, C Block) .

2 .
>•

§ >
E M

) .
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. 36E 200.00
U). 36E1 .35
a). 36E2 .35

36E3 .35
8): 36E4 .35
U). 36E5 .35
a). 36E6 .35
a). 36E7 .35
CO. 36E8 .35
a). 36E9 .35
a). 36E10 .35
a). 36E11 .35
a). 36E12 .35
a). 36E13 .35
a). 36E14 .35
Of). 36E15 .35
a). 36E16 .35
a). 36E17 .35
a). 36E18 .35

a). 36E19 .35



Main Stand—Continued
air pipe (Tower to F Pin, C Block) (J). . 36E20 .35
" *

r
( " " G " " ) U). . 36E21 .35

" " (
u " H " " ) U). . 36E22 .35

" " ( " M
I " " ) (1). . 36E23 .35

« " > « " J " " ) (1). . 36E24 .35
» " ( " " K " " ) U). . 36E25 .35

" L " " ) U). . 36E26 .35
» " (

44 M M " " ) U). . 36E27 .35
" " ( " M N " " ) U). . 36E28 .35
" " ( " "1 (right, or. 0005" Pin,

D Block) (1). . 36E29 .35
M " ( " "2 (left, or .0075" Pin,

D Block) (1). . 36E30 .35
** " ( " "3 (centre, or Space

Pin, D Block) (1).. 36E31 .35
*' " (Tower to Leading Attachment)

(3) (1).. 36E32 .35
" " (for air blast) (1).. 36E33 .35

bolt (1-2" x 3 1-2") 36E34 .20
" nut (for 36E34) 36E35 .08
" (7-16" x 3 1-2") 36E36 .20
" (7-16" x 2") (3) 36E37 .10
" nut (for 36E36 and 36E37) (4) 36E38 .07

Main Stand 36E (complete) 201.06

f/y.-sk -sy>-jCn*ot -syz -jCt.*o»von-sx,-sx-sx rsxe/x <*~s>xx.&oe-sk-sx-jcn-xk^ot too-xn-sk-sr-aoetoeeos&oeads -sr.too

§ For machines 1603 and following order:
|

§ Main Stand bushing (brass, for water holes) (2) . . . a36E39 .03 §

§ Notp: These may be applied to machines 103 to 1602 inclusive §

] if the holes in the Main Stand be opened out to receive them.

Main-stand Water Connection (front), see Water Connection 79E
Main-stand-water-pipe Connection (side), see Water-pipe

Connection 47H

Matrix-jaw Tongs (front) (complete)
connecting link (2) 37E1

" bushing (2) 37E2
" pin (2) 37E3

lever (4) 37E4
" bushing (Jaw end) (2) 37E5

link (centre) (2) 37E6
" pin (centre) (2) 37E7

Matrix-jaw Tongs 37E (complete) 15.00

We cannot furnish separate parts of these Tongs.
Instead we exchange repaired Tongs for worn Tongs.
Price for exchange 4.50

Matrix-jaw Tongs (rear) (complete)
connecting link (2) a38El

" bushing (2) a38E2
" pin (2) 38E6

lever (4) 38E7
" bushing (Jaw ends) (2) 38E8

link (centre) (2) 38E9
" pin (centre) (2) 38E10

Matrix-jaw Tongs a38E (complete) 15.00
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We cannot furnish separate parts of these Tongs.
Instead we exchange repaired Tongs for worn Tongs.
Price for exchange 4.S0

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §
§ inclusive order: §

§ Matrix-jaw Tongs §

§ connecting eye 1.. 38E1 §

§
M u

(L.H.) 1.. 38E2 §
§ " " adjusting nut CO.. 38E3 .50 §
I " " " "lock nut (J).. 38E4 .05 §

I " " ** " " " (L.H.).a).. 38E5 .05 §

§ Matrix-jaw Tongs 38E (complete) 15.00 §
<SS,'SS.Sr.Sr. SS. Sr.SS.SS. SS.SS.SS. -Sr.Ss.Ss.SSlSs. Ss. SS.ss. SS.SSJrry;SS- -ss.Ss. Sr. -ssSS. SS.Ss. SSiSS.SS2SX,SS.SS)

Matrix-jaw-tongs Bell Crank, see Jaw-tongs Bell Crank . . .a2lE
Matrix-jaw-tongs Cam, see Jaw-tongs Cam 23E
Matrix-jaw-tongs Spring, see Pin-jaw-tongs Spring 57E
Matrix-jaw-tongs Spring Box, see Jaw-tongs Spring Box. . .a26E
Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (front), in Bell Crank, see Jaw-

tongs-bell-crank Stud (front) 21E2
Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (front), in Main Stand a39E
Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (rear), in Bell Crank, see Jaw-tongs-

bell-crank Stud (rear)
g

. 21E6
Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (rear), in Justification-air-pin

Block 40E

Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (front, in Main Stand) a39E 1.00
nut (lower) 39E1 .11
" (upper) 39E2 .05
arm (for Paper Winding Spring). . .a39E3 . 15

Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud a39E (complete).... 1.31
ess. -sr. sr. -sr. -rs. -Sr. sr. sr-. Sr. sr. -sr. Sr.sr-Sr. -xr. Sr. sr. sr. -sr. srtss. sr. -sr.sr. sr. 'Sr. sr. sr. -sr. sr. 'Sx.SS.Sr. -sr.Sx-XXsx
§ For machines 103 to 320 inclusive and 322 to 501 §
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §
§ Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (front, in Main Stand) 39E 1.00 §

Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud 39E (complete).. . . 1 .21 f

Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (rear, in Justification-air-pin
Block) 40E .80

nut (lower) 40E1 .08
" (upper) 40E2 .05
washer 40E3 .05

Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud 40E (complete) .98

Mold-blade Bell Crank 1.. 4lE 4.00
ball stud (J).. 41E1 .30

Mold-blade Bell Crank 41E (complete) 4.00

Mold-blade-bell-crank Connecting Rod, see Mold-blade
Connecting Rod 45E

Mold-blade-bell-crank Stud 42E .45
nut (lower) 42El .08
" (upper) 42E2 .06

washer 42E3 .05

Mold-blade-bell-crank Stud 42E (complete) . . 64
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Mold-blade Cam (driving, marked G in circle) 1. . 43E 5 SO
(driven, marked G in square) 1 . . 43E1

Mold-blade Cam 43E (complete): see Note
under Cam Shaft HE (complete).

Mold-blade-cam Lever 1 #< 44E ll SO
extension... ,//.(})!! 44E1 !40
bushing (2) ....(*).. 44E2 . 18

Pin (2) (i). . 44E3 .01
roller... (J).. 44E4 .30

Pin (2).. 44E5 .15
Mold-blade-cam Lever 44E (complete) 11.50

+++++++++++-

I
For machines equipped with Display-type Attacht

h^^'^+++++++++++
t

I
ment order: Improvement No. 13 1

X Mold-blade-cam Lever 1 15s n 50 t
J bushing (2) ../.GO.'; 15S1 !l8t
I

Pin (2) 15S2 .011
compound lever 15S3 2 00 J

1 «.
locking screw 15S4 .35 J

+
4 , " collar... 15S5 .08 1

I M tt
stud 15S6 .40 t

I „ nut 15S7 .07 J

I
' roller..

^ (2).. 15S8 30 |
I pm. (j).. 15S9 .15 tMold-blade-cam Lever 15S (complete) 14.41 %

t Mold-blade-cam-lever-compound-lever Abut-
ment (in Main Stand) 16S 75 t

I nut
; 16S1 '.06 t

X washer
1 6§2 05 1

Mold-blade-cam-lever-compound-lever'
*

Abutment 16S (complete) .86 |

Mold-blade-cam-lever Shaft, see Cam-lever Shaft, {rear) ... 8E

Mold-blade Connecting Rod 45E 55
lock nut. ...!!!!!!!!!! 45E1 !osM " (L. H.) 45E2 .05

Mold-blade Connecting Rod 45E (complete). .65

Mold-blade-connecting-rod Ball Socket
(on Cam Lever) 46E .70

lock nut 46E1 .25
Ping 46E2 .65

MOLD-BLADE-CONNECTING-ROD BALL SOCKET 46E
(complete)

! 60

MOLD-BLADE-CONNECTING-ROD BALL SOCKET
(on Bell Crank) 47E .70

lock nut 47E1 .25
plug (L. H.) 47E2 .65

MOLD-BLADE-CONNECTING-ROD BALL SOCKET
47E (complete)

t 60

Mold-blade Operating Rod i$q
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Mold Clamp (front) 48E .20
bolt 48E1 .06
" washer 48E2 .05

Mold Clamp 48E (complete) .31

Mold Clamp (side) 49E .20
bolt 49E1 .06
" washer 49E2 .05

Mold Clamp 49E (complete) .31

Mold Screw (No. 14x1 9-16") (Style M Mold) (2).. 50E .08

Mold Screw (1-4* xl 1-4") (Style B Mold) (3) a50E .08

Mold Screw (No. 14 x 1 1-8") (Style M Mold) 5 IE .08

Normal-wedge-locking-pin Cam, see Centering-pin Cam.. . .al3E

Paper-tower Cam (driving, marked F in circle) 1 . . 52E 5 . 50
(driven, marked F in square). . . . 1 . . 52E1

Paper-tower Cam 52E (complete): see Note
under Cam Shaft HE (complete).

Paper-tower-cam Lever 1 . . 53E 11 . 50
bushing (2) (i). . 53E1 .18

pin (2) a). . 53E2 .01
roller (1) . . 53E3 .30

" pin (1).. 53E4 .15
stud (for Operating-rod Eye). . . . 53E5 . 15
" nut 53E6 .05

Paper-tower-cam Lever 53E (complete) 11.70

Paper-tower-cam-lever Shaft, see Cam-lever Shaft, {rear) . . 8E

Paper-tower Operating Rod 54E .60
eye (lower) 54E1 .50
" lock nut 54E2 .05
" (upper) 54E3 .40
" lock nut (L. H.).... 54E4 .05

Paper-tower Operating Rod 54E (complete) 1.60

Paper-tower-operating-rod Stud, in Paper-tower-cam Lever,
see Paper-tower-cam-lever Stud 53E5

Paper-tower-operating-rod Stud, in Paper-tower Operat-
ing Lever, see Paper-tower-lever Stud 19G3

Paper-tower-operating-rod Arm, for Winding-spool Ratchet,
see Windmg-spool-driving-ratchet-pawl-arm Operating
Finger 23G3

Pin-jaw Tongs (front)
connecting eye 1 . .a55El

" (L. H.) l..a55E2
'* adjusting stud (J)..a55El5 .40

" lock nut U)..a55El6 .04
" " «' (L H.).U)..a55El7 .04

" pin (2) l..a55El4
lever (left, with Spring Post) 1 . . 55E3
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Pin-jaw Tongs (front)—Continued
lever (right)

! 55E4
tt

bushing (end) (4) j..] 55ES
' washer (end) (4) 1 55E6

lever bushing (centre) (2) 1
'

55E7
.
" " washer (centre) (2) . . W .' .' .* .'

1 55E8
link (centre, upper) (2) 1 55E9

;; ( r iower> (2).-. 55E10
fulcrum pm (2) 1 55E11"

m
bushing (Stud end) (2)

'

i '
] 55E12

spring post (in left Lever) (i). . 55E13 .05
Pin-jaw Tongs aS5E (complete) 13.50

We cannot furnish separate parts of these Tongs
except ^as indicated above by the Italic figure (1) fol-
lowing the name of the piece furnished separately
Instead we exchange repaired Tongs for worn Tongs
Price for exchange '

4 QQ

Pin-jaw Tongs (rear)
connecting eye

t _ 56El
„ (L. H ) 56E2
.. adjusting stud (x) , . 56E3 40

lock nut (X).. 56E4 04
.

" " <L - H.)(i).. 56E5 !04
1 rx n Pm (

2 ) * 1.. 56E6
lever (front) . , ....... < i/. 56E7

(rear, with Spring Post) 1 . . 56E8
bushing (end) (4) 56E9

(centre) (2) 1.. 56E10
washer (end) (4) 1.. 56E11

y ,
(centre) (2) 1.. 56E i2

link (3). j 56E13
bushing (Stud end) (2)WW WW WWW 1 ! ! 56E14
fulcrum pm (2) 56El5

_
(lower Link at centre of rear Lever) 1 . . 56E16

spring post (in rear Lever) (x ) , . 56E1 7 05
Pin-jaw Tongs 56E (complete) .13*50

We cannot furnish separate parts of these Tongs
except as indicated above by the Italic figure (X) fol-
lowing the name of the piece furnished separately
Instead we exchange repaired Tongs for worn Tongs
Price for exchange 4 00

Pin-jaw-tongs Bell Crank, see Jazv-tongs Bell Crank. . . a2lE
Pm-jaiv-tongs Cam, see Jaw-tongs Cam

[ [ 23E

Pin-jaw-tongs Spring (inside) 57E 35
(outside) .'.WWW' 57E1 !40
guide tube; 57E2 90

" " eye 57E3 .*35

n^t 57E4 .12
spring sleeve 57E5 25

„
r?d

4
57E6 .15

„ spring plate 57E7 .08
" rivet 57E8 .01

Pin-jaw-tongs Spring 5 7E (complete)... ... . 2. 61
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Pin-jaw-tongs-spring Bell Crank (front) 1 . . 58E 2 . 00
pin (for Link) 00..58E1 .05
" (for Guide-tube Eye).. (1).. 58E2 .05
" cotter 58E3 .00

Pin-jaw-tongs-spring Bell Crank 58E (c'pl't). 2 . 00

Pin-jaw-tongs-spring-bell-crank Stud 59E .40
nut (lower) 59E1 .05
" (upper) 59E2 .05
washer 59E3 .05

PlN-JAW-TONGS-SPRING-BELL-CRANK STUD
59E (complete) .55

Pin-jaw-tongsspring-bell-crank-stud Stand, see Cam-lever-
shaft Stand a9E

Pin-jaw-tongs Spring Box, see Jaw-tongs Spring Box a26E

Pin-jaw-tongs-spring Connecting Link (long, front).. 60E .20

Pin-jaw-tongs-spring Connecting Link (short, rear).. 6 IE .15

Pin-jaw-tongs-spring Lever (rear) 1.. 62E 1.25
pin (for Link) (1 ) . . 62E 1 .05
" (for Guide-rod Spring Plate). . . (1) • . 62E2 . 05

Pin-jaw-tongs-spring Lever 62E (complete) . 1.25

Pin-jaw-tongs-spring-lever Stud, see Mold-blade-bell-crank
Stud 42E

Pin-jaw-tongs Stud (rear, in Main Stand) 63E .70
nut (lower) 63E1 .08
" (upper) 63E2 .05

washer 63E3 .05

Pin-jaw-tongs Stud 63E (complete) .88

Pin-jaw-tongs-stud(front) ,in Bell Crank, see Jaw-tongs-bell-
crank Stud (front) 21E2

Pin-jaw-tongs-stud (front), in Justification-air-pin Block,
see Air-pin-block Stud, for Pin-jaw Tongs 3D8

Pin-jaw-tongs Stud (rear), in Bell Crank, see Jaw-tongs
bell-crank Stud (rear) 21E6

Pin-jaw-tongs Stud (rear), in Main Stand 63E
Post, see Base IE

Pulley (driving) 64E 5.50

Pulley (loose) 1 . . 65E 5 . 50

screw (for Oil Hole) (1 ) . . 65E1 . 05

Pulley 65E (complete) 5.50

X For"^m^chinelTe^^V Attach- t

t ment order: Improvement No. 13 J

t Pulley (fast, on Cam Shaft) 1 . . 28S 6 .00 t
i pin (for Cone Pulley) (1) . . 28S1 .05 J
I Pulley 28S (complete) 6.00 j
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X

For machines equipped with Display-type Attach-
;

ment order: Improvement No. 13 5

18.00 ;

67E 11 50
(I). 67E1 18

U). 67E2 01
a). 67E3 30
a). 67E4 15

11 50

Pulley (cone, on Cam Shaft) 29S

t Pulley Nut (on Cam Shaft) 30S

Pulley, see Countershaft Tightener Pulley, follows 16E. . . 7S

Pump Cam (driving, marked B in circle) 1. . 66E
(driven, marked B in square) 1. . 66E1

Pump Cam 66E (complete): see Note under
Cam Shaft HE (complete).

Pump-cam Lever
bushing (2)

Pin (2)
roller

" pin

Pump-cam Lever 67E (complete).

Pump-cam-lever Pin, for Connecting Rod, see Pump-cam-
lever-connecting-rod-eye Pin 68E5

Pump-cam-lever Shaft, see Cam-lever Shaft {front) 7E

Pump-cam-lever Connecting Rod 68E
eye (L. H.) *.

. 68E1
44

lock nut (L. H.) 68E2
" 68E3
44

lock nut 68E4
** pin (2) 68E5
44 44

cotter (4) '.. 68E6
PUMP-CAM-LEVER CONNECTING ROD 68E (c'pl't).

Shaft, see Cam Shaft 10E
Shaft, see Cam-lever Shaft 7E
Shaft, see Centering-pin-cam-lever Shaft. . . 15E
Shaft, see Galley-cam Shaft 15F
Shaft, see Jaw-tongs-cam-lever Shaft '. 25E
Shaft, see Worm Shaft 80E
Shaft Stand, see Cam-shaft Stand .'a12E
Spring Box, for Jaw Tongs, see law-tongs Spring Box. . .a26E
Spring-box Cam, see Jaw-tongs Cam 23E
Tongs Bell Crank, see Jaw-tongs Bell Crank a2lE
Tongs, Matrix Jaw, see Matrix-jaw Tongs 37E
Tongs, Pin Jaw, see Pin-jaw Tongs a55E
Tongs Spring, see Pin-jaw-tongs Spring 57E
Tongs Spring Box, see Jaw-tongs Spring Box a26E
Tongs, Transfer, see Transfer Tongs 59D
Top Stand, see Main Stand 36E

1.00 :

5.50

Transfer-wedge Cam (driving, marked C in circle) . 1

.

(driven, marked C in square).. 1

.

Transfer-wedge Cam 69E (complete): se
Note under Cam Shaft HE (complete).
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Transfer-wedge-cam Lever 1.. 70E 11.75
bushing (2) CO.. 70E1 .18

pin (2) CO.. 70E2 .01

clamp bolt 70E3 .08
extension adjusting bolt 70E4 .09

" lock nut 70E5 .05

roller (1).. 70E6 .30
'* pin....'. (/).. 70E7 .15

Transfer-wedge-cam Lever 70E (complete)... 11.97

Transfer-wedge-cam-lever Extension, see Transfer-tongs-
cam-lever Extension 59D1

Transfer-wedge-cam-lever Shaft, see Cam-lever Shaft (front) 7E
Transfer-wedge-operating-rod Guide 54D

Type-carrier Cam (driving, marked A in circle) 1. . 7lE 5.50
(driven, marked A in square) . . . 1 . . 71E1

Type-carrier Cam 7 IE" (complete) : see Note
under Cam Shaft HE (complete).

Type-carrier-cam Lever 1 . . 72E 12 . 50
bushing (2) CO.. 72E1 .18

pin (2) U).. 72E2 .01

clamp bolt 72E3 .08

extension a72E4 1.00
adjusting bolt 72E5 .09

" lock nut 72E6 .05

roller CO.. 72E7 .30
" pin (1).. 72E8 .15

Type-carrier-cam Lever a72E (complete).. . . 13 . 72

Type-carrier-cam-lever Pin, see Type-carrier-connecting-
rod-forked-eye Pin 21B7

Type-carrier-cam-lever Shaft, see Cam-lever Shaft (front) ... 7E
Type Pusher 29B

Type-pusher Bell Crank 1 . . 73E 4 . 00
ball stud CO.. 73E1 .30

Type-pusher Bell Crank 73E (complete) .... 4.00

Type-pusher-bell-crank Pin, see Type-pusher-eye Pin 29B6

Type-pusher-bell-crank Fulcrum Stud 74E .30
nut 74E1 .08

Type-pusher-bell-crank Fulcrum Stud 74E (c'pl't). .38

Type-pusher Cam (driving, marked H in circle) 1 . . 75E 5 . 50
(driven, marked H in square). . . . 1 . . 75E1

Type-pusher Cam 75E (complete): see Note
under Cam Shaft HE (complete).

Type-pusher-cam Stop Pin, see Belt-shifter-ring Guide Pin 5E2
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Type-pusher-cam Lever 1.. 76E 11.50
ball extension (1) . . 76E1 .30
bushing (2) {1) . . 76E2 . 18

pin (2) (1). . 76E3 .01
roller (J).. 76E4 .30

" pin (1). . 76E5 .15

Type-pusher-cam Lever 76E (complete) 11.50

Type-pusher-cam-lever Shaft, see Cam-lever Shaft {rear)... 8E

Type-pusher Connecting Rod 77E .50
ball socket (long, Cam Lever end) 77E1 .80

(short, Cam Lever end) 77E2 .50
nut 77E3 .05
" lock nut 77E4 .05

lock nut (for Bell-crank-ball-socket Plug) .. . 77E5 .05
spring 77E6 .30

Type-pusher Connecting Rod 77E (complete) 2.25

§ For machines 1151 and following order: §

§ Type-pusher Connecting Rod spring (inside) a77E6 .30 §

§ " (outside).. . . a77E7 .30 §

§ Type-pusher Connecting Rod 77E (c'pl't). 2.50 §
§ Omit Lock Nut 77E5.

t §

§ To equip machines 103 to 1150 inclusive with these improved §

§ parts requires that both these parts be furnished together, that §

§ Type-pusher Connecting Rod ball socket (short) 77E2 be ordered §

§ and that Lock Nut 77E5 be discarded. §
•sji --Sn rs>~. &©s -jyzvoq -jy,'/avon'-01 -jy?t&> yyj -jy. 'Ssi -cc*>sjCk -o: -jyi &©s v>5'-oossis_k -jy*vcnss^«y.v5ca©sto>^Cr.

Type-pusher-connecting-rod Ball Socket
(Bell Crank end)... 78E .70
lock nut 78E1 .25
plug 78E2 .65

Type-pusher-connecting-rod Ball Socket
78E (complete) 1.60

Vernier, see Gear Vernier 20E

Water Connection (front) 79E .15
screw (2) 79E1 .04

Water Connection 79E (complete) .23

Water-pipe Connection {side) on Main Stand 47H

Worm Shaft 80E 3.00
- "gear 80E1 4.50

hand wheel 80E2 5.00
kev (for Worm) 80E3 .05
71 (long, for Gear and Hand Wheel) 80E4 . 05
nut 80E5 .11
worm 80E6 3.00

Worm Shaft 80E (complete) 15.71
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Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket {upper), follows Ball
Socket a27E a8lE

Locking-bar-bell-crank Latch (lower), follows Bell Crank
a29E a82E

Locking-bar-bell-crank Latch (upper) ; a83E
Locking-bar-bell-crank-latch Spring a84E
Locking-bar-bell-crank-latch-spring Post a8 5E
Locking-bar Cam follows Bell-crank Stud a32E a86E
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F GROUP
Mechanism for receiving the type from the Type Carrier and assem-

bling it m lines on the galley pan.

Belt-shifter Lever, see Operating Lever 32F
Channel Block, see Type-channel Block 5OF

Column Pusher 1 #> ip j 6 qo
line support stop (and Type Guide).*. 1F 1 .15

" screw (I).. 1F2 .02
spring post iF3 #05

Column Pusher IF (complete) 16.00

Column-pusher Cam, see Galley Cam al4F

Column-pusher Adjusting Screw
(for varying "point size") 1.. 2F 1.10
disc i., 2F1
" Pin (1).. 2F2 .02

Column-pusher Adjusting Screw 2F (c'pl't) . . 1 . 10

Column-pusher-adjusting-screw Stand i . . 3F 3.25
spring {1).. 3F1 .10
stud (1).. 3F2 .25
" nut (2) 3F3 .08

Column-pusher-adjusting-screw Stand 3F (c'pl't). 3 . 41

Column-pusher Fulcrum Screw (long) 4F .25
(short) 4F1 *25
lock nut (2) . 4F2 .11

Column-pusher Fulcrum Screw 4F (c'pl't).. . .72

Column-pusher Lever 5P 2.20

Column-pusher-lever Adjusting Screw, see Column-pusher
Adjusting Screw 2F

Column-pusher-lever Stud 6F .45
nut .'.*.'.'.'!.'." 6F1 *08
washer 6F2 .07

Column-pusher-lever Stud 6F (complete) .60

Column-pusher Line Support, see Line Support 29F

Column-pusher Spring 7F 25
plate (2) . . . . . . . . 7F1 !o3

Column-pusher Spring 7F (complete) .31
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Column-pusher Spring Box 8F 1.00
adjusting ball plug 8F1 1 . 05

44 44 M lock nut... 8F2 .25

ball plunger 8F3 1.00
washer 8F4 .05

plug 8F5 1.00
spring 8F6 .15

Column-pusher Spring Box 8F (complete).. 4.50

Column-pusher-spring Post, in Main Galley Stand, see

Matn-galley-stand Spring Post . ... 31F5
Column-pusher-spring Post, in Column Pusher, see Column

pusher-spring Post 1*3
Column-pusher Stand, see Main Galley Stand 3 IF

Column Support (short, for columns 9 to 13$ picas
inclusive) „

bar 1.. 9F1 1.75
44

finger catch (J).. 9F2 .15
41 screw (2) (1).. 9F3 .02

slide 1.. 9F4
44

plate 1.. 9F5
44

finger catch (1).. 9F6 .15
44 44 rivet (1).. 9F7 .05

44 stop pin U).. 9F8 .05

spring..... U).. 9F9 .06
44 guide rod 1.. 9F10

Column Support 9F (complete) 1.75

Column Support (medium, for columns 13$ to 20 picas
inclusive) _

bar 1. . 10F1 2.00
44

finger catch (1).. 10F2 .15
44 screw (2) (1).. 10F3 .02

slide 1.. 10F4
44 plate 1.. 10F5
44

finger catch (1).. 10F6 .15
4 4 4 4

rivet (1).. 10F7 .05
44

stop pin ...(i).. 10F8 .05

spring (/).. 10F9 .08
44 guide rod 1.. 10F10

Column Support 10F (complete) 2.00

Column Support (long, for columns 20 to 30$ picas in-

clusive). _ ^ m
bar t.. 11F1 2.25

44
finger catch U). . HF2 .15

screw (2) (1).. 11F3 .02

slide 1.. 11P4
44 plate 1.. HF5

finger catch (Jf).. 11F6 .15
" 44 rivet ll).. 11F7 .05

stop pin (2).. HF8 .05

spring (2).. HF9 .10
44 guide rod 1.. HF10

Column Support 11F (complete) 2.25
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Column Support (extra long, for columns 26£ to 42
picas inclusive).

bar-- v 12F1 2.50
finger catch U). . 12F2 . 15

" " " screw (2) (/).. 12F3 .02
slide... 1.. 12F4
M Plate 1.. 12F5

finger catch (1) . . 12F6 . 15

M '• .
" rivet (J).. 12F7 .05

.
stop pin (1).. 12F8 .05

spring.... (1).. !2F9 .15
guide rod l. . 12F10

Column Support 12F (complete) 2.50

Column-width Stop, see Stop Slide 44F
Cover Plate, see Sort Tray !..*!.*.*.*.'.* 42F

Galley Bar. 1># 13P 4#50
plate.... (l).. 13F1 .18

rivet (2) (J). . 13F2 .02
Pin CO. . 13F3

. .05
Galley Bar 13F (complete) 4.50

Galley Cam l..al4F 18.00
driving pawl 2 . . 14F1 1.50

" pin (for Spring) {2).. 14F2 .01
fulcrum screw 14F3 .20

" washer 14F4 .05
spring 14F5 .05

post (in Galley Cam). . . 14F6 . 05
stop pin (in Galley Cam)(i). . 14F7 . 12

sleeve 14F8 4.00
Galley Cam al4F (complete) 23.85

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 7 §
§ Galley Cam 14F 13 oo §Galley Cam 14F (complete)

, 23 '

85 §

ovt&t-yy.try. -yy. -sr.;/-* -y>: ./x -yy. '/y, -<x -yy. -yy. -yy. 'yy. -yy. ?yn-yy:-yy -sr. -yy.

For machines 1665 and following order:
(GalleyCam 1.. bl4F 18.00

{dnvmg pawl fulcrum stud (1) . . al4F3 .20
j

\\ ' washer (lower) . . 14F4 .05
{" " " (upper).. al4F9 .05 <

nut al4F10 .05 I

Galley Cam al4F (complete) 23.85 j

§ To equip machines 103 to 1664 inclusive with bl4F requires i

§ that al4F3, al4F9 and al4F10 be also furnished. The improved I

§ parts al4F3, al4F9 and al4F10 may be applied to machines 103 to j

§ 1664 inclusive by opening out the hole in the old Cam 14F or «

§ al4F to receive al4F3 with a driving fit.
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Galley-cam Cover Plate, see Sort Tray
#

42F
Galley-cam-driving-pawl Trip Lever, see Trip Lever 45F

Galley-cam Shaft 1 . . 15F 3 .00

key (3) (I).. 15F1 .05

ratchet 15F2 2.75
worm wheel 15F3 6.00

Galley-cam Shaft 15F (complete) 11.75

Galley-cam-shaft-stand Stud, for Line-hook-operating-slide
Lever, see Line-hook-operating-slide-lever Stud 26F

Galley-cam-shaft Worm, see Worm-shaft Worm 80E6

Galley-cam Stand 16F 30.00
dowel 16F1 .05

screw (4) 16F2 .08

Galley-cam Stand 16F (complete) 30.37

Galley-cam Stop Pin, see Galley-cam-driving-pawl Stop Pin 14F7
Galley-cam Trip Lever, see Trip Lever 45F
Galley Column Support, see Column Support 9F

Galley-pan Shelf al7F 9.00
adjusting bar (for Galley Pan) 17F1 .10

" " clamp 17F2 .25
" bevel nut 17F3 .10

bolt 17F4 .07

screw (4) 17F5 .08

set screw (2) 17F6 .07

Galley-pan Shelf al7F (complete) 9.98

uysuyiyn<syrvx-/y.SX-SKr/Xyy.-An ?S)r.e0oeOp 'XT.90S'/XS0e'SX-XX.rsx-/XB0j>Sge<t&s'Xr>-XX^ s©9s<?o «0* so*

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 §

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 5 §

§ Galley-pan Shelf 17F 9.00 §
Galley-pan Shelf 17F (complete) 9.98 f

Galley-pan Support al8F 5.00
bar (2) al8Fl .70

bevel nut (3) 18F2 .10
14

bolt (3) 18F3 .07

block (for Galley Bar) 18F4 .20

corner block (rear, for Galley Pan) 18F5 .25
" (front, for Galley Pan) 18F6 .25

set screw (2) al8F7 .07

Galley-pan Support al8F (complete) 7.75

tyr.eoov?c-xxvtkrsx '/y. -sy.soe-yy -sxaoivxaos-xxrsxyy,~xxt/xtsx-sr. -xx-soptoototagej^fj°

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519
] inclusive order: Improvement No. 5 {

! Galley-pan Support 1 . . 18F 6 .00 {

bar (2) CO.. 18F1 .70
j

Galley-pan Support 18F (complete) 7.21

i
Omit Set Screws al8F7.

Galley-pan-support-bar Set Screw, see Galley-pan-shelf Set
Screw 17F6
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Galley Stand, see Main Galley Stand 3 IF
Galley Trip Lever, see Trip Lever 45F
Galley Trip Rod 8D
Knockout Slide, see Stop Slide 44F

Line Hook (complete)
(lower) 19F1
(upper) 19F2
lever 19F3
rivet (2) 19F4
separator 19F5

Line Hook 19F (complete) 5.00

Line-hook Cam, see Galley Cam al4F

Line-hook Carriage 20F 3.00
friction plunger (2) 20F1 .05

spring (2) 20F2 .05

Line-hook Carriage 20F (complete) 3.20

Line-hook-carriage Shoe, see Line-hook-operating-slide Shoe 24F
Line-hook-carriage Stud, for Line Hook, see Line-hook Stud 28F

Line-hook Operating Bar a21F 2.20
friction plunger 21F1 .05

spring 21F2 .05
locking rod a2 1F3 .75

Line-hook Operating Bar a21F (complete). 3.05
v>; -yx -SX -rr,vXten-rr. -ry. -r,x>-jy:ten*rr.-rr. '/y.-rnrsx-rr.-ma©o-sr. -./>-''SX -SKsr-SK rrr. ts>. 'Sx'SsivOi 'S>' 'Sr~.too<XK e«©e ST;'<Xt

| For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 522 §
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 7 §
§ Line-hook Operating Bar 21F 2.00 §
§ Line-hook Operating Bar 2 IF (complete). 2 .10 §

i
Omit Locking Rod a21F3.

Line-hook-operating-bar Stop 22F .55
adjusting screw a22Fl .03
screw (2) 22F2 .06

Line-hook-operating-bar Stop 22F (complete) . 64
ss.-m-m-sr.'/y •rr: -rr. -rr.ton-rr rr.-rr. -rr. tensr. -rr -rr. -rr. -rr. v&z -rjz-rr.aonyzvx-rr.sr. sr. -ryisr.sr.voi sr.synoesnvrr.

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 522 §
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 7 §
§ Line-hook-operating-bar Stop adjusting screw.. . 22F1 .03

j

Line-hook Operating Slide l..a23F 3.00
latch (for Line Support) a23Fl .50

.15

.05

.15

.05

.05

.05
pin (for Operating Bar) (1) . . 23F7 .08

Line-hook Operating Slide a23F (complete) . 4 . 00

locking pin.

.

a23F2
a23F4

" operating roc (hand) 23F5
23F6
23F8
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For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 529
! inclusive order: Improvement No. 10

\

Line-hook Operating Slide 1 . . 23F 3 .00 j

latch (for Line Support) 23F1 .50 j

" locking pin 23F2 .15 |

" guide pin... 23F3 .01]
" spring 23F4 .05 j

pin (for Operating Bar) (1). . 23F7 .08
j

Line-hook Operating Slide 23F (c'pl't). . . 4.01
j

§ For machines 1603 and following order: Improvement No. 12
{

| Line-hook Operating Slide 1 . . b23F 3 .00 j

§ spring pin a23Fll .04 \

§ pin (for Operating Bar) (1). . 23F7 .08
{

I Line-hook Operating Slide b23F (c'pl't). . 3.04 {

^Oinjtja23F (complete).

— y.&©s•sK-sK-jjrsntoo•»? rsr -syz-srs'Sk-sk *k-skr*y."'?i-sktoeiookkvos

.
For machines 1603 and following order: Improvement

t
Line-hook-operating-slide Latch a53F .50 {

frame 1. . a53Fl 2.00
j" operating lever 2.. a53F2 . 50
{

" stud 2.. a53F3 {

" " cotter a53F4 .00
j

" M spring a53F5 .05
j

" spring a53F7 .05 {

" pin CO. . a53F6 .04 {

spring.. a53F9 .05 |
stud (in Latch Frame) a53F8 .055

Line-hook-operating-slide Bar, see Line-hook Operating Bara.2 1

F

Line-hook-operaiing-slide Pin, in Spring Box, see Line-
hook-operating-slide-spring-box Pin 27F2

Line-hook-operating-slide Shoe, follows 26F 24F

Line-hook-operating-slide Lever 1.. 25F 5.00
cam roller 25F1 .30

" pin(l)... 25F2 .25

Line-hook-operating-slide Lever 2 5F (c'pl't). 5 . 30

Line-hook-operating-slide-lever Stand, see Galley-cam Stand 16F

Line-hook-operating-slide-lever Stud. 26F 1.50
nut 26F1 .11

Line-hook-operating-slide-lever Stud 26F (c'pl't) . 1.61

Linb-hook-operating-slide Shoe 24F 2.20
screw (5) 24F1 .06

Line-hook-operating-slide Shoe 24F (c'pl't). 2.50

Line-hook-operating-slide Pin, for Spring Box, see Line-
hook-operating-slide-spring-box Pin, in Lever 27F1
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LlNE-HOOK-OPERATlNG-SLIDE SPRING BOX 27F 1.50
pin (in Lever) 27F1 .05
" (in Operating Slide) 27F2 .12
plug (rear) 2 7F3 . 40
spring 27F4 .15

abutment (front) 27F5 .15
(rear) 27F6 .05

rod 27F7 .55
" adjusting nut 27F8 .05

" lock nut 27F9 .05
r eve 27F10 .50
" M lock nut 27F11 .05

LlNE-HOOK-OPERATING-SLIDE SPRING BOX 27F
(complete) 3.62

§ For machines 1603 and following order: Improvement No. 12 §
§ LlNE-HOOK-OPERATING-SLIDE SPRING BOX pin §

§ (in Operating Slide) a27F2 .12 §

Line-hook Stud 28F .65
nut 28F1 .05

Line-hook Stud 28F (complete). .70

Line-travel Lever, see Line-hook-operating-slide Lever 25F

Line Support (thin, from 5i pt. to 8 pt. inclusive).. 1. . 29F 1.25
spring (1). . 29F1 .05

screw (1).. 29F2 .02

Line Support 29F (complete) 1.25

Line Support (thick, from 9 pt. to 12 pt. inclusive) 1 .. . 30F 1.25
spring (1).. 30F1 .05

" screw (1).. 30F2 .02

Line Support 30F (complete) 1.25

Line-support Latch, see Line-hook-operating-slide Latch. .a23Fl
Line-support Stop, see Column-pusher-line-support Stop. . lFl

Main Galley Stand 3 IF 100.00
dowel 31F1 .05
screw (1-2" x 1 3-8") 31F2 .10

" (7-16" x 1 1-8") 31F3 .09
" (3-8" x 1 1-8") 31F4 .08

spring post (for Column-pusher Spring) 31F5 .05

Main Galley Stand 3 IF (complete) 100.37

Main-galley-stand Plate, for Type Channel, see Type-
channel Plate 49F

Main-galley-stand Shoe, for Carriage and Slide, see Line-
hook-operating-slide Shoe 24F

Main-galley-stand Spring Post, for Operating-lever-latch
Spring, see Operating-lever-latch-spring Post 35F

Main-galley-stand Spring Post, for Trip Lever, see Trip-
lever-spring Post 48F

Operating Lever , 32F 5.00
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i

§ For machines 103 to 511 order:
§ Operating Lever plate 32F1 .30 §
§ " rivet (2) 32F2 .02 §

§ The Operating Lever 32F is interchangeable since it is now §
§ made withoutjthe above Plate.

^ ^ ^ .
.

^

Operating-lever Latch 33F 3.00
bar (for Stop-slide Lever) 33F1 .55

44 clamp 33F2 .50
screw 33F3 .04

fulcrum screw (rear) 33F4 .10
44

(headless, front) . . 33F5 .05
" lock nut 33F6 .05

Operating-lever Latch 33F (complete)... 4.29

Operating-lever-latch Lever, for Stop Slide, see Stop-slide
Lever 44F9

Operating-lever-latch Spring 34F .08

Operating-lever-latch-spring Post (in Main Galley
Stand) 35F .05

Operating-lever-latch Stand 36F .30
bolt (2) 36F1 .07

Operating-lever-latch Stand 36F (complete) . 44

Operating-lever Spring Box 37F 1.50
plunger 37F1 .45

stop pin 37F2 .03
spring 37F3 .08

Operating-lever Spring Box 37F (complete)
/

2.06

Operating-lever-spring-box Abutment Arm, see Belt-shifter
Arm (front) 2E

Operating-lever-spring-box Guide, see Galley-cam Stand. . 16F
Operating-lever Stand, see Main Galley Stand 31F

Operating-lever Stud 38F 1.15
nut 38F1 .07

Operating-lever Stud 38F (complete) 1.22

Pusher, see Column Pusher IF

Rule 1.. 39F 6.00
guide pin (1) . . 39F1 .12

" rivet (2) (1). . 39F2 .01
lifting rod (1).. 39F3 .50

" adjusting nut 39F4 .05
44

lock nut 39F5 .05
44

sleeve 39F6 .08
44

spring 39F7 .11
44 support 1.. 39F8

rivet (4) U). . 39F9 .01
44 washer (3) 39F10 .05

Rule 39F (complete) 6.44
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Rule Cam, see Galley Cam al4F

Rule Lever 1.. 40F 5.50
cam roller (1) . . 40F1 .30

44
oil pipe (l). . 40F2 .05

" pin (i). . 40F3 .30M nut U).. 40F4 .06
" washer (1) . . 40F5 .05

Rule Lever 40F (complete) 5.50

Rule-lever Stud 41F .65

Rule-lever Stand, see Galley-cam Stand 16F
Shelf, for Galley Pan, see Galley-pan Shelf al7F

Sort Tray 42F 3.25

Sort-tray Support Bar 1.. 43F .60
stud (long) 43F1 . 18
" (short) 43F2 .12
" nut (2) 43F3 .05
41

(for Sort Tray)... .(1). . 43F4 .10
" nut (knurled) 43F5 .40

Sort-tray Support Bar 43F (complete) 1.40

Stop Slide (for long and short lines) 1 . . 44F 2 . 75
adjusting stand (for column width) 44F1 2.50

guide bar (for adjusting column
width) 44F2 1.75

" guide bar clamp 44F3 . 50
44

bolt 44F4 .08
44

plate 44F5 1.25
44

rivet (2) 44F6 .01
" plate 44F7 1.50

" screw (3) 44F8 .03
lever

.2.

. 44F9 1.25
44

bolt ; 44F10 .06
44 bevel nut 44F11 .10

44 bushing 44F12 .15
washer 44F13 .05

" pin (£).. 44F14 .05
pin (1).. 44F15 .05
Stop Slide 44F (complete) 12.05

Stop-slide-lever Latch, see Operating-lever Latch 33F
Stop-slide Stand, see Main Galley Stand 31F
Support, for Galley Pan, see Galley-pan Support al8F

Trip Lever. 1 . . 45F 5 . 00
adjusting screw 45F1 .03

44 clamp screw 45F2 .05
latch a).. 45F3 .55

44
guide pin (*)..' 45F4 .02

44
stud (jf).. 45F5 .12

41
cotter (jf).. 45F6 .00

44 washer (1) . . 45F7 .05
spring post (in Lever) (1) . . 45F8 .05
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Trip Lever—Continued
stop screw 45F9 .07

44
lock nut 45F10 .05

Trip Lever 45F (complete) 5.20

Trip-lever Fulcrum Screw 46F .60

Trip-lever Spring 47F .08

Trip-lever-spring Post (in Main Galley Stand) 48F .05

Trip-lever Stand, see Main Galley Stand 31F
Trip Rod, see Galley Trip Rod. 8D

Type Channel Plate 49F 5.00
screw (2) 49F1 .05

Type Channel Plate 49F (complete) 5.10

Type Channel Block (adjustable) (1) . . 50F 2.50
bolt 50F6 .07
" washer 50F7 .05

clamp 1.. 50F1 12.00
" latch (1).. 50F2 .75

'-* pin (3) (1). . 50F3 .03
" spring (1).. 50F4 .05

tongue 1 . . 50F5
" rivet (3) (1). . 50F8 .01

stop plate (for Clamp Tongue) (l) . . 50F9 .05
44 screw (2) (1) . . 50F10 .03

type trimmer (1) . . 50F11 1.75
screw (1).. 50F12 .05

Type Channel Block 50F (complete) 12.12

t For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- t

t ment order: Improvement No. 13 j

t Type Channel Block (adjustable) CO . . 40S 2.50 J

t clamp 1.. 40S1 12.00$
$ " latch a). . a40S2 1 .00 $
$ " " pin (3) a).. 40S3 .03$

" spring (1). . 40S4 .05 $

t " tongue 1 . . 40S5 $
$ " " rivet (3) a). . 40S6 .01 $

J " " stop plate (1).. 40S7 .05 %
t " " " " screw (2).. (i). . 40S8 .03$
t " type guide 1.. 40S9 t

t Type Channel Block 40S (complete) 12 .00 $

Type Channel Block (fixed) 1.. 5 IF 2.75
dowel (No. 5 x 1 1-2", front) 5lFl .04

" (No. 5 x 1 1-4", rear) 51F2 .04
latch (1).. 51F3 1.00

44 pin (2) U). . 51F4 .03
screw (1-4" x 1 1-8") 51F5 .07

44 (1-4" x 1 3-8") 51F6 .07

Type Channel Block 5 IF (complete) 2.97
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Line-hook-operating-slide Latch, follows b23F a53F

| For machines equipped with Display-^ye^tach^^^^^^^^^+
t

?SS cS^k. Block (fixed) *2 ft \
X screw (rear) 41 Si .06 1

f
latch (l), . a41S2 .15 1

I ~ n screw (2) (1) . . a41S3 .02 1

U^^^Z +̂£S.iSS^^LOCK 4 1

S

(comPlete) 2 . 8 1 t

Type Clamp, in Type Channel Block, see Type-channel-
block Clamp 50F1Type Guide, see Column-pusher-line-support Stop

'

lFlType Trtmmer, see Type-channel-block Type Trimmer 5OF 11
Worm Shaft, see Galley-cam Shaft 15F
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G GROUP
Mechanism for moving and positioning the paper ribbon and ad-

mitting air to the Pin Blocks.

Air-tower Housing, (follows Air-pipe Cover 8G) 1G

Air Bar (including Valve Body) 1 . . 2G 5 .00
clamp screw ' U) . . 2G1 .04
leather packing (1) . . 2G2 . 10
spring (2) 2G3 .08

" stud (2) 2G4 .05
" washer (2) 2G5 .03
" nut (2) 2G6 .04

" lock nut (2) 2G7 .04
valve (l),. 2G8 .25

, spring (i).. 2G9 .05
body plug (in Air Bar) (l) . . 2G10 .15

Air Bar 2G (complete) 5.48

Air-bar Operating Rod, see Air-bar-clamping-lever Con-
necting Rod 4G

Air-bar Clamping Lever (also operates Air-bar Valve), 3G 2.25
stud (for Operating Rod) 3G1 . 15
" nut 3G2 .04

screw (for operating Valve) 3G3 .04
lock nut 3G4 .04

Air-bar Clamping Lever 3G (complete) 2.52

AlR-BAR-CLAMPING-LEVER CONNECTING ROD 4G .15
adjustable sleeve a4G7 !l5

" lock nut a4G8 .04
connecting hook 4G1 .50

" lock nut 4G2 .04
link 4G3 1.35
" lock nut 4G4 .04

spring 4G5 .08
" seat 4G6 .03

washer a4G9 .03

AlR-BAR-CLAMPING-LEVER CONNECTING ROD 4G
(complete) 2.41

§ t or machines 103 to 682 inclusive when ordering for the first time §
§ AlR-BAR-CLAMPING-LEVER-CONNECTING-ROD ADJUSTABLE SLEEVE §
§ a4G7, its Lock Nut a4G8 or the Washer a4G9 all three of these §
§ parts and also the Connecting Rod 4G must be ordered together. 1

Air-bar-clamping-lever-connecting-rod Operating Lever, see
Paper-tower Lever 19G
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Air-bar Shaft 5G 1.10
distance collar 5G1 .10
headless screw (end) 5G2 .03

" nut 5G3 .04
" lock nut 5G4 .04

" " washer 5G5 .03

Air-bar Shaft 5G (complete) 1.34

Air-bar-shaft Air Connection, see Air-pipe Connection.. . . 6G1
Air-bar-valve Operating Rod, see Air-bar Clamping Lever 3G

Air Pipe (to Air Bar)
connection

Air Pipe 6G (complete)

Air-pipe Cover 7G (complete).

screw (3)
guide (for Winding Spool) (1) . .

rivet (copper) (4) (1) . .

" screw (2)

Air-pipe Cover 8G (complete)

Air Supply Pipe, see Air Pipe

Air-tower Housing (front, with bearing for Pawl Ring)
(rear)

screw (between Housings, left).
"

( " " right:

dowel
screw (top) (2).

.

" (side) (2).

" washer
" nut

stop pin (for Paper-feed Locking Lever)

.

stop screw (for Ring) (2)
lock nut (2)

Air-tower Housing alG (complete)...
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6G .50
6G1 . 65

1
• \ 5

alH
1G2

36E1

7G .25
7G1 . 02

.31

8G . 75
8G1 .02
8G2
8G3 .01
8G4 .03

87

5G
6G

1G 11 00
1G1 6 2 5

1G2 15
alG3 2 10
1G4 07

alG22 07
1GS 4 75
1G6 2 75
1G7 04
1G8 06
1G9 05
1G10 03
1G11 05
1G-12 05
1G13 05
1G14 06
1G16 20
1G17 05
1G18 05
1G19 02
1G20 04
1G21 04

36 00



Air-tower-housing Cover, for Air Pipe, see Air-pipe Cover. 7G
Air-tower-housing Pawl, see Paper-feed Pawl 13G
Air-tower-housing Ring, see Paper-feed-pawl Ring 14G
Air-tower-housing Stud, for Pawl, see Paper-feed-pawl

Stud 15G
Air-tower-housing Spring Box, for Winding Spool, see

Winding-spool Spring Box 25G
Air-tower-housing Spring Post, replaced by Matrix-jaw-

tongs-stud Arm, for Paper Winding Spring a39E3

Basket
bottom 9G1
leather strip (front) 9G2

" (rear) 9G3
" rivet (6) 9G4

side plate (2) 9G5
wire connecting rod (2) 9G6
Basket 9G (complete)

Feed Pawl, see Paper-feed Pawl 130

Name Plate 10G
screw (4) 10G1

Name Plate 10G (complete)

Paper Basket, see Basket 9G

Paper-feed Locking Lever (for stopping movement of
paper) 12G

stud 12G1
Paper-feed Locking Lever 12G (complete)

Paper-feed-locking-lever Stop Pin, see Air-tower-housing
Stop Pin, for Paper-feed Locking Lever 1G19

Paper-feed Pawl
(locking, upper) 1 . . 13G1

hub l.. 13G2
" operating link 1 . . 13G3

" pin (also Spring Post). (I). . 13G4
" bushing (1).. 13G5

(feeding, lower) 1 . . 13G6
" connecting link (2) 1 . . 13G7

" rivet (2) (1). . 13G8
" spring post (1).. 13G9

spring 13G10
Paper-feed Pawl 13G (complete)

Paper-feed-pawl Ratchet, see Pin-wheel Ratchet 20G4

Paper-feed-pawl Ring 1 . . 14G
pin (Stop for Feeding Pawl) (1). . 14G1
friction spring (2) 14G2

" screw (2) 14G3
" washer (2) 14G4

Paper-feed-pawl Ring 14G (complete) »
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Paper-feed-pawl-ring Stop Screw, in Housing, see Air-

tower-housing Stop Screw, for Ring . 1G20
Paper-feed-pawl Stop Pin, in Ring, see Paper-feed-pawl-

ring Pin 14G1

Paper-feed-pawl Stud (lower, in Pawl Ring) 15G .03

Paper-feed-pawl Stud (upper, in Air-tower Housing) . 16G .20

nut 16G1 .04

Paper-feed-pawl Stud 16G (complete) .24

Paper-feed Pin Wheel, see Pin Wheel 20G

Paper-feed Spring Box
connection (upper) 1.. l/Ul .85

pin <*).„ 17G2 .12
" cotter 17G3 .00
44 washer 17G4 .03

spring 17G5 .10
44 rod 17G6 1.00

" nut 17G7 .05
" washer (2) 17G8 .05

tube 17G9 1.15

Paper-feed Spring Box 17G (complete) 3.28

Paper-feed-spring-box Operating Lever, see Paper-tower

Lever 19G

Paper Tension Bar (large, right) 18G .35

arm (right) (2) 18G1 .15

(small, left) 18G2 .30

arm (left) (2) 18G3 .20

arm fulcrum pin 18G4 .02
44 distance sleeve 18G5 .10
" guide plate 18S6

*
3
5

connecting link (2) 18G7 .05
44 fulcrum pin (in Housing) 18G8 .15
" pin (to lift Tension Bar). 18G9 .02

Paper Tension Bar 18G (complete) 2.09

Paper-tower Housing, see Air-tower Housing 1G

Paper-tower Lever 19G 1 . 00

stud (for Clamping-lever Connecting Rod) lvbrl .15
44 nut 19G2 .04
" (for Pawl Spring Box and Operating Rod) . . . 19G3 . 1

5

" nut 19G4 .05

Paper-tower Lever 19G (complete) 1-39

Paper-tower-lever Operating Rod, see Paper-tower Oper-

ating Rod. ............ 54E
Paper-tower-lever Stud, see Air-tower-houstng Stud, for

Paper-tower Lever «*£ 16

Paper Winding Spool, see Winding Spool 21tr

Pawl, see Paper-feed Pawl 13G
Pawl Spring Box, see Paper-feed Spring Box 17G
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Pin Wheel (rear) 1.. 20G 14.00
(front) 1.. 20G1
pin (96) (1). . 20G2 .01
shaft 1.. 20G3
ratchet U).. 20G4 2.00

Pin Wheel 20G (complete) 14.00

Ratchet, see Pin-wheel Ratchet 20G4
Spool Basket, see Basket. . . 9G
Tension Bar, see Paper Tension Bar 18G
Valve Body, see Air Bar 2G

Winding Spool
flange 1.. 21G1 3.40

" bushing (for Driving Pin) 1 . . 2 1G2
spring (for holding paper) 1.. 21G3

plug (rear) 21G4 .95
shaft 2.. 21GS 1.00
" head 2.. 21G6
" driving disc 3.. 21G7 .50

M pin 3.. 21G8
" lock nut 21G9 .05

M spring 21G10 .10
" abutment 21G11 .25

tube 21G12 .25
tube 1.. 21G13

Winding Spool 2 1G (complete) 6 . 50

Winding-spool Driving Disc 1.. 22G .90
shaft 1. . 22G1
" nut 22G2 .05

Winding-spool Driving Disc 22G (complete). .95

Winding-spool Driving Ratchet 23G 2.25
pawl 1.. 23G1 1.25
" arm 1. . 23G2
" " operating finger 23G3 .20

M stop pin (1). . 23G4 .01
pin (2).. 23G5 .03

Winding-spool Driving Ratchet 23G (c'pl't). 3.70

Winding-spool Guide, on Pipe Cover, see Air-pipe-cover
Guide 8G2

Winding-spool Operating Spring 24G .08

Winding-spool-operating-spring Arm, see Matrix-jaw-tongs-
stud Arm, for Paper Winding Spring a39E3

Winding-spool Spring Box (discarded) (cast on 1G1). 25G
plunger 25G1 .50

button 25G2 .45
cotter 25G3 .00
spring 25G4 .05

rivet (to Housing) (discarded)

WlNDING-SPOOL-SPRING-BOX PLUNGER 2 5G1 (c'pl't). 1 . 00
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H GROUP
Mechanism for melting metal and forcing it into the Mold; also

all piping, connections, etc., except the Air Pipes in the Main Stand
and Air Tower and the Air Pipe connected to the Air-bar Shaft.

Air Pipe, follows Air Cock a2H alH

Air Cock (for air supply, 1-8") a2H .60
(for air blast) 2H 1 .60

Air Cock a2H (complete) 1.20

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506 §

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §
§ Air Cock (for air supply, 1-8") 2H .60 §

§ Air Cock 2H (complete) 1 .20 §
uCn --Or:<T. c<?5ttfs«?J*OS -ssi^ -XS. -yy. --csten«X -Js;kSctss. -JS)K?. ---S>5to?toot*s-.r&j cKrt<u<^xX>tonryy.^OztSs.v&i

Air Pipe (copper, .190" x 1 1-2") alH .10
( " .190" x 19") alHl .40
(iron, 1-8" x 1") (2) 1H2 .05
(

" 1-8" x 2") 1H3 .08
(

" 1-8" x 3 7-8") alH4 .10
(

" 1-8" x 8 1-8") alHS .16
(

" 1-8" x 24") alHl3 .25
elbow (1-8") (4) 1H6 .05
expansion elbow 1H7 .35

" nut 1H8 .08
" packing (leather) (3) 1H9 .02

tee (1-8") 1H11 .05
union (brass, .190") (2) 1H12 .04

" (iron, 1-8") alHl4 .12
M packing (rubber) alHl5 .01

Air Pipe alH (complete) 2.14
t/TK -sr. -sr. -sri-jysrsx:-srsvocv5o-jcn-m-so mmv^i-sktoom-x>vtotjyztoorsrst/y>rsotjootjoo'^Kt-ootooi«

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506
l

inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

!
Air Pipe (copper, . 190" x 2") 1H . 10 §

, (
A

. 190" x 28 1-4") 1H1 .60 §
(iron, 1-8" x 2") (2) 1H3 .08 §

( " 1-8" x 7 3-4") 1H4 .15 §
(

" 1-8" x 16 1-8") 1H5 .20 §
plug (1-8") 1H10 .04 §

Air Pipe 1H (complete) 2 . 1 7 §

i
Omit alH13, alH14 and alH15.

Air Cock, precedes Air Pipe alH a2H
Air Pipe, see Air Pipe to Air Bar 6G
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Air Pipe, see Air-tower-housing Air Pipe 1G-2

Air Pipe, see Main-stand Air Pipe 36E1

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506
|

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. o §

§ Air-pipe Clamp (2) 3H .18 §

§ screw (2) 3H1 .06 §

§ Air-pipe Clamp 3H (complete) each ^^^JziJt

Bell Crank operating Pump, see Pump Bell Crank 21H
Burner, see Gas Burner 4H
Casing, for Metal Pot, see Melting-pot Casing 12H1
Chimney, see Melting-pot Chimney 13H

Gas Burner (for Melting Pot) (2) 4H 1.35
cone (2) 4H1 .50

Gas Burner 4H (complete) each 1-85

For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

§ Gas Burner (for light in Base) (1-8") 5H .15 §

tip 5H1 .20 §

Gas-burner Stand a6H 2.50
bolt '.. 6H1 .20

. " nut 6H2 .08

set screw (for Nipple) (2) 6H3 .06

Gas-burner Stand a6H (complete) 2.90

§*^Fot machh^ "ordering for the first time L

§ Gas-burner Stand a6H order also the two Gas Nipples a8IL §

Gas Cock ( 1-4" x 1-4") (with close Nipple, for gas supply) a7H . 40

teogesq&ftOseOMOeseegeetmteeapa'/xunp&»gott&sfis pot sr.«e»s^M^gMgegos»©9 w»«9M09?08«e9««M!e8

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506
§

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

§ Gas Cock (1-4" x 3-8") (with close Nipple, for gas
§

supply) 7H . 40 f

Gas Hose (1-2" x 18") 49H .40

Gas Hose (3-8" x 15 3-4") 50H .35

Gas Hose (3-8" x 19 1-2") 51H 40

Gas Nipple (in Gas-burner Stand) (2) a8H .10

too«9rrsx-sy>'SK-sx-syi sk'sx-sksee&©s-sr.tsx s»9-sr.v5otoo -sx-xk-sx -six,vsc-x*-sr. -sr.,x>j-jCn-sy^/?>-sk-sk^v?o

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive when ordering for the first time
|

§ the Gas Nipples a8H, the holes for these in the old Gas-burner §

> Stand 6H must be opened out to receive them.

Gas-nipple Set Screw, in Gas-burner Stand, see Gas-
burner-stand Set Screw 6H3
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Gas Pipe (iron, 1-4" x 1 3-8") (2) 9H .05

(
" 1-4" x 3 3-4") a9Hl .09

(
" 1-4" x 18 5-8") a9H2 .25

elbow (1-4") (4) 9H5 .05

nipple (1-4", brass, for Hose) 9H7 .15

union (1-4", iron) a9H8 .14
" packing (rubber) a9H9 .01

Gas Pipe 9H (complete) -94

S For machines 103 to oOl inclusive and 503 to 506

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

Gas Pipe (iron, 1-4" x 1 3-8") (1) 9H .05 §
" 1-4" x 8 1-8") 9H1 .15 §

1-4" x 9 3- 4") 9H2 .15 §

1-4" x 11-2") 9H3 .05 §
; 1-8" xl") 9H4 .05 §

elbow (1-4") (3) ^H5
I " (1-4" with 1-8" side outlet) 9H6 .20 §

§ nipple (1-4" brass, for Hose) 9H7 . 15 §

§ Gas Pipe 9H (complete) -95|

Gas-pipe Bracket, see Pipe Bracket al6H

Gas Regulating Valve (2) 1 • • 10H 2 .
50

handle 1.- 10H1
spring 1 • • 10H2
body 1; . 10H3
nipple (outlet) U). . 10H4 .15

Gas Regulating Valve 10H (complete) each.. 2 . 50

Gas-regulating-valve Stand.... Jig .95

elbow (1-4", 45°) 11H1 .05

nipple (for Hose) 11H2 .15

pipe (
1-4" x 1 3-8").... 11H3 .05

screw (2) 11H4 .07

Gas-regulating-valve Stand 1 1H (complete) . 1.34

Hose, see Gas Hose 49H
+++++++++++

,

+
For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- X

% ment order: Improvement No. 13 X

!
LATCH -

plate ::::::::::::::::: 11
2
:2?

I
P
" screw (2)V. 8S2 04 X

Latch 8S (complete) * *
:

|

X Latch Abutment 9S 2 .00
|

plate 9S1 .25
J

X
" screw (2) 9S2 .04

|
Latch Abutment 9S (complete) 2 .33

|
X
X Latch-abutment Spring ^^^^+^44^++^^^++^^+++
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For machines equipped with Display-type Attach^
ment order: Improvement No. 13
Latch Pin 1#< llS 2 .00

cotter HS1 .00
Piate 11S2

spring pin (1) . . HS3 .05

Latch Pin 1 IS (complete) 2 . 00

Latch Spring 12S .05

Latch Stand 13S 75
shaft i3si 2^5

, t

arm 1.. 13S2
nut 13S3 .08

lock nut 13S4 .08
.

spring 13S5 .10
spring pin (for Latch Spring) 13S6 .05

Latch Stand 13S (complete) 3 31

Melting Pot 12H 5 00
casing (inside) . . . . . . . . . 12H1 7 '. 50

' (outside) 12H2 12.00
t(

plate (large) 12H3 1.25
screw (8) 12H4 .06
(small) 12H5 .85
screw (3) 12H6 .06

screw (right) 12H8 .12
stud (2) al2H9 .08
" nut (2) al2Hl0 .05
" washer (2) al2Hll .05

Melting Pot al2H (complete, with Magnesia
Packing) 32.25

§ ]
FoT ma^c^mel^O^to^^

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 9 §
§ Melting Pot casing screw (left) (2) 12H7 05 §
§ Omit al2H9,al2H10 and al2Hll. I

Melting-pot Adjusting Screw, see Swing-frame Adjusting
Scr<™> a37H7

Melting-pot Chimney 13H 1.50

Melting-pot-Raising Screw, see Swing-frame Screw 39H
Melting-pot Stand, for Pump-body Lifting Lever, see

Pump-body-lifting-lever Stand 25H3
Melting-pot Stud, for Lifting Lever, see Pump-body-lifting-

lever Stud 26H1
Melting-pot Swing Frame, see Swing Frame. .

.* .' .a37H

Nozzle (13 threads) 14H .75
(special 5-8*, 13 threads) 14H1 . 75
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X For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- %

X ment order: Improvement No. 13 X

X Nozzle (13 threads) 24S .75 X

X (special 5-8", 13 threads) 24S1 .75 J

Nozzle Operating Rod, see Pump-body Operating Rod 28H

Nozzle Squaring Pin 15H 1.75
(special for 5-8" Nozzle) 15H1 1.75

Pipe Bracket al6H .60
screw (large) (2) al6Hl .08
screw (small) al6H3 .05

Pipe Bracket al6H (complete) .81

For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

§ Pipe Bracket 16H .60 §

§ screw (2) : 16H1 .06 §

§ washer (2) 16H2 .05 §

Pipe Bracket 16H (complete) .82 f

Piston 17H 1 75
handle 1.. 17H1 .35

" stem • 1.. 17H2
" nut 1.. 17H3

Piston 17H (complete) 2.10

Piston (.003" oversize) al7H 1.75

X For machines equipped with Display-type Attach-
1 ment order: Improvement No. 13 j

X Piston 25S 1.75 X

X handle U 25S1 .35 X
1 " stem 1. 25S2 J

|
44 4 4 nut 1.. 25S3 X

Piston 2 5S (complete) 2.10 j

X Piston ( .003" oversize) ,,,, . . a25S • 1.75 t

Piston Guide and Stop, see Pump-body Guide 23H2

Piston Lever 18H 4 50
bearing (front) 18H1 1.00

(rear) 18H2 1.00
screw (2) 18H3 05

Piston Lever 18H (complete) 6 60

Piston-lever Crosshead, see Piston-operating-rod Crosshead 19H3
Piston-lever Link, see Pump-lever Connecting Link. 32

H

Piston-lever Operating Rod, see Piston Operating Rod 19H
Piston-lever Pin, in Spring-rod Eye, see Piston-spring-rod-

eye Pin 20H3
Piston-lever Spring, see Piston Spring 2OH
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Piston Operating Rod 19H 2. 75

crosshead (lower, for Pump Bell Crank) 19H1 3 .00

dowel 19H2 .05

(upper, for Piston Lever) , . . . 19H3 3 . 00
nut 19H4 .14

Piston Operating Rod 19H (complete.) 8.94

% For machines equipped with Display-type Attach-
|

t ment order: Improvement No. 13 J

X Piston-operating-rod Crosshead 26S 3.50 J
i stud (for depressing Nozzle) 26S1 .20 +

t
M nut 26S2 .05 J

t " 44
lock nut 26S3 .05$

t Piston-lever-operating-rod Crosshead
t 2 6S (complete) ^
Piston-operating-rod-crosshead Stop, see Pump-body-

spring-rod-crosshead Stop 31H8
Piston-lever Spring, see Piston Spring 2OH

Piston Spring 20H 1.00
rod 20H1 1.75
" eye 20H2 .55
«• pin 20H3 .15
" " M cotter 20H4 .00
" nut 20H5 .11

Piston Spring 20H (complete) 3.56

% For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- t

t ment order: Improvement No. 13 J

} PlSTON-S^RING^P^DJj^E^^

Piston Stop, see Pump-body Guide 23H2
Port-opening Regulating Screw, see Pump-body Regula-

ting Screw 23H5

Pump Bell Crank 21H 3.50
shaft 21H1 .45
" set screw 21H2 .13

Pump Bell Crank 21H (complete) 4.08

Pump-bell-crank Connecting Rod 22H .45

eye 22H1 1.00
" lock nut 22H2 .07
" (L. H.) 22H3 1.00
" lock nut (L. H.). 22H4 .07
" pin (2) 22H5 .10
" " cotter (4).... 22H6 .00

PUMP-BELL-CRANK CONNECTING ROD 22H (c'pl't). 2 . 79

Pump-bell-crank Pin, in Connecting-rod Eye, see Pump-
bell-crank-connecting-rod-eye Pin 22H5

Pump-bell-crank-shaft Bearing, see Swing-frame Post. ... 38H
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Pump Body ; j. , 23H
bearing (Nozzle end for Lifting Lever). . ..(1) . . 23H1
guide (and Stop, for Piston) (1). . 23H2

" screw (2) (2). . 23H3
plug (bottom) (1 ) . . 23H4
regulating screw (for flow of metal) (l)

.

. 23HS
valve (I);. 23H6
Pump Body 23H (complete) . .

If Pump Body 23H becomes worn so that Piston 17H
fits too loosely use oversize Piston al7H. When this
Piston becomes too loose exchange Pump Body for a
repaired Pump Body a23H (a Body that has been re-
bored and bushed). Note: This rebushing can not be
done without special tools to preserve the Piston align-
ment.
Price for Pump Body exchange

Pump-body Lever 24H
bearing (front) 24H1

(rear) 24H2
screw (2) 24H3

Pump-body Lever 24H (complete).

Pump-body-lever Crosshead, see Pump-body-spring-rod
Crosshead 31H2

Pump-body-lever Link, see Pump-lever Connecting Link.. 32H
Pump-body-lever Pin, in Crosshead Eye, see Pump-body-

spring-rod-crosshead-eye Pin 31H5

Pump-body Lifting Lever (Piston end) 2SH
locating latch 25H1

screw 2SH2
stand (front, on Pot) 25H3

" (rear, on Pot)....l. . 25H4
" cap l..'25H5

" screw (2). ..(!).. 25H6
" screw (6) 25H7

Pump-body Lifting Lever 2SH (complete)..

Pump-body Lifting Lever (Nozzle end) 26H
stud 26H1
" nut 26H2

Pump-body Lifting Lever 26H (complete)..
•p?;sy:ia>yy.-/y " ' c •yy-y.-sxyy-yy.-yy/y->r.-yy. -yy. -yy. -yy-yyyy -yy. -yy. ot -yy.>

§ For machines 1123 and following order:
§ Pump-body Lifting Lever (Nozzle end) a26H
§ pin (bearing for Pump Body) . a26H3
|

" nut a26H4
§ Pump-body Lifting Lever 26H (complete)

.

§ These parts are interchangeable if furnished together.
•yy -Jy.--Cn-yK--OS -Ss~. -yy:yyc0s-yn -yr. sy;yy-yy -yy. -yy. yy.:yr, -yy -yy.to -yy. yy. yy -yy. i©g-yy-yy \.y; -yy.

Pump-body Lifting Spring a27H
plate (upper) 27H1

" (lower) a27H2
Pump-body Lifting Spring 27H (complete)..

9.50
.10

1.00
.07
.50
.50
.45

9.50

5.00

4.50
1.00
1.00
.05

6.60

4.00
.25
.05
.95

2.50

.06

.06

8.11

3.25
.40
.07

3.72

3.25 §
.10 §
.04 §

3.86 §

.20

.03

.06

.29
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?xy -xx>xnxy xy. -xn -xy -xy. xx>-xx -/y.-xy -xy.xy.xk -xx> -xr. -xy.xx. -xx -xy. -xy -xy. xx. xx. xx.xk-xx;xx. xx. xx. xy. xx. xx, xy. -xy, -xy

§ For machines 103 to 1593 when ordering Pump-body Lifting §

§ Spring a27H for the first time order also Pump-body-lifting- §

§ spring Plate (lower) a27H2; when ordering the Plate a27H2 §
§ the old Lifting Spring 27H may be made to conform to the new §

§ Lifting Spring a27H by cutting off two coils from the bottom § ,

§ of the Spring. §

§ Note: All machines equipped with the Display-type Attach- §
§ ment have the improved parts. §
xy.xxs-xx, -xs>-xy. -xyixy-xx.-xy&©sxy,xy. xx.xx.-xyxyi-xx. -xy,ten-xx.-xyxy xx.xy.-xy.xy.xy.xx; xx. -xx. -xx.xx. xy.xx.xyxyxx.

Pump-body-lifting-spring Post, in Swing Frame, see
Swing-frame Spring Post 37H6

Pump-body Operating Rod 28H .35
distance sleeve 28H1 .10
extension (for Spring Plate) 28H2 .25

pin 28H3 .02
nut (3) 28H4 .10
" lock nut (2) 28H5 .06

washer 28H6 .05

Pump-body Operating Rod 28H (complete). 1.19
xy -xxxy xn-XX-xnxx. -XX-xy,Xx -XX -XX. -xy-Xx-XXxxi -xx. xx. -XX:-XT.xx-xy. -xx xy. -xxxxxx.xxXX, xy, -xy.xy -XT.XX. -XX-xy xy.

§ For machines 913 and following order: §

§ Pump-body Operating Rod... a28H .35 §
§ extension (for Spring Plate) a28H2 .25 §

§ Omit Sleeve 28H1 and Washer 28H6. §
§ These parts are interchangeable if furnished together. To equip §
§ machines 103 to 912 inclusive with the improved End a28H2, cut off §
§ the lower end of the Operating Rod 28H to make its total length §

§ 5 5-8".
§xy-xn-xyxyxy.xy.xxixy>-xyxy -xyxyxxi-xn'Xx,-xx-xx.xy -xy.xyxy.xxxx*xx-xyxy.xy -xxi?xyxx;xy.xyixy. xy;xx.xy,xy.

Pump-body-operating-rod Lever 29H 1.05
pin 29H1 .15
** cotter 29H2 .00
stand... 29H3 .95

Pump-body-operating-rod]Lbver 29H (c'pl't) . 2.15

Pump-body-operating-rod-lever-stand Support 30H 1.50
screw (2) 30H1 .08

Pump-body-operating-rod-lever-stand Sup-
port 30H (complete) 1.66

Pump-body Spring 31H 1.00
rod 31H1 2.25
" crosshead 31H2 2.50

eye ... 31H3 .65
'* nut 31H4 .08

pin 31H5 .15
* " cotter 31H6 .00
" washer 31H7 .07
stop 31H8 .90

** nut 31H9 .11
V nut (upper) 31H10 .11
" sleeve 31H11 .50

" washer 31H12 .10
" stop nut (bottom) (2) 31H13 . 14

Pump-body Spring 3lH (complete) 8.70
r
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For machines equipped with Display-type Attach- X
% ment order: Improvement No. 13 J
X PUMP-BODY-SPRING-ROD-CROSSHEAD EYE 32S .65 X

X PUMP-BODY-SPRING-ROD STOP BLOCK 1 . . 33S 1 . 00 X

X spring post (in Stop Block) (J). . 33S1 .03 J
X stud 33S2 .25 X

X
" washer 33S3 . 10 X

X Pump-body-spring-rod Stop Block 33S (c'pl't). 1.35
|

X Pump-body-spring-rod-stop-block Spring 34S .08 J

X PUMP-BODY-SPRING-ROD-STOP-BLOCK-SPRING POST X

X (in38H).... 35S .10 X

Pump-cam-lever-connecting-rod Lever, see Pump Operating
Lever . . 34H

Pump-lever Connecting Link (between Levers 18H and
24H) 32H 2.25

pin (2) . . ... 32H1 20
" cotter (2). .. . . 32H2 00
plunger 32H3 . 10

spring 32H4 .08

Pump-lever Connecting Link 32H (complete) 2 83

Pump Rocker Arm, follows 34H 33

H

Pump Operating Lever (engaged by Pump-rocker-arm
Latch) 1. . 34H 1.85

clamp bolt (1) . . 34H1 .08

Pump Operating Lever 34H (complete) 1.85

Pump-operating-lever Pin, for Connecting Rod, see Pump-
cam-lever-connecting-rod-eye Pin 68E5

Pump Plunger, see Piston 17H

Pump Rocker Arm 33H 7.00
latch 33H1 2.00
" pin 33H2 .10

" cotter (2) 33H3 .00
plunger 33H4 .25

cotter 33H5 .00
spring 33H6 . 10

shaft 33H 7 1.00

Pump Rocker Arm 33H (complete)... 10 45

tjOv-JOGrjOOU90«X>(yOOv9CfXK 'jCKv?CtOQ-yyi>SKtXKrSX,tSK?>9CrS/iV>5v9C -jCKM5C-/Piten e/?0(SK-SKV90wjeV9CeOBt<95tXK*0>rSK

§ For machines 1125 and following order: §

§ Pump Rocker Arm a33H 7.00 §
plunger a33H4 .25 §

" spring a33H6 . 10 §
plug a33H8 .40 §

Pump Rocker Arm 33H (complete) 10.85 §

I
Omit Cotter 33H5. §

j These parts are interchangeable if furnished together §
'SSitCQ-yyi'^Oi tSX,>s?; -SSi'XSi -.Ort&i a©0 -O: t/7i -XX -Xr. -ss. -xy. -xr. -xr. &©9 -XS-xx. xs: XX. -XX. -xr. xx. -Ccv>5-SS; XXi
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Pump-rocker-arm-locking-latch Trip, see Pump-trip Tube..a49D
Pump-rocker-arm Pin, in Bell-crank-connecting-rod Eye,

see Pump-bell-crank-connecting-rod-eye Pin 22HS
Pump Operating Lever . » 34H

Pump Trip (hand)
rod 1.. 35H1 1.27
" cotter a35H10 .00
" nut 35H2 .05
" washer 35H3 .05
" plate (1).. 35H4 .25

V rivet (2) a)..a35H5 .01
spring box 35H6 1.00

" handle 35H7 .35
" nut 35H8 .45
" spring 35H9 .12

Pump Trip 35H (complete) 3 .29

Note: "When the Rivets a35H5 are ordered for
machines 103 to 1602 inclusive open out the tap holes
in the Rod 35H1 to receive them.
'/^j^,JV> "ss- 'syz'SS. -sr. -ssi -xxvyc ->5< -sr. //-•&? -at.~sk c/k •/*. -skt/yit/x -sr. e/3c 'Jyiv5ov^c 'X*> -sr. 'SKtSKt/ys

§ For machines 1123 and following order: §
i
Pump Trip rod a35Hl 1.27 §

" stop nut b35H10 .05 §" washer a35Hll .05 §
Pump Trip 35H (complete) 3.39 §

These improved parts may be applied to any machine if furnished §
together.

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order: §
§ Pump-trip Catch Plate (on Main Galley Stand).. . 36H . 10 §
§ screw (2) 36H1 .05 §
§ Pump-trip Catch Plate 36H (complete) .20 §

Pump-trip Tube 49D
Regulating Screw, for flow of metal, see Pump-body Regu-

lating Screw 23H5
Regulating Valve, see Gas Regulating Valve 10H
Squaring Pin, see Nozzle Squaring Pin 15H

Swing Frame (for Melting Pot) '.a37H 45.00
guide block 37H1 .95

" screw (2) 37H2 .06
handle 1.. 37H3 .35

stem 1. . 37H4
" nut 1. . 37H5

spring post (for Pump-body Lifting Spring) 37H6 .05
adjusting screw (for Casing, long) (2) a37H7 .03

"
( " " short) (2) a37H8 .03

Swing Frame a37H (complete) 46.59

Swing-frame Guide Pin, in Post, see Swing-frame-post
Guide Pin 38H3
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Swing-frame Post 38H SO 00
bolt (to Main Stand) 38H1 '. 14
clamp bolt 38H2 . 10
guide pin (for Swing Frame) 38H3 . 12
screw (lower) 38H4 .25

(upper) 38H5 .10
Swing-frame Post 38H (complete.) 50.71

Swing-frame Screw (for raising and lowering Pot) 39H 9 00
nut 39H1 .11
washer 39H2 .20

" pin 39H3 .02
Swing-frame Screw 39H (complete) 9.33

Swing-frame-screw Crank 1.. 40H 2.50
clamp bolt (1) . . 40H1 .08
handle (1) . . 40H2 .85

Swing-frame-screw Crank 40H (complete).. 2.50

Thermometer 41H 5 qo
support *..!.!*.*..'!

1 !a4lH2 .25
hook a41H3 .16
" nut a41H4 .04

lock nut a41H5 .05
Thermometer 41 H(complete) 5 . 50

Valve, Air, see Air Cock a2H
Valve, Gas, see Gas Cock a7H
Valve, Gas Regulating, see Gas Regulating Valve 10H
Valve, Water Escape, see Water Escape Valve 42H
Valve, Water Supply, see Water Supply Valve 48H

Water Escape Valve 42H
body ........ \Y. 42H1
gland 42H2
" packing (rubber) 42H3

ring 42H4
(regulating) 42H 5
handle 42H6

rivet 42H7
Water Escape Valve 42H (complete) 2.00

Water Pipe
(copper, drain from Main Stand, 5-16" x 9 1-2"). . .a43H .30
( " " " " " 5-16"x 18 7-8"). .a43Hl .60
( . ,„ " " .190"xl 3-4")...a43H3 .12
union (5-16") (2) 43H2 .08

Water Pipe a43H (complete) 1.18

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506
§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6

j

§ Water Pipe j

§ (copper, drain from Main Stand, 5-16" x 2") 43H .15 i

§ (copper, drain from Main Stand, 5-16" x 31 1-8") 43H1 .95 i

§ union (5-16") (1) 43H2 .08]
§ Water Pipe 43H (complete) 1.18 <

§ Omit a43H3.
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Water Pipe (copper, drain from Mold, .190" x 1 1-4"). 44H . 10
( " " " " .190* x 20 l-2")a44Hl .40
( " " " M .190 "x 14 l-2")a44H3 .30
union (.190") (2) 44H2 .04

Water Pipe 44H (complete) .88

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506 §

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

§ ^Vaxer Pipe §

§ (copper, drain from Mold, .190" x 1 1-4"). . 44H .10 §

§ (
«
r " u .190"x35") 44H1 .70 §

§ union (.190") (1) 44H2 .04 §

§ Water Pipe 44H (complete) .84 §

§ Omit a44H3.

Water Pipe (copper, supply, 5-16" x 2 3-8") 45H .15

( «' " 5-16" x 3") a45Hl .18

( " " 5-16" x 19 1-4") a45H3 .60

(iron, supply, 1-8" x 3 3-8") a45H4 .10
(." " 1-8" x 3 7-8") a45H5 .10

( " " 1-8" x 15 1-8") a45H6 .20

( " 4
* 1-8" x 18") a45H7 .24

elbow (1-8") (3) ! a45H8 .05

union (copper, 5-16") (2) 45H2 .08
" (iron, 1-8").... a45H9 .12
" packing (rubber) a45H10 .01

Water Pipe 45H (complete) 2.01

For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506 §

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

§ Water Pipe (copper, supply, 5-16" x 2 3-8") 45H .15 §

| (
" " 5-16" x 16 13-16")... 45H1 .55 §

§ union (5-16") (1.) 45H2 .08 §

Water Pipe 45H (complete) .78 §

§ Omit parts a45H3 to a45H10 inclusive. §

Water Pipe
(iron, drain from Pipe Bracket, 3-8" x 3 3-8") a46H . 12
( " " 3-8" x 4 7-8") a46Hl .14

( " " *' V " 3-8"xl4 1-2") a46H2 .23

(
" " " " " 3-8" x 18") a46H3 .28

elbow (iron, 3-8") (3) a46H4 .06

union (iron, 3-8") . . a46H 5 .16
" packing (rubber) a46H6 .01

Water Pipe a46H (complete) 112
•JfX,v&i<*55'J&>U>itOOW.rjystjp:-jCK*ST1'SK -sr.vm SX>'fxtOi-SX-SKrSXv9s >Ot 'gV- * *•*6056,06 rj6>

7.

§ For machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506 §

§ inclusive order: Improvement No. 6 §

§ Water-pipe Clamp 46H .15 §

§ screw 46H1 .06 §

§ Water-pipe Clamp 46H (complete) .21
|

§ Omit parts a46H2 to a46H6 inclusive.

Water Pipe Bracket, see Pipe Bracket al6H
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Water-pipe Connection (side, on Main Stand) 47H .60
screw (3) 47H1 .04

Water-pipe Connection 47H (complete).... .72

Water Supply Cock aS2H .60

Water Supply Valve
body 48H1
gland (2) 48H2

44 packing (rubber) (2) 48H3
ring (2) 48H4

(regulating) 48HS
handle 48H6

rivet 48H7
(shut off) 48H8

" handle 48H9
rivet 48H10

Water Supply Valve 48H (complete) 3.00

Gas Hose (1-2* x 18"), follows Gas Cock a7H 49H
Gas Hose (3-8* x 15 3-4") 50H
Gas Hose (3-8* x 19 1-2") SlH
Water Supply Cock, follows Water-pipe Connection 47H. ,aS2H
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CASTING MACHINE PRICES
APPENDIX

Improvement No. 1

In effect on machines 321, 502, 520 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following

:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: Improved adjustment of the Pin Jaws and Matrix Jaws
by giving independent motion to the Tongs in the B and C groups, and
to provide a lock on the Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bars to hold
them in the Stop Racks positively while the Matrix Jaws are closing.

To equip machines 103 to 320 inclusive, 322 to 501 inclusive and
503 to 519 inclusive with this improvement requires the following parts.

These parts must be furnished together when ordered for the first time.

Matrix-jaw Stop Rack (front) al2 B 3 . 50

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar al3B (complete). . .2.50

Matrix-jaw Stop Rack (rear) al2 C 3 .00

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar al3C (complete) . . 2.16

Air-pin Block shoe (for front Locking Bar) a3D6 .35
" screw (2) a3D7 .05

guide screw a3Dll .08

Jaw-tongs Bell Crank (lower) 1 . . a2 1 E 10 . 00
ball stud a)..a21El .30
(upper) 2..a2lE10 9.00
ball stud (0)..a21Ell .30

Jaw-tongs-cam Lever a24E (complete) 14.94

Jaw-tongs Spring Box a26E (complete) 20.04

Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket a27E (complete).. .95

Jaw-tongs-spring-box Ball Socket a81E (complete). . .95

Locking-bar Bell Crank b28E (complete) 2.75

Locking-bar Bell Crank b29E (complete) 2.75

Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud b32E (complete) .40

Locking-bar-bell-crank Latch a82E (complete) 1 .00

Locking-bar-bell-crank Latch a83E (complete) 1.00
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LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK-LATCH SPRING (2) a84E . 10

LOCKING-BAR-BELL-CRANK-LATCH-SPRING POST (in Main
Stand) a85E .05

Locking-bar Operating Rod (Special) a33 E .50
bearing block . . a3 3 E 1 .75

" lock nut. . .a33E2 .05

eye (Special) a33E5 .50
" lock nut a33E6 .05

stop a33E8 .10

Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud (front, in Main Stand) a39E 1 .00

Matrix-jaw-tongs Stud arm (for Paper Winding Spring) a39 E3 .15

Pin-jaw Tongs a55E (complete) 13 . 50

When applying this improvement, file a bevel on the
Air-tower-housing Base 1G3 to clear the Jaw-tongs-
spring-box-spring-rod Crosshead a26E21. Bend the
Paper-tower Operating Rod 54E to clear the Spring
Box. Drill and tap the Main Stand for the Locking-
bar-bell-crank-latch-spring Post a85E, and drill and
taper ream it for the Locking-bar-bell-crank Stud
b32E. Drill and tap the Air-pin Block 3D for the
Air-pin-block Guide Screw a3Dll. Shorten the
Justification-wedge-lever Fulcrum Pin 18D to
3 1-8" in length (to clear the Latches a82E and a83E)
and re-slot the end. The necessary tools will be loaned
for these purposes.

Note: To give our customers the benefit of our
latest improvements we will furnish all

_
the parts for

this improvement complete at a special price 50.00
All material replaced by this improvement must be

returned to us in order to obtain this special price.
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May 1, 13 folioed [Casting Machine] 79

Improvement No. 2

In effect on machines 520 and following except as noted.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date
Object: To change the timing of the Locking Bars by the use of an

individual Cam to operate them.

The following applies to machines to which the new Locking Bar
mechanism without Latches (Improvement sheet not yet issued) is to be
applied ; machines not to be equipped with this new mechanism are taken
care of by the notes following the individual items.

To equip machines 103 to 519 inclusive with Improvement No. 2 re-
quires the following parts. These parts must be furnished together when
ordered for the first time.

Cam-lever-shaft Stand a9E 20 . 00

Note: The old Stand 9E can be altered to a9E by saw-
ing off the lug which carried the superseded Locking-bar-
cam Lever 34E.

Cam-shaft Stand al2EE 100 . 00

Locking-bar Cam c86E 2 . 75

Note: Machines 520 to 1602 inclusive were equipped
with Locking-bar Cam a86E; machines 1603 to 3862 in-

clusive were equipped with Cam b86E, which has a wider
face than Cam a86E and when applied for the first time to
previous machines requires that Locking-bar-cam Lever
c34EE (see below) be furnished also; machines 3863 and
following are equipped with Cam c86E. This Cam c86E
cannot be used on a machine not equipped with the new
Locking-bar Bell Cranks without Latches; machines
3603 and following are so equipped.
Note: If the machine is not to be equipped with Lock-

ing-bar Bell Cranks without Latches order Locking-
bar Cam b86E.

Locking-bar-cam Lever 1 . . c34EE
bushing (2) (2) . . b34E 1 . 18

pin (2) (i)..b34E2 .01
roller (i)..b34E3 .30

" pin (7)..b34E6 .15
oil pipe (i)..a34E7 .20

Note: c34EE is assembled with b34El, b34E2, b34E3,
b34E6, and a34E7 and cannot be furnished without these
parts, price assembled 9 . 50
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Note: Machines 1603 and following are equipped with
Locking-bar-cam Lever c34EE, for use with Locking-
bar Cam b86E and c86E. Machines 520 to 1602 inclusive
were equipped with a narrow faced Locking-bar Cam,
which, when worn, should be replaced with the wide faced
Cam ; this change requires the corresponding change in the
Locking-bar*"-cam Lever.

Locking-bar-cam-lever Fulcrum Stud (complete). . . .Xa35E

Locking-bar Operating Rod b33E
eye c33El*
" lock nut a33E2
hook a33E5

14 lock nut (L.H.) a33E6
spring b33E7*

" washer a33E9
While these parts are listed here because they form part

of the Operating Rod group they are not furnished as part
of the Improvement No. 2 and no price is here given for

them, because they form part of the Improvement of the
new Locking Bar mechanism without Latches (Improve-
ment sheet not yet issued).

Note: Machines 520 to 3882 inclusive were equipped
with Operating Rod a33E; machines 3883 and following
are equipped with Operating Rod b33E; a33E can be
made b33E by drilling a new hole for adjusting. Machines
520 to 3602 inclusive had Locking-bar Bell Cranks b28E
and b29E with Latches and were equipped with Bearing
Block a33El; machines 3603 to 3882 inclusive had Lock-
ing-bar Bell Cranks c28E and c29E without Latches
and were equipped with Bearing Block b33El ; machines
3883 and following have Locking-bar Bell Crank d28E
and are equipped with Eye c33E1 instead of the Bearing
Block. Machines 520 and following are equipped with
Eye Lock Nut a33E2, Hook a33E5, and Hook Lock Nut
a33E6. Machines 520 to 3882 inclusive were equipped
with Operating-rod Spring a33E7; machines 3883 and
following are equipped with Operating-rod Spring
b33E7. Machines 2710 and following are equipped with
Washer a33E9.

Note: If the machine is to be equipped with this Im-
provement No. 2 but not with Locking-bar Bell Crank
without Latches, order Locking-bar Operating Rod
a33E, Locking-bar-operating-rod Bearing Block
a33El, and Locking-bar-operating-rod Spring a33E7
instead of the corresponding parts listed above, also order
Locking-bar-operating-rod Stop a33E8.

SPECIAL PRICE: To share with our customers the
benefit of our latest improvements we will make a special

price on this improvement, furnished complete, of

Note: This special price is made with the understanding
that a new part will not be furnished when the old part can
be altered; for example, we do not furnish a new Cam-
lever-shaft Stand a9E but alter the old one as described.
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Improvement No. 3

In effect on machines 1203 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date
Object: To handle all type from 5 to 36 point inclusive by the use of

one carrier only.

To equip machines 103 to 1202 inclusive with this improvement re-
quires the following parts. These parts must be furnished together when
ordered for the first time.

Type Carrier (complete) Xc20B, includes the Eye
21B1B, Eye Pin 21B3, Dowel 21B4, Type Clamp (com-
plete) Xb26B, Type-clamp Shoe (complete) Xa27B, and
Type Support Spring (complete) Xb31B and cannot be
furnished without them 30 . 00

Note: Machines 1203 to 2524 inclusive were equipped
with Type Carrier (complete) Xb20B which includes
Type Clamp (complete) Xa26B instead of Xb26B. To
take care of kerned type the new Type Clamp Xb26B was
adopted on machines 2525 and following. To equip ma-
chines 1203 to 2524 inclusive with the improved Clamp
Xb26B requires that a notch be ground in the left side of
the fixed Type Block for Y Molds and that the lug on the
Type Block for Z Molds be ground off.

a21B5 1.00

Type-carrier Shoe (long) a23B 1.50

Type-carrier Shoe (short) a24B .25

Type-pusher Guide (complete) Xa28B 2.26

Type Pusher b29BB
Note: b29BB is assembled with b29Bl, 29B2, 29B3,

29B4, and a29B5 and cannot be furnished without these
parts, price assembled .

Note: To use the Universal Type Carrier a change in
Type Pusher was required; this took place on machine
1203 when Type Pusher a29BB having Type-pusher
Blade 29B1 was adopted. On machine 2616 the Type
Pusher was still further modified to clear the Stop Rack
when an extra tooth was added to the latter; that Type
Pusher was b29BB having Type-pusher Blade a29Bl.
On machine 3883 the Type Pusher was again modified
when the new style Locking Bars were adopted; this
Type Pusher is still symboled b29BB because inter-
changeable but its Blade is changed to b29Bl and its Eye
to a29B5. Any one of these three Type Pushers will work
with the Universal Type Carrier.
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Type-carrier-cam Lever extension a72E4

On machines 103 to 1202 inclusive the Air-pin Block
(front) 3B must be altered to take the Type-pusher Guide
a28B. Machines 1203 to 1842 inclusive were equipped

with Air-pin Block (front) a3B which was made to take

the Guide a28B. On machine 1843 the Air-pin Block
was again modified to take the new style fixed Air Pin with
the Spring under it; this Air-pin Block was b3B. On
machines 3603 and following the Air-pin Block was again

modified to take the new style Stop Racks and Locking
Bars without Latches and this latest style cannot be used

on machines not equipped with this improved Locking
Bar mechanism.

On machines 103 to 1202 the Mold-blade-operating-
rod-sizing-spring Sleeve (outside) 16C12 must be short-

ened to 1 7-16".

For machines 103 and 940 inclusive order also

:

Mold-blade Operating Rod distance sleeve (between
Spring Abutments) al6Cl
and shorten the Operating-rod-sizing-spring Sleeve (in-

side) 16C11 to 2 13-32".

SPECIAL PRICE: To share with our Customers the

benefit of our latest improvements we will furnish all the

parts for this improvement complete at a special price of

.
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Improvement No. 4

In effect on machines 502 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date
Object: Improved alignment by increased stroke of the Centering

Pin.

To equip machines 103 to 501 inclusive with this improvement
requires the following parts. These parts must be furnished together
when ordered for the first time.

Bridge Lever a2A 1.75

Carrying Frame guide rod cross beam 1 . . a4A6 1 75
" stud CO.. a4A8 .25

Centering Pin a5A 3.5
spring a5A3 .1

abutment (lower) a5A4
(upper) a5A5 .61

Centering-pin Stand bushing a6A5 3.00

Normal-wedge Locking Pin shank al4B7 .20
spring bl4B8 .08

Justification-wedge-lever Arm rod (2) 15D3 .10

Transfer-wedge-shifter-lever Arm rod 57D4 .10

Centering-pin Cam al3E (complete) 5 . 50

Centering-pin Lever stud (for Bridge-lever Link).. . 16E4 .05

In addition to ordering the above new parts, the fol-
lowing parts must be altered to conform to the new-
requirements. Directions for altering these parts will be
furnished when required.

Bridge Lever connecting link 2A1

Matrix-jaw-stop-rack Locking Bar (front) 13 B

Normal-wedge Locking Pin tube 14B11

Type Pusher 29 B

Type-pusher Guiding Lever 30 B

Air-pin Block (rear) 3 C

Mold-blade Abutment Slide. ., 14

C
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Improvement No. 5

In effect on machines 502, 520 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object : To permit the use of different lengths of Galley Pans.

To equip machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 519 inclusive
with this improvement requires the following parts. These parts must
be furnished together when ordered for the first time.

Galley-pan Shelf al 7 F 9 . 00

Galley-pan Support al8 F 5 .00
bar (2) al8Fl .70
set screw (2) al8F7 .07
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Improvemont No. 6

In effect on machines 502, 507 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: To facilitate the adjustment of the flow of water through
the Mold.

To equip machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 506 inclusive

with this improvement requires the following parts. These parts must
be furnished together when ordered for the first time.

Gas Pipe (iron 1-4" x 1 3-8*) .

.

(
" l-4"x3 3-4")..

(
" 1-4" x 18 5-8").

Pipe Bracket al6H (complete).

a2H .60

alH 10
alHl !40
alH2 .05
alH4 .10
alH5 .16
alH13 .25
alH14 .12
aims .01

a7H .60

a8H .10

9H .05
a9Hl .09
a9H2 .25
9H5 .05
a9H8 .14
a9H9 .01

.81

Water Pipe
(copper, drain from Main Stand, 5-16" x 9 l-2")a43H .30

5-16" x 18 7-8")a43Hl .60
.190"x 1 3-4")a43H3 .08

Water Pipe (copper, drain from Mold, .190" x 20 1-2") a44Hl .40

(
« " " " .190" x 14 1-2") a44H3 .30

Water Pipe (copper, supply, 5-16" x 3") a45Hl . 18

( " 44 5-16" x 19 1-4") a25H3 .60

(iron, supply, 1-8" x 3 3-8") a45H4 . 10

I
« ^ 1-8" x 3 7-8") a45H5 .10

(
" " 1-8" x 15 1-8") a45H6 .20

(
" " 1-8" x 18") a45H7 .24

elbow a45H8 .05

union (copper, 5-16") (2) a45H2 .08
" (iron, 1-8") a45H9 .12
** packing, (rubber) a45H10 .01

Water Pipe a46H (complete) 1.12
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When applied to your machines fill in the following:
Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object : To prevent overthrow of the Line-hook Carriage by giving
a positive stop for it, and to give improved timing of its stroke.

To equip machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 522 inclusive
with this improvement requires the following parts. These parts must
be furnished together when ordered for the first time.

Galley Cam al4F 18.00

Line-hook Operating Bar a21 F 2 .20
locking rod a2 1 F3 .15

Line-hook-operating-bar Stop adjusting screw a22 Fl .03
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Improvement No. 8

In effect on machines 502 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: Greater facility for adjusting the Micrometer Wedge.
To equip machines 103 to 501 inclusive with this improvement

requires the following parts. These parts must be furnished together
when ordered for the first time.

Micrometer Wedge adjusting screw a20D2 .25
" spring a20D3 .08

shank a20Dl .10
" nut a20D5 .04

When applying this improvement the Normal-wedge-
locking-pin Stand 15B must be counter-bored and
tapped to receive the Adjusting Screw a20D2. Direc-
tions for this alteration will be furnished when required.
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Improvement No. 9

In effect on machines 579 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: Improved adjustment of the Melting Pot for centering
the Nozzle and to hold the Melting Pot firmly in position when adjusted.

To equip machines 103 to 578 inclusive with this improvement
requires the following parts. These parts must be furnished together
when ordered for the first time.

Melting Pot casing stud (2) al2H9 .08
" nut (2) al2H10 .05
" washer (2) al2Hll .05

Swing Frame adjusting screw (for Casing, long) (2) a37H7 .03
" ( " " short) (2).. . .a37H8 .03

•When applying this improvement the Swing Frame
37H must be drilled and tapped for the Adjusting
Screws a37H7 and a37H8. Directions for this alteration
will be furnished when required.
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Improvement No. 10

In effect on machines 502, 530 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object : Improved operation of Latch for Line Support.

To equip machines 103 to 501 inclusive and 503 to 529 inclusive
with this improvement requires the following parts. These parts must
be furnished together when ordered for the first time.

Line-hook Operating Slide latch (for Line Support) . . a23 Fl .50
" locking pin a23 F2 .15

" guide pin.a23 F3 .01
"spring a23F4 .05
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Improvement No. 11

In effect on machines 502 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: To prevent breakage of the teat on the Guide Screw 14B6

and to facilitate the adjustment of the Micrometer Wedge.

Note: The Normal-wedge-locking-pin Stand 15B
can no longer be furnished; instead we furnish:

Normal-wedge-locking-pin Stand al5B 15. 00

When this Stand is ordered for the first time for

machines 103 to 501 inclusive the following parts must
also be furnished:

Normal-wedge Locking Pin bushing guide screw al4B6 .05

Micrometer Wedge shank a255i '1?
adjusting screw ^izHi 'Zz

spring a20D3 .08

shank nut a20D5 .04

When applying al4B6 to machines 103 to 702 inclusive

open the keyway in the Normal-wedge Locking Pin
14B and its Bushing 14B3 to 11-64% keeping the key-

way central in 14B.
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Improvement No. 12

In effect on machines 1603 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:
Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: To provide a heavier return spring on the Line-hook-
operating-slide Latch and to remove this Latch from the path of the
Line Support at the point of rest.

To equip machines 103 to 1602 inclusive with this improvement
requires the following parts. These parts must be furnished together
when ordered for the first time.

Line-hook Operating Slide b23 F 3 . 00
spring pin a23Fll .04

Line-hook-operating-slide Latch a53F (complete) 3.20

LlNE-HOOK-OPERATING-SLIDE SHOE 24 F

Line-hook-operating-slide Spring Box pin (in Oper-
ating Slide) a27F2
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Improvement No. 13

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date
Object: To enable the Casting Machine to cast type from 14 to 36

point in addition to the smaller paint sizes.

To equip any machine with this improvement requires the following
parts. These parts must be furnished together when ordered for the first
time.

Note: To handle type from 14 to 36 point requires the Universal
Type Carrier b20B (see Improvement No. 3) in addition to the following
parts.

Belt-shifter Eye (forked) IS 1.75

Belt-shifter Arm ; 2S 1.25
clamp 2S1 .20

" bolt . .. 2S2 .08
set screw 2S3 .07

Belt-shifter Arm 2S (complete) 1.60

Centering-pin Abutment (lower) a3S .35
(upper). a3Sl '.70

Centering-pin Abutment a3S (complete) 1 .05
Replaces a5A4 and a5A5 when the Display-type

Attachment is applied to machines 502 to 1103. Ma-
chines 1104 and following have this.

X For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order:
++++++

X Centering-pin Abutment (lower) 3S .20 J
t Replaces 5A4 when the Display-type Attachment is applied to X
X machines 103 to 501 inclusive. J

Centering-pin Spring (2) 4S .08
abutment (lower) 1.. a4Sl 2 95

(upper) a4S2 2.75
stud (2) (1).. 4S3 .10
" nut (2) 4S4 .04
" washer (2) 4S5 .03

Centering-pin Spring a4S (complete) 6 . 00

X For machines 103 to 501 inclusive order:
++++++++++

X Centering-pin Spring (2) 4S .08 J
X abutment (lower) 1 . . 4S1 2 . 70 J
X " (upper) 4S2 2 . 50 X
X " stud (2)....-.(!).. 4S3 .10 J
X " " nut (2) 4S4 .04 X
X " " washer (2) . . 4S5 .03 X
X Centering-pin Spring 4S (complete) 5 . 50 {
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Cone Pulley, see Pulley, Cone on Cam Shaft 29S

Countershaft
cone pulley
" " key

pulley (fast)
" key
" (loose) 1 . .

" screw (for oil hole) CO . .

Countershaft 5S (complete)

cap (2) (J). .

" oiler (2)
" screw (4)

Countershaft Stand 6S (complete)

" rod
" " " fulcrum stud
" " " " nut

" nut (2)
" " " washer

stud
" nut

Countershaft Tightener Pulley 7S (c'pl't).

Justification Wedge (used with 47S to obtain 1-8
point sizes)

gage

Justification Wedge 46S (complete)

plate
" screw (2)

Latch 8S (complete)

Abutment
plate
" screw (2)

Latch Abutment 9S (complete)

.

5S 3 00
5S1 4 00
5S2 05
5S3 5 50
5S4 05
5S5 5 55
5S6 05

18 15

6S 23 20
6S1 . 18
6S2 08
6S3 1 60
6S4 15
6S5 08

24 60

7S 5 00
7S1 3 00
7S2 1 25
7S3 11
7S4 25
7S5 25
7S6 1 50
7S7 35
7S8 05
7S9 06
7S10 05
7S11 1 00
7S12 11

13 04

28S
SS3

46S 5 .00
46S1 75

5 75

8S 2 00
8S1 25
8S2 04

2 33

9S 2 00
9S1
9S2 04

2 33

10S 12
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Latch Pin 1.. US 2.00
cotter HS1 .00

plate 1. . HS2
" spring pin Q).. HS3 .05
" stop pin CO.. "S4 .05

Latch Pin 1 IS (complete) 2 .00

Latch Spring 12S .05

Latch-spring Pin, see Latch-pin-plate Spring Pin 11 S3
Latch-spring Pin, see Latch-stand Spring Pin, for Latch

Spring 13S6

Latch Stand 13S .75

shaft 1.. 13S1 2.25
" arm 1 .'. 13S2
" nut 13S3 .08
" " lock nut 13S4 .08
" spring 13S5 .10

spring pin (for Latch Spring) 13S6 .05

Latch Stand 13S (complete) 3.31

Latch-stand-shaft-arm Guide, see Pump-body-spring-rod-
crosshead Eye 32S

Latch-stand-shaft Sleeve, see Latch Abutment 9S
Loose Pulley on Countershaft, see Countershaft Pulley,

loose 5S5

Matrix Holder (for Sorts Matrices, 14 point and
over) 1. . 14S 3.75

bushing (tor Centering Pin) (1) . . 14S1 .25

clamp (back) U).. 14S2 .40
" (left) CO.. 14S3 .40
" (right) a).. 14S4 .40
" spring (3) (1).. 14S6 .05
" screw (3) (1).. 14S7 .04

Matrix Holder 14S (complete) 3.75

Mold-blade-cam Lever 1 . .
1 SS 1 1

• 52
bushing (2) (J).. 15S1 .18

" pin (2) a).. 15S2 .01

compound lever 15S3 2.00
" " locking screw 15S4 .35

" collar 15S5 .08
" stud 15S6 .40

" nut 15S7 .07

roller U).. 15S8 .30
" pin (/).. 1SS9 .15

Mold-blade-cam Lever 15S (complete) 14.40

Replaces 44E when the Display-type Attachment
is applied.
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MOLD-BLADE-CAM-LEVER-COMPOUND-LEVER ABUTMENT
(in Main Stand) 16S

nut 16S1
washer 16S2

MOLD-BLADE-CAM-LEVER-COMPOUND-LEVER
Abutment 16S (complete)

36E is drilled and faced for 16S when the Display-
type Attachment is applied to machines 103 to 963
inclusive.

Normal Wedge (produces type 19 1-4 to 36 points set-

ways) 1 . . 47S
gage 47S1
handle (1) . . 47S2
packing piece (on 47S produces type

2 1-4 to 19 points set-ways) 2. . 4 7S3
packing piece pin 2.. 47S4

Normal Wedge 47S (complete)

Note: Normal-wedge Adjusting Nut 23S and
its Lock Nut 23S1 will no longer be furnished. When
one of these parts is required we will furnish instead a
new Normal-wedge-locking-pin Shank al4B7 which
i s now made longer to permit of the use of the regular
Adjusting Nut 14B1 and its Lock Nut 14B2 at all

times.

Nozzle (13 threads) 24S
(special 5-8", 13 threads) . 24S1

Replace 14H or 14H1 when casting display type.

Nut, see Pulley Nut 30S

Piston 2SS
handle 1.. 25S1

stem 1. . 2SS2
" nut 1. . 2SS3

Piston 2SS (complete)

Replaces 17H when casting display type.

Piston-operating-rod Crosshead 26S
stud (for depressing Nozzle) 26S1
" nut 26S2

" lock nut 26S3
Piston-lever-operating-rod Crosshead 26S

(complete)

Replaces 19H3 when the Display-type Attachment
is applied.

Piston-spring-rod Eye 27S
Replaces 20H2 when the Display-type Attachment

is applied.

.75

.06

.05

.86

5.00
.60
.20

1.50

7.10

.75

.75

.71.7

.35

3.50
.20
.05
.05

3.80

.75
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Pulley (fast, on Cam Shaft) 1 . . 28S
pin (for Cone Pulley) (1 ) . . 28S1
Pulley 28S (complete)

Replaces 64E when the Display-type Attachment
is applied.

Pulley (cone, on Cam Shaft) 29S

Pulley, cone, on Countershaft, see Countershaft Cone Pulley 5S1

Pulley Nut (on Cam Shaft) 30S
Replaces 10E4 when the Display-type Attachment

is applied.

Pump-body Lifting Spring 3 IS
plate (lower) 31S1
" (upper) 31S2

Pump-body Lifting Spring 3 IS (complete).. .

.

Machines 1593 and following already have this.
3 IS is made from 27H by cutting off two coils when

the Display-type Attachment is applied.

Pump-body-spring-rod-crosshead Eye 32S

PUMP-BODY-SPRING-ROD STOP BLOCK. 1 . . 33S
spring post (in Stop Block) (1). . 33S1
stud 33S2
" washer 3 3S3

PUMP-BODY-SPRING-ROD STOP BLOCK 33S (c'pl't).

38H is drilled and tapped for 33S2 when the Dis-
play-type Attachment is applied to machines 103 to 907
inclusive.

PUMP-BODY-SPRING-ROD-STOP-BLOCK SPRING.' 34S

PUMP-BODY-SPRING-ROD-STOP-BLOCK-SPRING POST
(in38H) 35S

38H is drilled and tapped for 35S when the Display-
type Attachment is applied to machines 103 to 907 in-
clusive.

Pump-body-spring-rod-stop-block Spring Post, see Pump-
body-spring-rod-stop-block Spring Post, in Stop Block 33S1

Tightener Pulley, see Countershaft Tightener Pulley 7S
Type Carrier, Universal, see Improvement No. S b20B

18.00

1.00

.20

.06

.03

.29
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Type Channel Block (adjustable) CO. • 40S
clamp 1. . 40S1

latch U). .a40S2
40S3
40S4
40SS
40S6
40S7
40S8
40S9

pin (3) a:
spring (1). .

tongue : 1 . .

" rivet (3) (J)..
" stop plate (1).

.

" " " screw (2).. (I).

.

type guide 1 . .

Type Channel Block 40S (complete)

Replaces 50F when casting display type. The Bolt
50F6 and Washer 50F7 are used with 40S.

Type Channel Block (fixed) 1 . .a4lS
screw (rear) 41S1
latch a)..a4lS2

" screw (2) a)..a4lS3

Type Channel Block 41S (complete)

Replaces S1F when casting display type. Screw
51FS (front) is used with 4 IS.

Wedge, see Justification Wedge 46S
Wedge, see Normal Wedge 47S

2.50
12.00
1.00
.03
.05

.01

.05

.03

12.00

2.75
.06
.15
.02

2.81
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Improvement No. 14

In effect on machines 1813, 1814, 1816, 1818, 1820, 1821, 1823
and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date
Object: To prevent the Stud from working loose.

To equip machines 103 to 1812 inclusive, 1815, 1817, 1819 and 1821
with this improvement requires that Trip-lever Fulcrum Stud a46F be
ordered complete and that the hole in the old Main Galley Stand 31F
be opened out to receive the Stud.

Main Galley Stand a31F 100.00

Trip-lever Fulcrum Stud a46F .60
nut a46Fl .05
washer a46F2 .05

Trip-lever Fulcrum Stud a46F (complete) ... .70
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Improvement No. 15

In effect on machines 1843 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Da*e

Object: To reduce the strain on the fixed Air Pin and prevent its

breakage.

To equip machines 103 to 1842 inclusive with this improvement
requires the following parts. Either Air-pin Block may be furnished

independent of the other, but requires the Air Pin and Spring when
ordered for the first time.

Air Pin a2B (complete)

Air-pin Block (front) b3B

spring

Air Pin a2C (complete) .

Air-pin Block (rear) a3C

a2B .20
a2Bl .05

.25

b3B 60.00

a2C .20
a2Cl .05

.25

a3C 50.00



Improvement No. 16

In effect on machines 1843 and following:

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: To prevent wear of the threads in the Main Stand 36E.

To equip machines 103 to 1842 inclusive with this improvement
requires that the Stud and Nut be furnished together when ordered for

the first time.

Mold Clamp stud a48El .08
w nut a48E3 .05

Mold Clamp 48E (complete) .38

Mold Clamp stud a49El .08
" nut a49E3 .05

Mold Clamp 49E (complete) .38

Note: When a Mold Clamp (complete) is ordered, the
new style will always be furnished at the price here listed.
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Improvement No. 17

In effect on machines 1923 and following:

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: Increased strength.

To equip machines 103 to 1922 inclusive with this improvement
requires that the Rod and Arm be furnished together when ordered for

the first time

Galley Trip Rod a8D .25

Galley Trip Rod a8D (complete) .30

Galley-trip-rod Arm a9D .75

Galley-trip-rod Arm a9D (complete) 1.25
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Improvement No. 20

In effect on machines 2013, 2015 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: To have threads on these Rods and Nuts the same pitch
as on Studs a26E26 and Nuts a26E27 and thus prevent injury to threads
if Nuts are interchanged.

To equip machines 321, 502, 520 to 2012 inclusive and 2014 with
this improvement requires that each Rod and its two Nuts be furnished
together when ordered for the first time.

Note: Improvement No. 20 may be applied to any other machine
equipped with Double Spring Box a26E. See Improvement No. 1,
page 77.

Jaw-tongs Spring Box spring rod 0ower) b26El4 1 . 00
" nut b26El5 .05
" " lock nut b26E16 .05
" (upper) D26E17 .75
" nut b26El9 .05
" " lock nut b26E20 .05

Jaw-tongs Spring Box a26E (complete) includes
Ball Socket a27E (complete) and Ball Socket a81E
(complete) and cannot be furnished without them 21 .92
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Improvement No. 21

In effect on machines 2003 and following.

When applied to your machines fill in the following:

Applied to machines Nos. Date

Object: To reduce the wear on the Springs.

Note: The old style Springs a84E can no longer be furnished.
When ordering the new Springs b84E for the first time for machines
321 and 502 to 2002 inclusive, one each of the Plates a84El and a84E2
must be ordered with each Spring.

Locking-bar-bell-crank-latch Spring (2) b84E . 08
plate (long) (2) a84E 1 . 03

44
(short) (2) a84E2 .03

Locking-bar-bell-crank-latch Spring b84E
(complete) (each) .14
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The Keyboard

THE KEYBOARD





STYLE D KEYBOARD PRICES
Complete List for Keyboards 3127 and Following

KA GROUP
Mechanism for transferring the motion of the Keys to the required

Plungers; includes also the Base and Standard.

Base 1KA1 49.00
coyer... 1.. 1KA2K

„ latch 1KA3 .18
^ob (1).. 1KA4 .84

support (2) (1).. 1KA5 .14
rivet (4) .(1).. 1KA6 .01

cup (lower stop for 14KB3K) 1KA7 .20
Base complete with above parts XlKA 51 .20
Note: 1KA2K is assembled with 1KA3, 1KA4, 1KA5

and 1KA6 and cannot be furnished without these parts.
Price assembled 2 . 00

Base Standard j. . 2KA1K
column 1.. 2KA2

screw (for raising X 1KA) . . 1 . . 2KA3
hand wheel 1.. 2KA4M lock nut 1.. 2KA5

Base Standard complete with above parts X2KA 20.00
Note: 2KAlKis assembled with 2KA2, 2KA3, 2KA4

and 2KA5 and these parts cannot be furnished sepa-
rately. Price assembled 20.00

Copy Bracket 3KA1 1.00
extension 3KA2 . 1

5

clamp stud 3KA3 .20M
collar. 3KA4 .25
nut 3KA5 .15

stud... 3KA6 .20
Copy Bracket complete with above parts X3KA 1 .95

Copy Holder (includes Rollers and Frame) 1 . . 4KA1K
thumb screw (1)

.

. 4KA2 ,25
Copy Holder complete with above parts X4KA 3 .25
Note: 4KA1K is assembled with 4KA2 and cannot

be furnished without this part. Price assembled 3.25
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Copy Hook (2) 5KA1 .15

ring (2) 5KA2 .35

Copy Hook complete with above parts (each) X5KA .50

Copy-hook-ring Screw (right) 15KA 1 , 08

Intermediate Bank, see Keybar 8KA1

Keybank (left) 6KA1 7.70
bracket (left) 6KA2 1 . 25

M screw (2) 6KA3 .05
44

(right).. 6KA4 1.25
" screw (2) 6KA5 .05

button (designate by character) (137) 6KA6 .05
* 4

lever (regular) (lug to left) (71) 6KA7 .04
44

(regular) (lug to right) (66) 6KA8 .04
44

(justifying space) (2) 1 . . 6KA9K
44 abutment rod (13).. 6KA10 .04
44 fulcrum rod (13) 6KA11 .06

44
sleeve (long) 6KA12 .15

44 4 4

(short) 6KA13 .07
44

tie bar (lower) 1.. 6KA14
rivet (4) (1).. 6KA15_ .02

(upper) 2.. 6KA16K
44 44 44

fingerplate 2.. 6KA17
number (in 6KA1) (3) a6KA18 .05

Keybank (left) complete with above parts. X6KA 25 .00

Note: 6KA9K is assembled with 6KA14 and 6KA15
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price

assembled • 40

Note: 6KA16K is assembled with 6KA17 and these
parts cannot be furnished separately. Price assembled. .20

Keybank (right) 7KA1 7 . 70

bracket (left) 7KA2 1.25
44 screw (2) 7KA3 .05

(right)... 7KA4 1.25
44 screw (2) 7KA5 .05

button (designate by character) (137) 7KA6 . 05
lever (regular) (lug to left) (71) 7KA7 - 04

44
(regular) (lug to right) (66) 7KA8 .04

" (justifying space) (2) 1.. 7KA9K
44 abutment rod (13) 7KA10 .04
44 fulcrum rod (13) 7KA11 .06

44
sleeve (long) 7KA12 .15

44
(short) 7KA13 .07

44
tie bar (lower) 1.. 7KA14

rivet (4).' a).. 7KA15 .02
(upper) 2.. 7KA16K
fingerplate 2.. 7KA17

number (in 7KA1) (3) a7KA18 .05

Keybank (right) complete with above parts X7KA 25 .00

Note: 7KA9K is assembled with 7KA14 and 7KA15
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled -40
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Note: 7KA16K is assembled with 7KA17 and these
parts cannot be furnished separately. Price assembled. .20

Keybar (left bank) (139) 1 . . 8KA1
frame (left bar) 1 . . 8KA2K

(right bar) 1 . . 8KA3
connecting bar (front) 1 . . 8KA4

" screw (end) (2).... (2). . 8KA5 .06
" (top) (2).... (2). . 8KA6 .06

plate (rear) 1.. 8KA7
' „ " " screw (2) (2) . . 8KA8 .06

guide (front) (2).. 8KA9 1.00
screw (2) (2).. 8KA10 .06

„ (rear). (A.. 8KA11 .80
screw (2) (2). . 8KA12 .06

stop bar 1.. 8KA13
M screw (2) (2).. 8KA14 .07
'

' "nut (2) {!)., 8KA15 .05
number (m 8KA4) (3) (2).. 8KA16 .05

Keybar complete with above parts X8KA 20 .00
Note: 8KA2K is assembled with 8KA1 and 8KA3 to

8KA16 inclusive and cannot be furnished without these
parts. Price assembled 20.00

§ *or Keybar Banks na7ing the Frame in one piece order: §
§ Keybar (left bank) (139) 1. . 8KA1 §

f
frame 1 . . a8KA2K §

| ., P"1— CO.. a8KA3 .05 §
§ guide (front) l.. a8KA9 §
§ screw (2) (i)..a8KA10 .06 §
§ (rear) 1.. a8KAll §
§ screw (3) (i)..a8KA12 .05 §
§ separator (for 8KA1) (20) 1.. a8KA4 §
| " " clamp (20) 1.. a8KA5 §
| " rivet (in a8KA9) §

(long) (10)...l.. a8KA6 §
; (in a8KAll)| *' rivet (in a8KAll) §

\ ,
(short) (10)... 1.. a8KA7 §

?
stop bar 1.. 8KA13 §

\
screw (2) a)..a8KAl4 .06 §

! number (m a8KA2K) (3) (2) . . 8KA16 .05 §
} Keybar complete with above parts X8KA 20.00 §
!

Note: a8KA2K is assembled with 8KA1, S
i a8KA3, a8KA4, a8KA5, a8KA6, a8KA7, a8KA9, I
i
a8KA10, a8KAll, a8KA12, 8KA13, a8KA14 §

;

and 8KA16 and cannot be furnished without these §
i parts. Price assembled 20.00 §

?
Note: When Keybar Banks having one piece Frames are used |

i
for the first time on Keyboards 3127 to 3441 inclusive, 3443, 3444, §

i 3445, 3447 and 3449 it will be necessary to shorten the two lugs on §
!
the under side of Base 1KA1 to give clearance for the Banks. §

> Directions for this alteration will be furnished when required.
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Keybar (right bank) (139) 1 . . J?KA1
frame (left bar) 1.-- 9KA2K

M (right bar) 1... 9KA3
" connecting bar (front) 1 . . 9KA.4

" " screw (end) (2).... (1).. 9KA5 .06
' " (top) (2)....\l).. 9KA6 .06

plate (rear) 1.. 9KA7
" screw (2) (1).. 9KA8 .06

guide (front) CO.. 9KA9 1.00
" screw (2) . . M) . . 9KA10 .06
" (rear)... U).. 9KA11 .80
" Sew (2).... W.. 9KA12 .06

stoobar.... 9KA13stop bar
2) ;. . . . . . . . tt) . . 9KA14 .07

•« «' " nut (2) (1).. 9KA1S .05

number (in 9KA4) (3) 00 . . 9KA16 .05

Keybar complete with above parts X9KA 20 .00

Note: 9KA2K is assembled with 9KA1 and 9KA3 to

9KA16 inclusive and cannot be furnished without these

parts. Price assembled 20.00

§ Keybar (right bank) (139) 1 . .
9KA1 §

§ frame 1. • a9KA2K §

I « pin. (1).. a9KA3 .05 §

5 guide (front) a9KA9 §

§ «' screw \l) a)..a9KA10 .06
|

I " (rear)... a9KAll |
§ " scrtw(3) (1).. a9KA12 .05

|
§ " separator (for 9KA1) (20) 1 . . a9KA4 §

§ «'
44 clamp (20) 1.. a9KA5

|
§ « M " rivet (in a9KA9) |
I (long) (10) 1.. a9KA6 §

§ «' '« " rivet (in a9KAll) • §

§ (short) (10) 1.. a9KA7
|

I stoobar 1.. 9KA13 §
I

st^p ^Vcrew (2) (1) . . a9KA14 .06 §

§ number (in a9KA2K) (D

.

. V9KA16 .06 §

§ Keybar complete with above parts X9KA 20.00
|

§ Note: a9KA2K is assembled with 9KA1, |

§ a9KA3, a9KA4, a9KA5, a9KA6, a9KA7, a9KA9, §

§ a9KA10, a9KAll, a9KA12, a9KA13, a9KA14 §

§ and 9KA16 and cannot be furnished without these
|

§ parts. Price assembled 20.00
|

§ Note: When Keybar Banks having one piece Frames are used §

§ for the first time on Keyboards 3127 to 3441 inclusive, 3443, 3444,
|

§ 3445, 3447, and 3449 it will be necessary to shorten the two lugs on
|

§ the under side of Base 1KA1 to give clearance for the Banks.
|

§ Directions for this alteratio^nj^l^bjH:^

Key Button, see Keybank Button ^¥^5
Key Lever, see Keybank-button Lever 6KA7
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Name Plate (large) . 10KA1 .50
screw (4) 10KA2 .03
(small) (Trade Mark) 10KA3 .25
screw (4) 10KA4 .03

Name Plate complete with above parts XIOKA .99

Plunger Bar, see Valve Bar 13KA1

Rock Shaft (33) 1.. 11KA1K
post (long) (6 in each Shaft) (198) ... 1 . . 11KA2
" (short) (2 " " V )(66)....l.. 11KA3

rod (long) (2 to
44 " ) (66) 1.. 11KA4

*' (short) (1
44 44 44

) (33) 1.. 11KA5
Rock Shaft complete with above parts XI 1KA 49 . 50

Note: Each Rock Shaft 11KA1K is assembled with
six 11KA2, two 11KA3, two 11KA4 and one 11KA5
and these parts cannot be furnished separately. Price
assembled, each 1.50

Rock-shaft Bracket (left) 12KA1 4 .00
(right) 12KA2 4.00
connecting bar (front) 12KA3 2.75

" guide (for X13KA) (2) 12KA4 .25
** screw (4) 12KA5 .05

" screw (front) (2) 12KA6 .05
M

(side) (2) 12KA7 .05
" (rear) 12KA8 2.75
M guide (for X13KA) (2).... 12KA9 .25

44 screw (4) 12KA10 .05
44

screw (large) (2) 12KA11 .07
44

(small) (2) 12KA12 .05
44

tie bar 12KA13 3.50
44 44 44 screw (2) 12KA14 .06

screw (8) 12KA15 .06
stop bar (2) 12KA16 .25

Rock-shaft Bracket complete with above parts . . X12KA
Note : X 1 2KA is assembled with X 1 1KA and cannot

be furnished without these parts. Price assembled. ... 69 . 44

Valve Bar (C) 13KA1 .25
(M) 13KA2 .25
(L) 13KA3 .25

(J) 13KA4 .25
(G) 13KA5 .25
(D) 13KA6 .25
(N) 13KA7 .25
(F) 13KA8 .25
(O) 13KA9 .25
(H) 13KA10 .25
(I) 13KA11 .25
(K) 13KA12 .25
(E) 13KA13 .25
(17) 13KA14 .25
(S) 13KA15 .25
(A) 13KA16 .25
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Valve Bar—Continued
(JD) 1.. 13KA17K
plate CO.. 13KA18 .05
" rivet (2) (1).. 13KA19 .02

(R) . 2.. 13KA20K
plate (#).. 13KA21 .05
" rivet (2) {2).. 13KA22 .02

(B) 13KA23 .25

(8) 13KA24 .25

(6) 13KA25 .25

(3) 13KA26 .25

(12) 13KA27 .25

(1) 13KA28 .25

(9) . 13KA29 .25

(16) 13KA30 .25

(7) 13KA31 .25

(14) 13KA32 .25

(2) 13KA33 .25

(10) 13KA34 .25

(13) 13KA35 .25

(5). 13KA36 .25

(15) . .. 13KA37 .25

(4) 13KA38 .25

(11) 13KA39 .25

Valve Bar complete with above parts X13KA 8 . 75

Note: 13KA17K is assembled with 13KA18 and
13KA19 and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled .25

Note: 13KA20K is assembled with 13KA21 and
13KA22 and cannot be furnished without these parts.
Price assembled .25

Note: The Valve Bars are listed above in the order
in which they are arranged on the Keyboard, reading
from left to right.

Valve Returning Rock Shaft 1 . . 14KA1K
fulcrum screw (2) 14KA2 .05

" nut (2) 14KA3 .05
finger (2) (1).. 14KA4 .10
operating arm (1 ) . . 14KA5 .15

" rod 14KA6 .25
" " head 14KA7 .15
" " nut 14KA8 .04

" spring 14KA9 .06
" washer 14KA10 .03

Valve Returning Rock Shaft complete with above
parts..... X14KA 2.23

Note: 14KA1K is assembled with 14KA4 and 14KA5
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled 1.50

Copy-hook- ring Screw (right) , follows X5KA 15KA

1
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KB GROUP
Mechanism for counting and registering ems and units, justifying spaces,

and lines set; for indicating the proper justification and for driving and
reversing these mechanisms.

Bell iKBl 1.00
bracket 1.. 1KB2K

clamp (for 23KB 1) 1KB3 .06
** screw 1KB4 .03

piston 1KBS .25
plug (head for cylinder) 1KB6 .25
screw (long) 1KB 7 .06
" (short) 1KB8 .05

spring post (for 2KB 12) (1) . . 1KB9 .04
stud (for 1KB1) (1). . 1KB 10 .15
" nut (j).. 1KB11 .04

screw 1KB12 .05

Bell complete with above parts XIKB 5 .75

Note: 1KB2K is assembled with 1KB9, 1KB10 and
1KB 11 and cannot be furnished without these parts.
Price assembled 4 . 00

Bell Hammer 1. . 2KBIK
head 1.. 2KB2
lever 2.. 2KB3K

' fulcrum stud 2KB4 .12
" nut 2KB5 .04

" piston link 2KB6 .15
" stud (2).. a2KB7 .06

" cotter (2).. a2KB8 .00
" washer (2).. a2KB9 .08

" stud (for engaging 23KB2) . . (2) . . 2KB 10 .08
" nut (£).. 2KB 11 .04

spring 2KB 12 .05
" post (1).. 2KB 13 .04

stud 2KB 14 .10
" nut 2KB15 .04

Bell Hammer complete with above parts X2KB 2 .60
Note: 2KBIK is assembled with 2KB 2 and 2KB 13

and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled .35

Note: 2KB3K is assembled with a2KB7, a2KB8,
a2KB9, 2KB 10 and 2KB 11 and cannot be furnished
without these parts. Price assembled 1.75

Bell Trip Lever 3KB1 .25
spring 3KB2 .05
stud 3KB3 .04

Bell Trip Lever complete with above parts X3KB .34
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2.00

2.00

.75
1.00

Counter, see Line Counter 23KB1

em
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;<&.'. Ili^ .as

pointer. CO • •
4KB3 A5

Em Rack complete with above parts X4KB
Note: 4KB1K is assembled with 4KB 2 and 4KB

3

and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price

assembled

Em-rackSlide ... . 1 .
5KB1K ^

" 'screw (2)
* \7.

". U) • • 5KB3 .05

screw (2) 5KB4 .07

spring hook (for *26KB4) U) . .
5KB5 .10

" post (for 7KB3) (1) . . 5KB6 .04

Em-rack Slide complete with above parts X5KB 7 .39

Note: 5KB1K is assembled with 5KB2, 5KB3,
5KB 5 and 5KB 6 and cannot be furnished without these

parts. Price assembled

Em-rack Stop (left handle) 6KB

1

(right handle) gOH
pointer... °£gi

K

spring
g^.^::;;:::::::::::::!:: 6KB5 .os

Jtud.
g

*.:: :::::::::: *kb6 -°7

Em-rack Stop complete with above parts •
X6KB 2 .42

Note: 6KB3K is assembled with 6KB4 and these

parts cannot be furnished separately. Price assembled . .
a :>

Em-rack-stop Rack . ^ 1™ »•»

••spring-.:::::::. jkbs .09

Em-rack-stop Rack complete with above parts X7KB 1 .27

Em-rack-stop-rack Adjusting Screw. . 1 . .
a8KB IK

head 1.. aoivJtsz
" pin...l.. 8KB3

Em-rack-stop-rack Adjusting Screw complete with

above parts X8K±5

Note: a8KBlK is assembled with a8KB2 and 8KB3
and these parts cannot be furnished separately. Price

assembled

Em Scale ?5§J
K

.95

.95

holder, 9KB2
screw (2).' 9KB3 .05

" washer (2) 9KB4 .03

Em Scale complete with above parts X9KB 2 .66

Note: 9KBIK is assembled with 9KB2 and these

parts cannot be furnished separately. Price assembled . ^ u

Justifying Scale (designate by set) 10KB 1 1.50
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Justifying-scale Driving Cylinder, see Unit-wheel-stand-
ard Cap a46KB5

Justifying-scale Driving Rack 11KB1 .90

Justifying-scale Gear Segment 12KB1 2.35
atud 12KB2 .15

Justifying-scale Gear Segment complete with
above parts X12KB 2.50

Justifying-scale Pinion 1 . . 13KB1K
pin (3) a).. 13KB2 .04
spring post (1).. 13KB3 .OS
stud 13KB4 .25

Justifying-scale Pinion complete with above parts.X13KB 2 . 00

Note: 1 3KB 1K is assembled with 1 3KB2 and 13KB3
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled 1.75

Justifying-scale Pointer 14KB 1 .35
bracket 14KB 2 .15
rack 1.. 14KB3K
" nut (for 14KB2) 14KB4 .04
M pin (trip for 31KC 11) (1) . . 14KB5 .01

stud 14KB6 .14
" nut 14KB7 .04
" washer 14KB8 .03

Justifying-scale Pointer complete with above
parts.... XI4KB 3.25

Note: 14KB3K is assembled with 14KB5 and cannot
be furnished without this part. Price assembled 2.50

Justifying-scale-pointer Detent Pawl 1 . . 15KB IK
pin (for tripping Pawl) ..(1).. 1 5KB2 .08
spring 15KB3 .05

" post (in Pawl) (1 ) . . 15KB4 . 04

Justifying-scale-pointer Detent Pawl complete
with above parts X15KB . 5 5

Note: 15KBIK is assembled with 15KB2 and 15KB4
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled .50

Justifying-scale-pointer-detent-pawl Fulcrum Stud, see
Unit-wheel-standard-cap Stud 46KB 12

Justifying-scale-pointer Lifting Pawl 1 . . 16KB1K
pin (for tripping Pawl) ..(*).. 16KB2 .03
spring 16KB3 .05

" post (in Pawl) (1).. 16KB4 .04

Justifying-scale-pointer Lifting Pawl complete
with above parts X16KB .55

Note: 16KB IK is assembled with 16KB2 and 16KB4
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled .50
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Justifying-scale-pointer-lifting-pawl Stud, see Justifying-
scale-poinier- operating-lever Stud 17KB 5

JUSTIFYING-SCALE-POINTER OPERATING LEVER 1 . . 17KB1K
fulcrum stud 17KB2 .15

44 nut 17KB3 .04
piston link 17KB4 .15

stud (for 16KB IK). CO.. 17KB5 .04
" (for 17KB4). ..(!).. al7KB6 .06

cotter a)..al7KB7 .00
" washer a)..al7KB8 .03

JUSTIFYING-SCALE-POINTER OPERATING LEVER Com-
plete with above parts XI7KB 1 .59

Note: 17KB IK is assembled with 17KB5, al7KB6,
a17KB 7 and al7KB8 and cannot be furnished without
these parts. Price assembled 1-25

TUSTIFYING-SCALE-POINTER-PAWL-SPRING POST (in

a46KBlK) (for 15KB3) 18KB 1 .10

nut 18KB2 .04

plate (for 16KB3) 18KB3 .10

JUSTIFYING-SCALE-POINTER-PAWL-SPRING POST Com-
plete with above parts X18KB .24

Justifying-scale-pointer-rack Guide Plate 19KB 1 .60
screw (4).. 19KB2 .04

Justifying-scale-pointer-rack Guide Plate com-
plete with above parts X 19KB . 7

6

Justifying-scale Spindle 1 . . 20KB IK
head 1.. 20KB 2

Justifying-scale Spindle complete with above
parts X20KB .30

Note: 20KB IK is assembled with 20KB2 and these
parts cannot be furnished separately. Price assembled . • 30

Justifying-scale Spring 21KB1 .10

Justifying-scale-spring Take Up 22KB 1 .20

lock nut 22KB2 .04

Justifying-scale-spring Take Up complete with
above parts X22KB .24

Line Counter 23KB1 2.25
split collar (on Shaft) 23KB2 .35
" '* clamp screw 23KB3 .03

Line Counter complete with above parts X23KB 2 .63

Pipe, nickeled, supply for operating Justifying Scale, sec-

ond section, see Unit-wheel-standard-cap-head Pipe. . 46KB8
Pipe, nickeled, to Unit-wheel Driving Cylinder, second sec-

tion, see Unit-wheel-driving-cylinder-ring Pipe 36KB4
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Restoring Rocker Arm 1 . . 24KB IK
fork 24KB2 .20
link (for 24KB4K) 24KB3 .15

** lever (for raising a38KBlK) 2. . 24KB4K
" fulcrum stud 24KB 5 .15

44 nut 24KB6 .04
" stud (for 24KB3) (IB).. a24KB7 .06

" cotter (£)..a24KB8 .00
" washer (2)..a24KB9 .OS

piston link 24KB 10 .15
shaft 24KB 11 .10
" set screw 24KB12 .02

stud (for 24KB2) (1) . .a24KB13 .06
" cotter (J)..a24KB14 .00
" washer C0..a24KB15 .OS
" (for24KB3) a)..a24KB16 .06
" cotter..... (J)..a24KBl7 .00
" washer 0O..a24KB18 .03
" (for24KBl0) (i)..a24KB19 .06
" cotter C7)..a24KB20 .00
" washer CO..a24KB21 .OS

Restoring Rocker Arm complete with above parts .X24KB 4.81

Note: 24KBIK is assembled with a24KB13,
a24KB14, a24KBl5, a24KB16, a24KBl7, a24KB18,
a24KB19, a24KB20 and a24KB21 and cannot be fur-
nished without these parts. Price assembled 2.50

Note: 24KB4K is assembled with a24KB7, a24KB8
and a24KB9 and cannot be furnished without these
parts. Price assembled 1.50

Unit Indicator 1 . . 25KBIK
bracket (I).. 25KB2 .20

screw 25KB3 .04
rivet (2) (2).. 25KB4 .02

Unit Indicator complete with above parts X25KB .49

Note: 25KB IK is assembled with 25KB2 and 25KB4
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled .45

Unit Rack 1 . .b26KBlK
link.... (2).. 26KB2 .10
" stud (2).. 26KB3 .05

spring 26KB4 .08

Unit Rack complete with above parts Xb26KB 1 .48

Note: b26KBlK is assembled with 26KB2 and
26KB3 and cannot be furnished without these parts.
Price assembled 1 . 40

§ Unit Rack b26KB!K is standard on Keyboards 3601 and follow- §

§ ing. When ordered for the first time for Keyboards prior to 3601 all §
§ the parts listed in Improvement Ho. 1 must be furnished. (See §

§ Improvement No. 1 for Special Price.) §

§ Parts 26KB 2, 26KB3 and 26KB4 are standard on all Keyboards.
«O»«e9«ce<0e«0s«0Bc0
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Unit-rack Abutment 1. • 27KB1K
brace 2.. 27KB2K

" spring 27KB3 .05
" post (2).. 27KB4 .04

bracket 3. .a27KB5K
spring post (2) . . . . (S) . . 27KB6 .04

" stud (3) . 27KB7 .05
44 washer 27KBS .03

spring , 27KB9 .05
" « 4 post (1). . 27KB10 .04

Unit-rack Abutment complete with above parts. . Xa27KB 3 . 58

Note: 2 7KBIK is assembled with 2 7KB 10 and can-
not be furnished without this part. Price assembled. . 1 .50

Note: 2 7KB 2K is assembled with 2 7KB4 and can-
not be furnished without this part. Price assembled. . .80

Note: a27KB5K is assembled with 2 7KB6 and can-
not be furnished without this part. Price assembled. . 1 .00

On Keyboards 3127 to 3269 inclusive (which have not already been <

§ equipped with Improvement No. 1) when ordering Unit-rack-abut- §

§ ment Bracket a27KB5K, the holes for the Studs 27KB7 both in the §

§ Unit-wheel Standard and in the Bracket must be elongated to permit §

§ of proper adjustment. Directions for this alteration will be furnished §

I when reauired. §

Unit-rack-abutment Adjusting Stud (in a46KB IK) . . 28KB 1 . 10
nut 28KB2 .04

Unit-rack-abutment Adjusting Stud complete
with above parts X28KB . 1

Unit-rack Slide l..a29KBlK
eccentric bushing 29KB2 .30

shoe (for 38KB6) (1) . . 29KB3 .20
44

rivet (2) .....a).. 29KB4 .02

stud (for a38KB12) a29KB5 .10
" nut a29KB6 .04

Unit-rack Slide complete with above parts Xa29KB 3 .94

Note: a29KBlK is assembled with 29KB3 and
29KB4 and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled 3.50

§ For Keyboards 3127 to 3600 inclusive order: Improvement No. 1 §

§ Unit-rack Slide stud (for 38KB12) 29KB5 .10
§

§
44 nut 29KB6 .04 §

§ Note: Unit-rack Slide a29KBlK is standard on Keyboards 3601 §

§ and following. When ordered for the first time for Keyboards 3127 §

§ to 3600 inclusive all the parts listed in Improvement No. 1 must be §

§ furnished. (See Improvement No. 1 for Special Price.) §

5 Parts 29KB2, 29KB3 and 29KB4 are standard on all Keyboards. §

Unit-rack-slide Abutment 30KB 1 .20
adjusting screw (2) 30KB2 .06
stud 30KB3 .05

Unit-rack-slide Abutment complete with above
parts X30KB .37
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fulcrum rod (i)
" cotter (2) (1)'.

.

liner (.01* thick) (17) (1)..
rod (2) (J),.

cotter (4) (i).

.

" separator (18) (1).

.

spring (4). (i) , .

,
bail (2) (1)..

,
Pin (2) (1) ..
rod It),.

Unit-rack Stop complete with above parts X31KB
*,!J2£E: 3

Ti
KB3K is assembled with 31KB4, 31KB5,

31KB6, 3 1KB 16 and 3 1KB 17 and cannot be furnished
without these parts. Price assembled

.
Unit-rack Stops begin numbering at the left; that

is, the four-unit Stop is No. 1, the five-unit Stop is No.
2, etc.

.65

.65

Unit-rack-slide Operating Lever, see Tension-arm-con-
t
necHng-rod Lever 39j^q 1 ]£Unit-rack-slide Raising Lever, see Vr

nit-wheel-pawl Oper-
ating Lever a38KBl2

Unit-rack Stop (lug on top) (1st, 3d, 5th, 7th, 9th,
~ 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th) (9) 31KB1
(lug on bottom) (2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th,

10th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 18th) (9). 31KB2
bracket 1.. 31KB3K

guide (right) (1) . . 3 1KB4 .45
(left) (1).. 31KB5 .45
rivet (4)... (1).. 31KB6 .01

screw (4) 3 1KB 7 .06
31KB8 .16
31KB9 .00
3 1KB 10 .02
31KB11 AO
31KB12 .00
3 1KB 13 .04
31KB14 .05
31KB15 .16
31KB16 .04
31KB17 .06

17.45

5.51

cap.

dummy plate (5)

.

. 32KB1K
. . 1. . 32KB2

. 32KB3
a). . 32KB4 .26
a). . 32KB5 m
a). . 32KB6 .06
a). . 32KB7 .05
a). . 32KB8 .06
a). . 32KB9 .04
go. . 32KB10 .05
a). . 32KB11 .OS
a). . 32KB12 .20
a). . 32KB13 .30
a). . 32KB14 .08
a). . 32KB15 05
a). . 32KB16 ,06

X32KB 15 0G

M
collar (2)

' " (upper)
washer (26)

shoe (lower)
" (upper)
4

screw (4)
spring post (for 32KB 16) (2)

spring (for 9 and 10 unit Bars) (2)

Unit-rack-stop Bar complete with above parts
Note: 32KB1K is assembled with 32KB2, 32KB3

32KB4, 32KB5, 32KB6, 32KB7, 32KB8, 32KB9,'
32KB10 32KB11, 32KB12, 32KB13, 32KB14, 32KB15
and 32KB 16 and cannot be furnished without these
parts. Price assembled

Unit-rack-stop-bar-case Plunger, see Punch-bar-lever-
bracket Plunger 34KC8
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Unit-rack-stop Guide 33KB1 1.20
screw (2) 33KB2 .05

" washer (2) 33KB3 .03

Unit-rack-stop Guide complete with above parts. . X33KB 1 .36

Unit-rack-stop-guide Adjusting Screw 34KB 1 .07

bracket (also guide for 38KB6) 34KB2 1 . 10
screw (2) 34KB3 .06

lock nut 34KB4 .05

Unit-rack-stop-guide Adjusting Screw complete
with above parts X34KB 1.34

Unit-rack-stop Operating Lever, see Punch-bar Lever, . . . 34KC1

Unit Wheel 1. .a35KBlK
shaft 1. .a35KB2
rivet (6) CO.. 35KB3 .02

Unit Wheel complete with above parts Xb35KB 5 .00

Note: a35KBlK is assembled with a35KB2 and
35KB3 and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled 5 . 00

§ Unit Wheel Xb35KB is standard on Keyboards 3601 and follow- §

§ ing. When ordered for the first time for Keyboards prior to 3601 all §

§ the parts listed in Improvement No. 1 must be furnished. (See §

§ Improvement No. 1 for Special Price.) §

Part 35KB3 is standard on all Keyboards. §

Unit-wheel Driving Cylinder (2) 36KB 1 2.00
head (2) 36KB2 1.25
ring (2) 36KB3 .60
" pipe (2) 36KB4 .35

" union (male end) (2) 36KB5 .05
" nut (2) 36KB6 .10

Unit-wheel Driving Cylinder complete with above
parts X36KB 8.70

Unit-wheel Driving Rack 37KB1 3.00
piston (2) 3 7KB 2 .40

*' packing (leather) (2) 37KB3 .07
" stud (2) 37KB4 .03
M washer (2) 37KB5 .03

screw (2) 37KB6 .05

rider (stop for 11KB 1) 3 7KB 7 .80

Unit-wheel Driving Rack complete with above
parts X37KB 4.96

Unit-wheel Pawl , l..a38KBlK
bushing 1.. 38KB2

collar 1.. 38KB3
connecting link (from a38KB12) (2) 1. . 38KB4

" pin (2) a).. 38KB5 .03
latch (lock for a29KBlK) 1.. 38KB6

44
operating link (2) 1 . . 38KB

7

" bushing (fulcrum) .. 1 . . 38KB8
[Style D Keyboard] 14



Unit-wheel Pawl—Continued
latch operating link pin (Latch end) . . . (jf) . . 38KB9 04

'* rivet (2) (1)

.

. 38KB 10 02
" separator 1.. 38KB11

operating lever (also raises a29KB IK) . . . 1 . . a38KB 12
" oil pad (l)..a38KB13 M

Unit-wheel Pawl complete with above parts Xa38KB 5 . 75

Note: a38KBlK is assembled with 38KB2, 38KB3,
38KB4, 38KB5, 38KB6, 38KB7, 38KB8, 38KB9,
38KB10, 38KB11, a38KB12 and a38KB13, and cannot
be furnished without these parts. Price assembled .... 5.75

We cannot furnish repair parts for the Unit-wheel
Pawl (except the Pins, Rivets and Oil Pad). Instead
we exchange repaired Unit-wheel Pawls for worn
Unit-wheel Pawls. Price for exchange 2.50
Note: This exchange price does not apply to Key-

boards prior to 3601 unless they have been equipped
with Improvement No. 1,

§ Unit-wheel Pawl a38KBlK is standard on Keyboards 3601 and §

§ following. When ordered for the first time for Keyboards prior to §

§ 3601 all the parts listed in Improvement No. 1 must be furnished. §

§ (See Improvement No. 1 for Special Price.) §

§ Parts 38KB2 to 38KB1 1 inclusive are standard on all Keyboards. §

§ Part a38KB13 is standard on Keyboards 3701 and following. §

§ This part may be applied to any Keyboard prior to 3701, without §

§ any alteration being required. §
tyy.-yy.zoo-xy.xx. xy.xx: -XX.xyrxxsxx. yy.xy.xy; ssixnxy -xyj-xx. XX*rsx„xy. -xy:xkxx.xx*totxxjxyxy. -yyxy^xxxn«xyxy^

Unit-wheel-pawl Adjusting Bar 39KB 1 .40
nut (2) 39KB 2 .04

Unit-wheel-pawl Adjusting Bar complete with
above parts X39KB .48

Unit-wheel-pawl-latch Spring 40KB 1 .06

Unit-wheel-pawl Spring a41KBl .10
hook a41KB2 .05
plate a4lKB3 .03

Unit-wheel-pawl Spring complete with above
parts X41KB .18

tjCn'jOQ!yyz-jOQicn-y?2-y>i<sys'sy}'ttxys-yy>-y^

§ For Keyboards 3127 to 3821 inclusive the Unit-wheel-pawl Spring §

§ must be furnished complete (X41KB) when ordered for the first time. §
xy, -yyzxy-yy,xx.yyxy,'<x. xy.t&a'Xy.xy -yy-.-yyxyxy.xx.xx^ xx.xx.xy.'<x <xx-xx.xy.xyxy;xyxyxx* yyxyxyxy>xy. tyy. xy.

Unit-wheel-pawl-spring Post (in a46KBlK) 42KB 1 .15
nut 42KB2 .04

Unit-wheel-pawl-spring Post complete with above
parts X42KB .19

Unit-wheel-pawl Stud 43KB 1 .10

Unit-wheel Reversing Cylinder, see Unit-wheel Driving
Cylinder 36KB

1
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a46KBlK
46KB2
46KB3 .06
46KB4 .25
a46KB5
46KB6 .50
46KB7 .07
46KB8 30
46KB9 07

* 46KB 10 .07
46KB 11 .05

'. 46KB 12 .04
.a46KB19 .OS
46KB 13 .06

. 46KB 14 .04

. 46KB IS .04

. 46KB 16 .10

. 46KB 17 .04

. 46KB18 .OS

" screw (3) CO •

" stud (post for 22KB1)
" (fora35KB2) 1.
" head (for a46KB5)
" " sleeve nut (2)

" pipe.
" union (male end) (2)...

" nut (2)
" screw (4) (1) •

" stud (for 15KB1K) V).
oil pipe (1 ) •

screw (4) • •

spring post (for 3KB 2) CO .

" (for40KBl) CO.
stud (for 29KB2) CO.
" nut CO.
" washer CO.

' Unit-wheel Standard complete with above parts. Xa46KB 20 . 7

1

Note: a46KBlK is assembled with 46KB2, 46KB3,
a46KB5, 46KB11, 46KB12, 46KB14, 46KB15, 46KB16,
46KB17, 46KB18 and a46KB19, and cannot be fur-

nished without these parts. Price assembled 19 . 00

§ Unit-wheel Standard a46KBlK is standard on Keyboards 3267, §

§ 3268, 3270 and following (except the Oil Pipe a46KB19—see below).
f

§ When ordered for the first time for Keyboards 3127 to 3266 inclusive §

§ and 3270 all the parts listed in Improvement No. 1 must be furnished.
|

I Unit-wheel-standard Oil Pipe a46KB19 is for conveying oil to the §

§ Tension-arm-connecting-rod-lever Roller Bearing 39KC10. This
|

§ Oil Pipe is standard on Keyboards 3701 and following. It may be
|

§ applied to Keyboards prior to 3701 if the Unit-wheel Standard is
|

§ drilled to receive it. Directions for this alteration will be furnished
|

Unit-wheel-standard-cap Piston, see Justifying-scale Driv-

ingRack ,
11KB1
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KC GROUP
Mechanism for driving the Punches through the paper, and for feeding

and winding the paper.

Air Chamber, see Valve-bank A ir Filter 41KC2K
Exhaust Pipe, see Valve-bank-air-filter Vent Pipe 4 2KC 1

Hose (rubber, supply) (30* long) 1KC1 .50
coupling 1KC2 .35

valve (3-8*) 1KC3 .70
nozzle alKC4 .90

Hose complete with above parts X1KC 2 .45

Paper-febd-pawl Lever * 1 . . a2KClK
pin (operating 7KC1) ..(!).. 2KC2 .OA
stud (for 6KC1K) (1) . . a2KC3 .06
" cotter CO.. a2KC4 .00
- washer CO.. a2KC5 .03
" (for9KC2) (/).. a2KC6 .06

cotter (1). . a2KC7 .00
" washer a).. a2KC8 .03
" (fora21KC7) (1) . . a2KC9 .06
" cotter (1).. a2KCl0 .00
" washer (2) . a2KCll .03

Paper-peed-pawl LEVER complete with above parts. Xa2KC 1.25
Note: a2KClK is assembled with 2KC2, a2KC3,

a2KC4, a2KC5, a2KC6, a2KC7, a2KC8, a2KC9, a2KC10
and a2KCll and cannot be furnished without these
parts. Price assembled 1.25

Paper-peed-pawl Ring 1 . . 3KC 1

K

adjusting screw (2) 3KC2 .06
screw (3) 3KC3 .06
stud (for 5KC IK) (J)..a3KC4 .06
" cotter (1). . a3KC5 .00
** washer (1).. a3KC6 .03
" (for 7KC1) (1).. a3KC7 .06
" cotter (1). . a3KC8 .00
" washer (2).. a3KC9 .03

Paper-peed-pawl Ring complete with above parts. . . X3KC 2 . 80
Note: 3KC1K is assembled with a3KC4, a3KC5,

a3KC6, a3KC7, a3KC8 and a3KC9 and cannot be fur-
nished without these parts. Price assembled 2.50

Paper-feed-piston Link (2) 4KC1 15
lever 1.. 4KC2K

44
stud (for4KCl) (2) a)..a4KC3 .06
" cotter (2) (1)

.

. a4KC4 .00
'* washer (2) ... . (1) . . a4KC5 .03
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Paper-feed-piston Link—Continued
lever stud (for 9KC2) (1 ) . . a4KC6 .06

«« cotter U).. a4KC7 .00
" M washer (2).. a4KC8 .OS

Paper-feed-piston Link complete with above parts. X4KC 1 .40

Note: 4KC2K is assembled with a4KC3, a4KC4,
a4KC5, a4KC6, a4KC7 and a4KC8 and cannot be fur- _
nished without these parts. Price assembled 1 •

Paper-feed-ratchet Detent i.% 5KC1K
pin (for 8KC1K) ...(!).. 5KC2 .02
spring 5KC3 .05

Paper-feed-ratchet Detent complete with above
parts X5KC .40

Note: 5KC1K is assembled with 5KC2 and cannot
be furnished without this part. Price assembled .35

Paper-feed-ratchet Pawl (driving) 1.. 6KC1K
pin (for 8KC1K) (2) . . a6KC2 .02

spring 6KC3 .05
" pin (2).. 6KC4 .03

Paper-feed-ratchet Pawl complete with above
parts Xa6KC .40

Note: 6KC1K is assembled with a6KC2 and 6KC4
and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price

assembled

Paper-feed-ratchet Pawl (stop) 7 ICC 1

spring

Paper-feed-ratchet Pawl complete with above
parts 1

Paper Feed Release Plate in
.

8K£*K
link b8KC2 .30

spring 8KC4 .05

stud (for b8KC2) (1 ) . . b8KC5 .06
" cotter (i).. a8KC6 .00
" washer (2).. a8KC7 .03

Paper Feed Release Plate complete with above
parts • • • • Xa8KC .85

Note: 8KC1K is assembled with b8KC5, a8KC6 and
a8KC7 and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled. . . . •
50

Paper-feed-release-plate Catch, see Paper-feed-release-

plate-link Bracket b25KClK

Paper-feed-release-plate-link Bracket 1. .b25KClK
screw (2) 25KC2 .03

pin (l)..a25KC3 .15

Paper-feed-release-plate-link Bracket complete
with above parts Xa25KC .41

Note: b25KClK is assembled with a25KC3 and can-

not be furnished without this part. Price assembled. . .35

.35

.35
7KC2 .05

. X7KC
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Paper Feed Rod 9KC1 .25

eye (2) 9KC2 .30
" lock nut (2).. 9KC3 .04

stop nut (2) 9KC4 .06
" M lock nut (2) 9KC5 .04

washer (fibre) (2) 9KC6 .05

Paper Feed Rod complete with above parts X9KC 1 .23

Paper Feed Valve 10K£1 - 2S

lever . .. . 1.. 10KC2K
44 pin (for 10KC1) >...(!).. 10KC3 .05
" roller ,»(!>.. 10KC4 .10

" stud... (1).. 10KC5 .08
" nut.. (J).-. 10KC6 .04

Paper Feed Valve complete with above parts X10KC 1.25

Note: 10KC2K is assembled with 10KC3, 10KC4,
10KC5 and 10KC6 and cannot be furnished without
these parts. Price assembled 1-00

Papbr-pbbd-valvb Bracket .... 1.. 11KC1K
plug screw (brass) (2) . . . CO . . 1 1KC2 .02

screw (4) 11KC3 .05

stud (for 4KC2K) (1) . . 1 1KC4 .07
" nut 11KC5 .04
n washer 11KC6 .03
M

(for 10KC2K).....(J).. 11KC7 .07

Paper-feed-valve Bracket complete with above
parts X11KC 1.52

Note: 11KC1K is assembled with 11KC2, 11KC4
and 11KC7 and cannot be furnished without these

parts. Price assembled 1.25

Paper-feed-valve Cam 12KC1 .60
adjusting stud (2) ....... . 12KC2 .07

" nut (2) 12KC3 .04

screw 12KC4 .05
" washer 12KC5 .03

Paper-feed-valve Cam complete with above parts. . X12KC .90

Paper Feed Wheel (left) 1. .a!3KClK
.(right) 1. .al3KC2
dowel (2) a).. 13KC3 .03

pin (44) (1). .al3KC4 .01

ratchet (driving) (1) . . 13KC5 .80

(stop) ...CO.. 13KC6 .80
" rivet (4) 00 .. 13KC7 .02
" separating washer. . . (l ) . . 13KC8 .82

shaft 1.. 13KC9
" knob (knurled) 13KC10 .30

" set screw 13KC11 .03

Paper Feed Wheel complete with above parts. .. Xal3KC 13.93

Note: al3KClK is assembled with a13KC2, 13KC3,
al3KC4, 13KC5, 13KC6, 13KC7, 13KC8 and 13KC9

.

and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price

assembled 13.60
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Exchange of Paper Feed Wheels XalSKC.
To replace a broken Paper-feed-wheel Shaft 13KC9 requires special

tools (the distance between the wheels must be exact) and we, do not,
therefore, furnish these Shafts separately. Instead we exchange repaired
Paper Feed -Wheels Xal3KC for Paper Feed Wheels having a broken
Shaft. We charge $13.93 for the repaired Paper Feed Wheels Xal3KC
and make a credit of $11.93 upon the receipt in Philadelphia of the broken
Shaft with all attached parts in good condition.

I2-II-I2
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§ For Keyboards 3127 to 3216 inclusive order:
§ Paper Feed Wheel pin (44) .(/).. 13KC4 .01 §

§ Paper Feed Wheel complete with parts §

§ al3KClK, 13KCl0and 13KC11 X13KC 13.93 §
§ Note: The above is due to change in diameter of the Pins.

Paper Guide
brake arm (right) 1 . . 45KC1K

" (left) 1. . 45KC2
" rod 1. . 45KC3

fulcrum pin (2) 1 . . 45KC4
" plate (2) 1. . 45KC5

" rivet (4) 1. . 45KC6
rod 1.. 45KC7
plate (right) 1 . . 45KC8
" (left) 1.. 45KC9

tension rod (1) . . 45KC10 .15
u spring (2) (1) . . 45KC11 .06

weight 1. . 45KC12
Paper Guide complete with above parts X45KC 5 .00

Note: 45KC1K is assembled with 45KC2, 45KC3,
45KC4, 4SKCS, 45KC6, 45KC7, 4SKC8, 45KC9, 45KC10,
45KC11 and 45KC12 and cannot be furnished without
these parts. Price assembled 5.00

Paper Shaft (for supply roll) 14KC1 .20

Paper Spool
flange (2) l. . 15KC1K
tube (inner) 1 . . 15KC2

** (outer) 1. . 15KC3
Paper Spool complete with above parts X15KC 1 .00

Note: 15KC1K is assembled with 15KC2 and 15KC3
and these parts cannot be furnished separately. Price
assembled 1.00

Paper-spool Shaft 1 . . 16KC1K
head 1.. 16KC2

Paper-spool Shaft complete with above parts .... X16KC . 50

Note: 16KC1K is assembled with 16KC2 and these
parts cannot be furnished separately. Price assembled . . 50

Paper-spool-shaft Bearing (left) 17KC1 .20
nut 17KC2 .06
spring 17KC3 .05

Paper-spool-shaft Bearing complete with above
parts X17KC .31

Paper Tower
cylinder 1.. 18KC1K

die (for X32KC) 1.. 18KC2
" screw (4) (1) . . 18KC3 .OS
dowel (2) (1).. 18KC4 .07
head (2) 1. . 18KC5
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Paper Tower—Continued
cylinder head screw (6) (1 )

.

. 18KC6 .02
screw (4) (7) . . 18KC7 .05
slide (2) l. . 18KC8

44
stop screw (2) . (1) . .al8KC38 .03

housing (left) 1 . . 18KC9
punch lock. 2(1).. 18KC10K

" knob (1).. 18KC11 .25
" dowel CO.. 18KC12 .08

" pin (2)(1).. 18KC13 .04
screw (2) 18KC14 .06
(right) l..al8KC15
paper wind shaft 3(1).. 18KC16K

" nut (1).. 18KC17 .05
" pin .(3) (1).. 18KC18 .03
" spring post (1) . . 18KC19 .10
" washer (1) . . 18KC20 .05

screw (2) 18KC21 .06
spring post (for 5KC3, 6KC3, 7KC2,

23KC2, 24KC2) (2) 0O..al8KC22 .10
" stop bracket (for a21KC7) (J)..al8KC23 .25

stud (for a23KClK) U)..bl8KC24 .10
44

cotter a)..al8KC25 .00
" washer (1) . .al8KC26 .03

punch guide . (1)

.

. 18KC29 2.75
" index plate (1) . . 18KC30 .25

M screw (2) (1) . . 18KC31 .03
" screw (left, long) (1) . . 18KC32 .04

44
(right, short) (1) . . 18KC33 .03

tension arm (for X33KC) (1) . . 18KC34 2 .50
44 key (for 18KC36) (1) . . 18KC35 .03
" lever (for 12KCl) (1) . . 18KC36 .40

44 clampscrew -CO.. 18KC37 .05

Paper Tower complete with above parts .X18KC
Note: X18KC is assembled with Xa2KC, X3KC,

X5KC, Xa6KC, X7KC, Xa8KC, Xal3KC, X17KC,
Xa21KC, X22KC, Xa23KC, Xa24KC, Xa25KC, X34KC
and X35KC and cannot be furnished without these
parts. Price assembled complete 74.01

Note: 18KC1K is the same as X18KC (see above)
and must be assembled with the same parts except that
18KC1K does not include the four Screws 18KCl 4 and
18KC21. Price assembled 73.77

Note: 18KClOK is assembled with 18KCl 3 and can-
not be furnished without this part. Price assembled ... .46
Note: 18KC16K is assembled with 18KC18 and can-

not be furnished without this part. Price assembled. . . 1 .03

§ Paper-tower-cyhnder-slide Stop Screws al8KC3S are to prevent §
% the Slides being opened far enough to strike the Paper Feed Wheels. §

§ These Stop Screws are standard on Keyboards 3832 and following. §

§ They may be applied to Keyboards prior to 3832 if the Cylinder §
§ 18KC1K is drilled and tapped to receive them and the Slides 18KC8 §
§ are shortened. Directions for these alterations will be furnished §
§ when required. §

ho-«os >sx,<sj-jk^5+01>ss3isx.-syi -s^r. -ssj -yy.yy *&>vx %cn'Ss*uy. -jyiy^<sy>jy«>5yyyy yy. yy.von -yy. -jy;y/. -jy.yy. tonyniov
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Paper-tower Cover (rear) 1 . . 19KC1K
knob (1).. 19KC2 .10
thumb screw (in 35KC7) (2) 19KC3 .10

Paper-tower Cover complete with above parts. . . . X19KC . 1-05

Note: 19KC1K is assembled with 19KC2 and cannot
be furnished without this part. Price assembled .85

Paper-tower Cover (front, large) 20KC1 .20
(front, small) 20KC2 . 10
screw (5) 20KC3 .04

Paper-tower Cover complete with above parts. . . . X20KC .50

Paper Wind Lever 1.. 21KC1K
stud (for b24KClK) a)..a21KC2 .06
M

cotter U)..a21KC3 .00
" washer 0O..a2lKC4 .03
u (fora21KC7) a)..a2lKC5 .06
" cotter CO..a2lKC6 .00

driving rod a2lKC7 .25
spring post (for a24KC4) (1 ) . . a2 1KC8 .04

Paper Wind Lever complete with above parts. . . . Xa21KC 1 . 10

Note: 21KC1K is assembled with a2lKC2, a21KC3,
a21KC4, a2lKC5, a2lKC6 and a2lKC8 and cannot be
furnished without these parts. Price assembled .85

Paper Wind Ratchet 1 . . 22KC1K
spring 22KC2 .05

" post (in 22KC1K) ..(!).. 22KC3 .04

Paper Wind Ratchet complete with above parts . . X22KC 1 .05

Note: 22KC1K is assembled with 22KC3 and cannot
be furnished without this part. Price assembled 1 . 00

Paper-wind-ratchet Detent 1. .a23KClK
spring 23KC2 .05
pin a)..a23KC3 .02

Paper-wind-ratchet Detent complete with above
parts Xa23KC .40

Note: a23KClK is assembled with a23KC3 and can-
not be furnished without this part. Price assembled. . .35

Paper-Wind-ratchet Pawl 1. .b24KClK
pin (l)..a24KC3 .02
spring (long) 24KC2 .08
spring (short) a24KC4 . 05

" post (for a24KC4)..a)..a24KC5 .04

Paper-wind-ratchet Pawl complete with above
parts Xa24KC .48

Note: b24KClK is assembled with a24KC3 and
a24KC5 and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled .35

Paper-feed-release-plate-link Bracket, follows Xa8KC.

.

. .b25KClK
Pawl Catch, see Paper-feed-release-plate-link Bracket b25KClK
Pawl Trip Plate, see Paper Feed Release Plate 8KC1K
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Pipe (in 29KC1K; to 46KB6; first section) 26KC1 .10

union (female end) 26KC2 . OS

Pipe complete with above parts X26KC . IS

Pipe (in 29KC1K; to 36KB1 right; first section) 27KC1 .20

(in 29KC1K; to 36KB 1 left; first section) ....... 27KC2 - .20

union (female end) (2) 27KC3 .05

Pipe complete with above parts X27KC .50

Pipe, see Hose •

Pipe, see Piston-block-base Pipe 30KC8
Pipe, see Valve-bank-air-fiUer Vent Pipe 42KC1

Piston (regular) (9-16" diam.) (38) 28KC1 .25

(for 24KB1K) (11-16* diam.) 28KC2 .30

Piston complete with above parts X28KC 9 .80

Piston Block 1 • • J9KC1K
plate (cover for Tension-arm Piston) 2 . . 29K02K

** pin (for 29KC10) ..(£).. 29KC3 .04

screw (2) 29KC4 .05

plug screw (brass) (3) 29KC7 .02

screw (8) 29KC8 .07

space switch piston 29KC9 .30
»• '» spring.... 29KC10 .05
" valve plunger 29KC11 .10
• bushing (i).. 29KC12 .10

link... 29KC13 .10

spring post (for 36KC5) 29KS 1
f '9i

valve (for shifting the reverse) 29KC15 .25
" bushing (1).. 29KC16 .20
" handle 29g£ 17

•
10

pin 29KC18 .01
" spring 29KC19 .05

Piston Block complete with above parts X29KC 22 .22

Note: 29KC1K is assembled with 29KC12 and
29KC16 and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled • • • 20 .00

Note: 29KC2K is assembled with 29KC3 and cannot
be furnished without this part. Price assembled .50

(right) m
" screw (lower, long) (2)

.

(rear, short) (2) .

,

screw (4)

pipe (from Plunger 11).
4)
15)
5)

13)
10).
2)

14)
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.00..

.(/)..

.(/)...

.a).,

.a)..
At)..
.(!}..
.a).,

.a)..

30KC1K
30KC2 2.00
30KC3 2.00
30KC4
30KC5 .06
30KC6 .06
30KC7 .07
30KC8 .36
30KC9 .4$
30KC10 .80
30KC11 .54
30KC12 .86
30KC13 .38
30KC14 .30
30KC15 M



I

Piston-block Base—Continued
from Plunger 7)

.

16) (.0005 justifying) . . .

9)..
1)

12)
3)

6)

8)
B)
R)

S)
17) (.0075 justifying)
E)
K)
I)

H)
O)
F)
N)

(*)..

a)..
xi)..
XD..
XI)..
XD..
XD..
XD..
XD..
XD..
XI)..
XD..
.a)..
.a)..
.a).,
.a).,
.a)..
XD..
XD..
.a).,
co.

30KC16
30KC17
30KC18
30KC19
30KC20
30KC21
30KC22
30KC23
30KC24
30KC25
30KC26
30KC27
30KC28
30KC29
30KC30
30KC31
30KC32
30KC33
30KC34
30KC35
30KC36

D) (2).. 30KC37
G) a).. 30KC38

11
M).
C).

.a).,

.a)..
XD..
XD.
.a),
.a),
.a),
.a),
.a).

30KC39
30KC40
30KC41
30KC42
30KC43
30KG44
30KC45
30KC46
30KC47
30KC48
30KC49
30KC50

" (29KC11 to Space Switch)
" (30KC4 to Reversing-valve Chest)
" (30KC4 to Tension-arm Piston) . .

.

" (Reversing Valve to 36KB 1 left) .

.

M (29KC15 to 28KC2).
" (.0005 Justifying Piston to 29KC 1 5) (2 )

,

" (28KC2 to 1KB2K). (2),
" (Reversing Valve to 36KB 1 right) (2)
" (Justifying Space Piston to Justifying-scale-

pointer Piston) (2) . . 30KC5

1

" (Tension-arm Piston to Reversing-valve
Chest) (2).. 30KC52

" (Tension-arm Piston to Paper-feed-valve
Chest) (1).. 30KC53

" (Paper-feed-valve Chest to Paper-feed Driving
Piston) (2).. 30KC54

" (Paper-feed-valve Chest to Paper-feed Return
Piston) (2).. 30KC55

" (Space Switch Piston to Space Piston) . . . (2) . . 30KC56
screw (4) 30KC57

Piston-block Base complete with above parts .... X30KC
Note: 30KC1K is assembled with 30KC2 to 30KC56

inclusive and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled

Piston Lever (for first row of Links) (5)

(for second row of Links) (5) 31KC2
(for third row of Links) (6) 31KC3
(for fourth row of Links) (5) 31KC4
(for fifth row of Links) (6) 31KC5
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.17

.29

.30

.12

.20

.10

.21

.27

.SO

.57

.27

.S3

.20

.20

.SO

.20

.24

.SO

.47

.35

.46

.4$

.35

.85

.31

.45

.35

.66

.18

.35

.68

.54

.39

.27

.45

.57

.80

.12

.12

.80

.07

40.28

40.00

.40

.40

.40

.40

.40



Piston Lever—Continued
(for sixth row of Links) (6) 31KC6 .40
fulcrum rod (2) 31KC7 .10

" bracket (left) 31KC8 2.00
lever (for 29KC 11). 31KC9 ,15

" fulcrum pin.. 31KC10 .05
" hook 31KC11 .10

(right) 31KC12 2.00
screw (4) ... 31KC13 .07

link (33) 31KC14 .20
separator washer (33) 31KC 15 .05
stop bar (lower) 31KC16 .40
" " screw (2) 31KC17 .05
" " (upper) (2) 31KC18 .20

" screw (4) 31KC19 .05

Piston Lever complete with above parts . . X31KC 27 .33

Piston Levers are listed according to the position of
their Links. Thus, Levers 31KC1 have their Links
nearest the front of the Keyboard.

Plunger, see Valve-bank Plunger 41KC12

Punch (regular) (29) 32KC1 .15
(justifying) (2) 32KC2 .18

Punch complete with above parts X32KC 4.71

Punch Bar (front) (10) 33KC1 .30
(middle) (11) 33KC2 .30
(rear) (12) 33KC3 .30

Punch Bar complete with above parts. X33KC 9 .90
Punch Bars are listed according to the position of

their lower end in the Piston Levers 31KC1 to 31KC6
inclusive. Thus, Punch Bars 33KC1 have their lower
end nearest the front of the Keyboard^

Punch-bar Lever (for operating 32KB1K and 32KB2)
(regular) (14) 34KC1 .25

(left hand) (bent) 34KC2 .25
(right hand) (front end) 1 . . 34KC3K
( " " ) (rear end) 1. . 34KC4
( " '* ) packing piece CO . . 34KC5 .05
rivet (2) (1) . . 34KC6 .01
bracket a34KC7 5.00

plunger (for 32KB3) 34KC8 .20
head (knurled) 34KC9 .15
sleeve nut 34KC10 .10
spring 34KC11 .05

screw (4) 34KC12 .05
fulcrum rod 34KC13 .10
liner (.0284* thick) (14) a34KC14 .04
" separator a34KC15 .80

screw (4)... .a34KCl6 .04
Punch-bar Lever complete with above parts. ..... X34KC 11.57
Note: 34KC3K is assembled with 34KC4, 34KC5

and 34KC6 and cannot be furnished without these parts.
Price assembled .50
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Punch-bar Separator (32) 35KC1 .03
guide 35KC2 1.00

? screw ( 9-16* long) (tap) (2) 35KC3 .04
V (13-16* "

) (rear) (2) 35KC4 .05
shoe (front) 3SKC5 .25
" screw (2).... 35KC6 .03
" (rear) 35KC7 .60
" screw (2) 35KC8 .05

Punch-bar Separator complete with above parts X35KC 3. IS

Punch-bar-separator-shoe Thumb Screw, see Paper-tower-
cover Thumb Screw 19KC3

Reverse Shift Valve, see Piston-block Valve, for shifting
the reverse 29KC15

Reversing Valve.. 36KC1 .25
bell crank 1 . . 36KC2K

" pin (for 36KC1)... .(1). . 36KC3 .05
" piston link 36KC4 . 15
V spring 36KC5 .05

" post (1). . 36KC6 .08
" stud (for 36KC4)...(l)..a36KC7 .06

" cotter a)..a36KC8 .00
" washer C7)..a36KC9 .08

Reversing Valve complete with above parts. . X36KC 1 .45
Note: 36KC2K is assembled with 36KC3, 36KC6,

a36KC7, a36KC8 and a36KC9 and cannot be furnished
without these parts. Price assembled 1 . 00

Reversing-valve Bracket .1.. 37KC1K
plug screw (brass) (2) (1) . . 37KC2 .02
screw (4) 37KC3 .05
stud (for 36KC2K) 0O..37KC4 .07
V nut 37KC5 .04
" washer 37KC6 .03

Reversing-valve Bracket complete with above
parts........ X37KC 1.27
Note: 3 7KCIK is assembled with 37KC2 and 37KC4

and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled. 1 .00

Tension-arm Connecting Rod ... 38KC1 .12
forked eye (2) 38KC2 .25

" lock nut (2) 38KC3 .04
" oil pad (for lower Eye). . .a38KC6 .02
" pin (2) 38KC4 .05
" " cotter (4). 38KC5 .00

Tension-arm Connecting Rod complete with above
parts X38KC .82

Tension-arm-connecting-rod Lever 1 . . 39KC1K
bracket 39KC2 .55

oilpad (for 39KC8) .a39KCl 1 .02
" screw (2) 39KC3 .06

bushing (center) 1.. 39KC4
ring 1.. 39KC5
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Supersedes undated sheet of

-ni « on i ai 1 ^ Monotype Parts and Accesso-
t eD. dUj 1911 ries folioed [D Keyboard] 27-28

Tension-arm-connecting-rod Lever—Continued
bushing (end) 1 . . 39KC6

ring. 1.. 39KC7
fulcrum pin 39KC8 .05

44
cotter (2) 39KC9 .00

roller bearing (for a38KB 12) 39KC10 . 10

Tension-arm-connecting-rod Lever complete with
above parts X39KC 1.94

Note: 39KC1K is assembled with 39KC4, 39KC5,
39KC6 and 39KC7 and these parts cannot be furnished
separately. Price assembled 1.10

Tension-arm Piston Rod 1. . 40KC1K
forked eye 40KC2 .25

44
lock nut 40KC3 .04

" pin 40KC4 .05
" ."cotter (2) 40KC5 .00

head 1.. 40KC6
Tension-arm Piston Rod complete with above parts.X40KC . 49

Note: 40KC1K is assembled with 40KC6 and these
parts cannot be furnished separately. Price assembled . . .15

Trip-plate Catch, see Paper-feed-release-plate-link Bracket b25KClK
Valve, see Paper Feed Valve 10KC1
Valve, see Piston-block Valve, for shifting the reverse 29KC15
Valve, see Reversing Valve 36KC1
Valve, see Valve-bank Plunger . 41KC 1

2

Valve Bank 1.. 41KC1K
air filter 2.. 41KC2K
" " cap 2.. 41KC3
44 44 44 screw (8) (2).. 41KC4 .06
44 44 frame (clamp for 41KC7) (4) (#)..41KC5 .15
44 44 44 screw (12) (2).. 41KC6 .04
44 44 packing (muslin) (8) (per set) (2).. 41KC7 .10
44 44 screen (4) (2).. 41KC8 .05
44 44 screw (to 4 1KC 1 K) (long) (4) 41 KC9 . 7
44 44 44

(to 41KC1K) (short) (9) 41KC10 .06
bolt (to 30KC4) (10) 41KC11 .06
plunger (35) ... 4 1KC 1 2 .05

bushing (for 41KC12) (35) (1) . . 41KC13 .10
-

r (3) (*).. 41KC15K
bushing (2) (8) 41KC16 .10

44 plunger (2) (2).. 41KC17 .10
4

4

bushing (2).... (2).. 41KC18 .10
44 44 44

cotter (2) (2).. 41KC19 .00
nut (2) (2).. 41KC20 .04
spring (2) (2).. 41KC21 .05
washer (2) ..... (2) . . 41KC22 .03

Valve Bank complete with above parts .X41KC 25 .22

Note: 41KC1K is assembled with 41KC13 and
cannot be furnished without these parts. Price assem-
bled 10.50

Note: 41KC2K is assembled with 41KC3 to 41KC8
inclusive, 41KC15K, and 41KC17 to 41KC22 inclusive
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and cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled 11.55

Note: 41KC15K is assembled with 41KC16 and
cannot be furnished without these parts. Price as-
sembled 1.05

txy.SCntor.SOS'-Cr-ryy. icr.rsy.CO;fjCf,Vs. r^cr.JO",so-csy,uyi "jCT- ~SS>CO;CO;CO;CO=CO=CO;CO;CO.CO. -jCt-CO;co.co-co-co- co=so.so;

§ For Keyboards 3851 and following order: Improvement No. 2 §

§ Valve Bank l..a41KClK §

§ air filter 2..a4lKC2K §

§ oil pipe (2) a4lKC24 .11 §

§ " " cap (2) a41KC25 .04 §
§ plunger return bar (3) (2) . . a4 1KC 1 5K §
§ " " M bushing (2) (3) a41KC16 .10 §
§ «.« .. piunger (2 ) (3) a4lKC17 .10 §

§
M

cotter (2) . (3) 41KC19 .00 §

§ " " ** -oil pad (3) a4lKC23 .11 §

§ Valve Bank complete with parts a41KClK, §

§ a4lKC2K, 41KC9, 41KC10, 41KC11, a41KC24, §

§ a41KC25, and 41KC12 Xa41KC 25 .52 §

§ Note : a4 1 KC 1K is assembled with 4 1KC 1 3 and §

§ cannot be furnished without these parts. Price §

§ assembled 10.50 §

§ Note: a41KC2K is assembled with 41KC3, §

§ 41KC4,41KC5,41KC6,41KC7,41KC8,a41KC15K, §

§ 41KC18, 41KC20.41KC21, and 41KC22 and cannot §
§ be furnished without these parts. Price assembled 11.55 §
§ Note: a41KC15K is assembled with a41KC16, §
§ a41KC17,41KCl9,anda41KC23 and cannot be fur-

nished without these parts. Price assembled 1 .25

Valve-bank-air-filter Vent Pipe 42KC1 .10
coupling 42KC2 .05
elbow 42KC3 .05

close nipple (1-8*. iron) 42KC4 .05
pet cock ( 1-8") 42KC5 . 60

Valve-bank-air-filter Vent Pipe complete with
above parts X42KC .85

Paper Guide, follows XalSKC 45KC 1

K
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Improvement No. 1

In effect on Keyboards 3601 and following.

When applied to your Keyboards fill in the following:

Applied to Keyboards Nos- Date

Object: Improved shape of teeth on b26KBlK, a35KBlK and a38KBlK,

and to reduce the wear on a29KB5 and a38KB12.

To equip Keyboards 3127 to 3600 inclusive with this improvement

requires the following parts. These parts must be furnished together

when ordered for the first time.

SPECIAL PRICE: To give our customers the benefit of our latest Im-

provement we will furnish the required parts of this impro^ment, for any

Keyboard not already equipped with them, at the Special Price of $9.00.

Unit Rack l..b26KBlK

Note: b26KBlK is assembled with 26KB 2 and

26KB3 and cannot be furnished without these parts. ^
Price assembled •

Note: a29KBlK is assembled with 29KB 3 and

29KB4 and cannot be furnished without these parts.

Price assembled. . . ,

Unit Wheel complete Xb35KB 5.00

Unit-wheel Pawl
t J

•
'^SKBiK

operating lever 1. .a38KBlz

Note: a38KBlK is assembled with 38KB 2, 38KB 3,

38KB4, 38KB5, 38KB6, 38KB7 . 38KB8 38KB9
38KB10, 38KB11, a38KB12 and a38KB 13 and cannot

be furnished without these parts. Price assembled a •
'
a

To equip Keyboards 3127 to 3269 inclusive with this improvement

requires, in addition to the above, the following new part:

Unit-rack Abutment bracket 3 -
.a27KB5K

Note: a27KB5K is assembled with 2 7KB6 and can-

not be furnished without this part. Price assembled .... 1
.
uu

On Keyboards 3127 to 3267 inclusive and 3269 in addition to the

above, the new Unit-wheel Standard a46KBlK and the.Unit-wheel

standard Cap a46KB5 must be furnished, or else the old Standard

46KB IK and its Cap 46KB5 must be altered to use with the new style

Unit Wheel Xb35KB. Directions for this alteration will be furnished

when required.
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On Keyboards 3127 to 3350 inclusive it will be necessary to open out
the holes in the Unit-wheel Standard a46KBlK, for the Unit-rack-
abutment-bracket Studs 2 7KB 7, to 9-32". The opening in the front
of the Unit-wheel Standard must alsp be extended upward to provide
a clearance for the Nut a29KB6. Directions for these alterations will

be furnished when required.
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Improvement No. 2

In effect on Keyboards 3851 and following.
When applied to your Keyboards fill in the following:

Applied to Keyboards Nos. rj>ate

Object: Improved oiling facilities for the Valve-bank Plungers
•
SPECIAL EXCHANGE PRICE: For Keyboards 3127 to 3850 inclusive,instead of furnishing a new Valve Bank and Air Filter, we havearranged to alter the old style Valve Banks and Air Filters to con-form to this improvement. These alterations require special toolsand fixtures and can be made only at our factory. In order not to delayour customers by having them send their Valve Banks to our factoryfor alteration, we will exchange a rebuilt Valve Bank Xa41KC complete

4},^artS °,f *his, improvement for the customer's old ValveBank X41KC complete at the Special Price of $7.00.

Valve Bank l..a4lKClK
air niter 2 a&tTCOJC
on Pipe (2). :::::::::

2
::ailKC2f .ucap (2). a41KC25 .04plunger return bar. ... (3)(*). .a41KCl5K

„ bushing (2) (S) a4lKCl6 AO
„ Plunger (2) (3) a41KC17 AO
„ M ,

cotter (2) ... (3) 41KC19 .00
oil Pad (3) a41KC23 Al

aYv^St BA?;^^ complê with Parts a41KClK,
fA^rlf' 41KC10

»
41KC11, a4lKC24

a4lKC25, and 41KC12.
, Xa4lKC 25.52

Note: a41KClK is assembled with 41KC13 and
cannot be furnished without these parts. Price
assembled

10 50

a3%1E: AfT^C2^J%.assem̂ led with 41KC3, 41KC4,
41KC5, 41KC6, 41KC7, 41KC8, a41KC15K 41KC18
41KC20, 41KC21, and 41KC22 and cannot be furnished
without these parts. Price assembled 1155

A^trF}
1

, ?fi59i5K Is assembled with a41KCl6,
a4lKCl7 41KC19, and a4lKC23 and cannot be fur-
nished without these parts. Price assembled 2

*u° ™ Keyboards 31 27 to 3850 inclusive two holes must be drilled inthe Piston-block Base 30KC1K for the Oil Pipes a41KC24 and the

Tmert
°n

, *k
e

i

uPPer surface of the Base may need to be filed
slightly to clear the left hand Oil Pipe a4lKC24. These alterations canbe made m the customer s plant. Tools and directions will be furnished
for this when required.
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The Mold

THE MOLD



Mold Parts and Repairs to Molds

The Mold is the vital part of the Monotype; it is

built with the greatest possible accuracy, and the errors

in its construction do not exceed two ten-thousandths

of an inch. To obtain such accuracy requires special

tools and gages and workmanship of the highest order.

In work of this character it is essential that the working

parts of each Mold be fitted together and we therefore

do not furnish these parts unless the Mold be returned

to our factory to have them applied.

In the following price list the parts that can be

applied without fitting are marked with an asterisk (*)

;

these can be applied without returning the Mold to

the factory and will be furnished on order.

It is to our mutual interest that Molds be as nearly

perfect as possible; therefore we make no charge for

fitting parts to Molds returned to our factory, charging

only for the material furnished as per this price list.

Every Mold returned to us is thoroughly

cleaned, adjusted and tested before being returned.

Price for cleaning, adjusting and testing $2.50.

If a Mold be worn, through incorrect adjust-

ment or failure to oil properly, it must be lapped

to restore it to true. Price for lapping $4.00.

If a Mold be cut, through failure to oil properly,

it must be ground as well as lapped. Price for

grinding and lapping $6.00.

When a Mold is returned to us making type less than
.917" high to paper we apply the necessary parts to re-

store its height unless specifically notified not to do so.

Because of the importance of returning Molds to

our customers as promptly as possible we do not

submit estimates for Mold repairs where the cost

of overhauling the Mold is less than $20.00, unless

we are specifically instructed to do so.

0$



STYLE E MOLD
For casting in justified lines (with either high or low quads and spaces

at the will of the operator) or as sorts any one point size from 5 to 12 point
inclusive; also for casting both high and low quads and space material of
the same point size and up to 12 points in width setways.

Baseplate 1ME 16.50
bushing (copper) (1-2" long) 1ME8 .02

(copper) (11-1 6" long) 1ME9 .02
front abutment * 1ME1 5.25

" name plate * 1ME13 .15
" screw (2)...* 1ME14 .03

" " packing block (under
1ME1).. 1ME12 3.00

screw (3) * 1ME2 .06
shoe * 1ME3 1.75
" adjusting screw

(left, blunt) * 1ME4 .06
" adjusting screw

(right, pointed) .* 1ME11 .06
" adjusting screw

lock nut (2) * 1ME5 .04
gate pusher cam * 1ME6 75

" screw (3) * 1ME7 .04

Cross Block 4ME 6.00
coupling f 4ME1 1 ] 15

screw * 4ME2 .05
dowel (for 4ME 11) 4ME13 .10
gate block (adjustable) 4ME9 13.50

" adjusting screw * 4ME10 .04
" screw (4) (from 4ME9) * 4ME7 .05M

(fixed) 4ME11 13.50
" oil pad (felt) * 4ME18 .04
" screw (4) (from 4ME 11) 4ME12 .05

" pusher f 4ME3 1.50
fNote: When this part is ordered, to be applied to a Mold outside our

factory, the old part must be sent in with the order. All Mold parts are
especially fitted by hand and in no other way can we be sure that the new
part will fit.

Mold Blade (lower) (designate by point size) 8ME 7.00
stop 3ME1 3.00
" cap * 3ME7 .35

" screw (2) * 3ME2 .04

* Can be applied without returning Mold to factory.
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earner
shoe.

spring
44

post CO

.

" (short) (3)

Note: 9ME19M is assembled with 9ME2 and can-
not be furnished without this part. Price assembled

Mold-blade-carrier Guide Block (lower left

Mold-blade-carrier Side Abutment (lower right

Mold-blade Shield
screw (2)

Mold-blade Top Guide (upper right guide for 9ME)

Point Block (designate by point size) 7ME

Type Block (adjustable) (5 to 12 point)
bushing (copper) (5-32'/ long) ....

nick pin
" " plug.

plug (brass) (in top)
44 screw (brass) (4)
" 44

(brass) (2) (in right end) . .

.

(from 2ME) (rear) (2) * 2ME18

(9 to 12 point)
adjusting screw (2)

bushing (copper) (3-32" long)

.

44
(copper) (1-4" long) . .

cover plate
" " screw (2)

9ME 2.00
9ME20 16 00

* 9ME3 '.85

* 2ME38 .05
9ME19M

* 9ME1 .03
* 9ME4 .05

9ME2 .03
* 9ME22 .03

9ME21 .02
9ME24 .01
9ME23 .01

2.03

* 13ME .70
ft 13ME1 03
* 13ME2 '.03

12ME .40
1 X1 Z iVi XVo .04
12ME1 '.04

12ME2 .03

3MES 2.50
* 3ME6 .04

) 3ME3 3.25
* 3ME4 .04

7ME .75

2ME12 12.50
2ME14 .02

* 2ME22 .30
.07

* 2ME23 .05
2ME13 .15
2ME43 .10

* 2ME21 .04
2ME16 .02

* 2ME11 .02
.* 2ME20 .02

2ME17 .05
2ME19 .06

* 2ME18 .05

2ME40 9.50
2ME41 9.50
2ME5 .04
2ME47 .02
2ME48 .02
2ME3S .10
2ME36 .03

* Can '"^applied without returning Mold to fac^^T.
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Type Block (frx^j

—

Continued
guide screw (for 9ME3) * 2ME32 .07

44
adjusting screw * 2ME33 .03

" lock nut...* 2ME34 .04

plug screw (brass) (2) * 2ME50 .02
" (brass) (in bottom) 2ME25 .02

screw (from 1ME) 2ME10 .06
" (from 2ME) (lower) 2ME8 .05

stop screw (stop for 2ME2 2) 2ME44 .03

screw (from 2ME) (rear) 2ME9 .05

Type-block Squaring Plate 2ME 22.50
adjusting screw (4) 2ME1 .04
bushing (copper) (1-2" long) 2ME3 .02

(copper) (1-4* long) 2ME4 .02
(copper) (3-1 6" long) (3) 2ME46 .02

plug screw (2) (in ends) * 2ME7 .02
" (in back) * 2ME11 .02

screw (from 1ME) (3) 2ME2 .05

* Can be applied without returning Mold to factory.
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STYLES Y AND Z MOLDS.
For casting sorts and high and low quads and space material. Point-

ways the range of the Style Y Mold is from 14 to 22 points inclusive and
Style Z Mold from 24 to 36 points inclusive. Either Mold will cast up to
36 points inclusive setways.

This list of parts is for Molds for use with the Universal Type Carrier
and does not apply to Molds 1Y to 21Y inclusive nor to Molds 1Z to 21Z
inclusive which are for use with the Job Type Carrier.

Baseplate IMS 18.50
front abutment 1M 1 3.50

screw (3) * 1M2 .05
shoe *alM3 1.50
" screw (right, blunt) . .* 1M4 .06

" (left, pointed). .*alM 11 .06
" lock nut (2) * 1M5 .04

oil pad (felt) *alM10 .05
" " box *alM8 .14
" " " screw (2) *alM9 .03

The earlier Molds have two blunt Screws 1M4 in-
stead of one blunt and one pointed. When ordering
Shoe alM3 for the first time for one of these Molds
the pointed Screw alMll must also be ordered.
To apply the Oil-pad Box alM8 to a Mold not al-

ready equipped with it, requires that the Base-plate
Front Abutment 1M1 be drilled and tapped to re-
ceive the two Screws alM9. Directions for this will
be furnished when required.

Cross Block
.. a4MS 10 . 00

coupling * 4M1 1.15
screw * 4M2 .05

dowel (for fixed Gate Block) 4M13 . 10
gate block (adjustable) a4MS9 5.25

" adjusting screw * 4M10 .04
" (fixed) a4MSll 5.25
" screw (4) * 4MS12 .05

" pusher *a4MS3 1.00
squaring plate 4M6 5.25

** screw (to Cross Block) (3) .* 4M 7 .04
" (to Gate Blocks) (4).* 4M8 .04

When a new Coupling 4M1 is ordered, to be applied
to a Mold outside our factory, the old Coupling must
be sent in with the order. All Mold parts are specially
fitted by hand and we can in no other way be sure that
the new Coupling will fit.

* Can be applied without returning Mold to factory.
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Gate Block, see Cross-block Gate Block a4H§?
Gate Pusher, see Cross-block Gate Pusher a4

Jio?
Jet Blade, see Cross-Block Gate Pusher ofJcJ
Matrix Seat, see Type-block Matrix Seat 2Mb6

Mold Blade (high) (designated by point size) 6MS 9 . 00

g+on 3Mb l.UU

"screw' (2*)'::. *a3M2 -03

Mold Blade (low) (designated by point size) 5MS 9.00

bridge (for Style Z Molds) 5MS1 1 . 50
" olate 5Mb2 . 3U
" screw (3)7. . , .

*SMS3 .04

t For Style Y Molds order: J
t Mold Blade bridge . . . . . .

. . . .
5MY1 1 . 50 1

% Other parts of the group are the same as the StyleZMold.^^^^^

t

the Adjustable Type Block 2MS12 order: t

Mold Blade bridge (designated by point size) 8Mb 1 .J>u ?

screw * 8MS1 .05 |

Omit parts 5MSI, 5MS2 and 5MS3. ^^++++^^++ _h+++++++^+++^^,JH.^
Mold-blade Point Block, see Point Block 7MS
Mold-blade Support, see Type-block-squaring-plate Bear-

ing Block a2M30

Point Block (for Mold Blade) (designated by point

gjzg) 7Mb * I o

adjusting screw.... .. . . * 2MS22 .30

" washer * 2M23 .05

i For Molds having Point-block Adjusting Screw
j

j 2MS22 with thread 13-16" long on the end taking

t the Nut 2M24 order: , 1UC1? n , ±
i Point Block adjusting screw washer * 2Mb2^ .uo +

± This improved Washer may be applied to Molds not already I

t equipped with it if the Point-block Adjusting Screw 2MS22 be ?

% ordered at the same time. .^4^^^++++++++++++++++++++++

Type Block (fixed) (for Style Z Molds) 2MS4 14.00

adjusting screw (2) 2M5 .04

nick pin 2 fir] i?" Vev 2M14 . 12

plug screw
5

.::: :::::::::: * jmu .02

screw (from Base Plate) (3) 2M10 .06

" (from Squaring Plate) 2
J4§?, '25

" washer 2MS34 .03

TFw^rslyte^Molds order: 1MV . 1yl m I

t Type Block (fixed) . . • • . • • • • 2MY4 14.00 t

X Other parts of the group are the same as the Style L Mold
j. .,.++4

* Can be applied without returning Mold to factory.
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Type Block (adjustable) 2MS12 17.50
matrix seat 2MS6 1 . 50

" screw (3) * 2MS7 .04
" abutment 2MS32 .50

screw (2) * 2MS33 .04
oil cup * 2M16 .20
plug screw (brass) (3) * 2M20 .02
screw (from Base Plate) (3) * 2M19 06

" (from Squaring Plate) (2) * 2MS18 .05
" washer (5) * 2MS35 .03

X For Molds without the separate Matrix Seat on t
t the Adjustable Type Block 2MS12 order: f
| Type Block (adjustable) a2MS12 17.50 J
| ^ plug screw (brass) (4) * 2M20 .02 ±
t Omit parts 2MS6, 2MS7, 2MS32 and 2MS33. J

Type-block Bridge, for Mold Blade, see Mold-blade Bridge 5MSI

Type-block Squaring Plate 2MS 12.50
adjusting screw (4) 2M1 .04
bearing block (for Mold Blade) a2M30 .25
screw (from Base Plate) (2) a2M2 .06

Type-block Water Base 2MS25 1 1 . 00
plug screw (brass) (2) * 2M28 .02
screw (from Base Plate) (2) 2MS29 .05

" (from Squaring Plate) (3) 2MS26 .06

Water Base, see Type-block Water Base 2MS25

* Can be applied without returning Mold to factory.
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MISCELLANEOUS PRICES
fc«a^iSC

,f
1

i
ane0US Parts ^ Accessories for the Casting Machine XWboard and Compressor not listed in the regular Price Lists

' 7"

Air Compressor, see Compressor.

Asbestos Cement (for repairing packing of Metal Pot) , per can . . .25
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2 . 00
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Button Clip, see Key-button Clip.
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She?f otr r?T
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AJ^
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T
<Are ^eluded in the Display Attachment Tools) 5Note: These tools are loaned, not sold. The customer will iUcharged but full credit will be made upon the retu^ofThe tools i£
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'
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0iling Attachment Tools a special let of cL-shaft^
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w^lch/^e - Jhe price of these Caps is not includedm the above price of Cam Oiling Attachment Tools.
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Card Copy Holder (adjustable, for holding filing cards of any
size) 12.00

Carrying Frame Adjusting Gage 5 . 00

Caster Screw Driver, see Screw Driver, for Casting Machine.
Caster Wrench, see Wrench, for Casting Machine.

Casting Machine Instruction Book .50

Casting Machine Plate Book .50

Casting Machine Reamer, see Reamer.

Cellular Matrix Cone Hole Cleaner 1 . 00

Centering-pin Adjusting Device Tools (for applying the device) 60 . 00

Note: These tools are loaned, not sold. The customer will be
charged but full credit will be made upon the return of the tools in
good condition. All shipments of loan material must, of course,
be made by express, and the customer pays transportation charges
in both directions.

Compressor (4 1-2" x 4 1-2", one cylinder, single acting, capacity
6 1-2 cu. ft. of free air per min. at 160 r.p.m., with
Driving Pulley 24" diam. and 4 1-2" face) 1 . . 91 . 00

gasket (rubber) . (J) . . .65
grease cup (2) (/) .'. .20
oil cup 00.. .85
pet cock (1) . . .25
valve disk (2 extra with each Compressor) ...... (1) . . 1 .00
wrench (1) . . .25

Compressor, 4 1-2" x 4 1-2", one cylinder (complete) 91.00

Note: Prices of other repair parts furnished on request.

Compressor (6" x 6", one cylinder, single acting, capacity 15 1-2

cu. ft. of free air per min. at 160 r.p.m., with
Driving Pulley 32 1-2" diam. and 5 1-2" face) . . 1 . . 116.00

gasket (rubber) (1 ) . . 1.00
grease cup (2)

(1)

. . .25
oil cup , ... CO.. .85
pet cock. .(X) . . .25
valve disk (2 extra with each Compressor) (1) . . 1 .00
wrench (l) . . .25

Compressor, 6" x 6", one cylinder (complete) 116.00
Note: Prices of other repair parts furnished on request.

Compressor (6" x 6", two cylinder, single acting, capacity 31 cu. ft.

of free air per min. at 160 r.p.m., with Driving
Pulley 32 1-2" diam. and 5 1-2" face) 1 . . 173 .00

gasket (rubber) (2) (1)

.

. 1.00
grease cup (4) (jf)

."
. .25

oil cup (2) (1).. .85
pet cock (l).. .25
valve disk (2) (2 extra with each Compressor) . . (l) . . 1 .00
wrench (I).. .25

Compressor, 6" x 6", two cylinder (complete) 173 .00

Note: Prices of other repair parts furnished on request.
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Condensing Tank (complete with Coils and Float Valve) 35 . 00

Copy Holder, see Card Copy Holder.
Copy Holder, regular 10", see Style D Keyboard Price List, symbol

4KA1K.

Copy Holder (20", for extra wide copy) (including Rollers and
Frame) 1.. 4.50

binder screw (I) . . .12

Copy Holder (20") complete with above parts 4.50

Copy Holder Rollers (10"), each .40

Copy Holder Rollers (20") , each 55

Display Attachment, enables the Casting Machine to produce
type from 14 to 36 point as sorts. Includes also the Cam
Oiling Attachment and Speed Regulating Attachment.
Price complete (when furnished without the Display Molds) . . 125 . 00

Display Attachment Tools* (for applying the Attachment; also
used for applying the Speed Regulating Attachment when this
is furnished separately) 30 . 00

Note: These tools are loaned, not sold. The customer will be
charged but full credit will be made upon the return of the tools in
good condition. All shipments of loan material must, of course, be
made by express, and the customer pays transportation charges in
both directions.

*Note: When the Display Attachment or Speed Regulating
Attachment is applied to a Casting Machine prior to No. 2647
there is required in addition to the Display Attachment Tools a
special set of Cam-shaft-stand Caps, which see. The price of
these Caps is not included in the above price of Display Attach-
ment Tools.

Drill (1-4", for Pump Arm) .25

Drill (No. 30, for lower end of regular Nozzle and full length of
Display Nozzle) .07

Drill (No. 50, for upper end of regular Nozzle) .05

Gage, see Line Gage.
Gage, see Pica Gage.
Gage, see Storage-tank Pressure Gage.

Gasoline Burner (for Casting Machine)
These Burners are for liquid gasoline. We do not furnish
supply tank, nor piping from supply tank to Caster. The
price of the Gasoline Burner outfit complete, consisting of
Gasoline Burner complete, Copper Coil, 1-8" Iron Pipe,
1-4" Iron Pipe, 1-4" Iron Elbow, two 1-8" Brass Unions, 1-4"

to 1-8" Iron Bushing, two 1-8" to .190" Brass Bushings,
Burner Support (rear), Burner Support (front), Ring
(lower support for Coil), Coil Support (upper, front), Coil
Support (upper, rear), and eight (3-16" x 32 th.) Screws, is . . 20 .00

Price of the Gasoline Burner alone, without extra parts, is,

each 1 . 75
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Gasoline Gas Burner (for Casting Machine)
These Burners can be used only for gasoline gas generated
by a gas machine for illuminating purposes. They cannot be
used for burning liquid gasoline. The price of the Gasoline
Gas Burner outfit complete, consisting of two Gasoline Gas
Burners (with Nipples for attaching Rubber Hose), one
Gasoline Gas Burner Stand, with two Set Screws, and
two Special Collars, is 14.80

Price of the Gasoline Gas Burner alone is, each 6 . 00

Grease Cup, see Compressor Grease Cup.

Hose (for Vacuum Cleaner, or Air Blast) (per foot) 20

Kerosene Burner (for Casting Machine)
The price of the Kerosene Burner outfit complete, consist-

ing of Burner, Bracket, Kerosene Tank, Foot Pump,
six extra Screens, Piping and Hose Connection, is 25.00

Keyboard Cover (for D Keyboard) (cloth) 1-25

Keyboard Cover (for DD Keyboard) (cloth) 2.25

Keyboard Layout Card, see Table for Changing Pica Ems to Ems of

Any Set.

Keyboard Oil (per gallon, without Can) 1 - 00

Keyboard Oil (per pint, including Can) -20

Keyboard Plate Book 50

Keyboard Reamer, see Reamer.
Keyboard Screw Driver, see Screw Driver, for Keyboard.
Keyboard Wrench, see Wrench, for Keyboard.

Key-button Clip (slips over the regular Key Button, for quickly

changing the layout) (designate by character), each 05

Key-button-clip Layout Board (for holding the Clips when not

in use on the Keyboard) , each 2.50

Ladle (small, for Casting-machine Melting Pot) -15

Line Gage (for lining up after changing face or point size) 15 . 00

Line Standard (designate by size) •
50

Line Standard (special .005" thick, for use under the regular Line
Standards with faces which are .005" low line) 50

Line-standard Case - 7S

Low Quad Attachment (to enable the Casting Machine to oper-

ate the Low-quad Composition Mold and produce composi-
tion with either high or low quads and spaces as desired) 50 . 00

Low Quad Attachment Tools (for applying the Attachment,
including the Unlatching Device) 90 . 00

Note: These tools are loaned, not sold. The customer will be
charged but full credit will be made upon the return of the tools in

good condition. All shipments of loan material must, of course,

be made by express, and the customer pays transportation charges

in both directions.
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Matrix Box (wooden, with compartments for holding extra
composition Matrices) .30

Matrices, all styles, for prices see Cellular Matrix Specimen Book.

Matrix Box (imitation leather, plush lined, for holding a font of

Display Matrices) .50

Metal Mold (not water cooled) 2 .00

Mold (Style E, regular composition)
Furnished in any one of the following point sizes: 5, 5 1-2, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 points. Used for composition with either

high or low quads and spaces at the will of the operator, also

for casting sorts and both high and low quads and space
material. Price per Mold 150.00

Mold (Style ES)
Furnished in any one of the following point sizes: 5, 5 1-2, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 points. Used for composition with high
. spaces and quads only. Similar to Style E Mold except that
it has a single Blade and cannot therefore cast low quads or
spaces. Price per Mold 140.00

Mold (Style VE)
Made adjustable to take Mold Blades of any point size from
5 to 12 points inclusive. The high and low Blades of the same
point size are carried in the Mold together and cannot be fur-

nished separately. Type and high and low quads and spaces
of any given point size can be cast without exchanging Mold
Blades. This Mold is for casting sorts only and cannot be
.used for composition. The Blades regularly furnished are

6, 8, 10, and 12 point but Blades of any point size between
the limits of 5 and 12 points inclusive can be furnished on order.

Price of Mold equipped with high and low Mold Blades of

any one point size within the capacity of the Mold 135 . 00

Additional Mold Blades for Style VE Mold in any point
size between the limits of 5 and 12 points inclusive, consisting

of high Blade, low Blade, Point Block, and Mold-blade
Stop. Price, per point size, complete 20.00

Mold (Style Y)
Made adjustable to take Mold Blades, either high or low,
of any point size from 14 to 22 points inclusive. The high
Blades are for casting type and high quads and spaces. The
low Blades are for casting low quads and spaces and cannot be
used for casting type. This Mold is for casting sorts only
and cannot be used for composition. The Blades regularly

furnished are 14, 18, and 20 point. Price of Mold equipped
with one Blade, either high or low as ordered, for casting any
one of the above regular point sizes 125 . 00

Additional Mold Blades for Style Y Mold, either high or
low as ordered, in 14, 18, or 20 point size, price per Blade,
complete with Point Block and Mold-blade Stop 10.00

Additional Mold Blades for Style Y Mold, either high or
low as ordered, in any point size between the limits of 14 and
22 points inclusive (not included in the above regular sizes)

will be made to order. Price, per Blade, complete with
Point Block and Mold-blade Stop 12.00
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Mold (Style Z)
Similar to Style Y Mold except that the Z Mold is adjustable
from 24 to 36 points inclusive. The Blades regularly fur-

nished are 24, 30, and 36 point. Price of Mold equipped with
one Blade, either high or low as ordered, for casting any one
of the above regular point sizes. . . 125.00

Additional Mold Blades for Style Z Mold, either high or

low as ordered, in 24, 30, or 36 point size. Price, per Blade,
complete with Point Block and Mold-blade Stop 10 . 00

Additional Mold Blades for Style Z Mold, either high or
low as ordered, in any point size between the limits of 24 and
36 points inclusive (not included in the above regular sizes)

will be made to order. Price, per Blade, complete with
Point Block and Mold-blade Stop 12.00

Mold Oiler 21M (complete with Sleeve a22M for supporting
the Oiler when not in use) 4. 50

Mold-oiler Supporting Sleeve a22M (for supporting the Oiler

when not in use. One furnished with each Mold Oiler with-
out extra charge) .30

Mold Packing Piece 16M (.005", .010", or .015" thick as ordered) . . 75

Note: These Packing Pieces are for use under Molds which
have to be ground in repairing so that their over-all height is below
standard. The use of this Packing Piece obviates the necessity

of changing the Bridge setting for these Molds.

Monotype Oil (for the Casting Machine) (per gallon, without Can)
(f . o. b. Philadelphia Office) .50

( " New York *« ) 60
( " Boston " ) 60
( " Chicago " ) 60

( " San Francisco " ) .75

Monotype-oil Can, see Oil Can.

Monotype Paint, for touching up worn or scarred places on the
machines, painting pipes, etc., per can .50

Motor Belt, see Belt.

Motor Bracket (for Motor on Cam Shaft side of Caster) (See

note) 6.75
bolt (3-8" x 1 3-4") (4) 15

fibre bushing (4) .07
" washer (large) (4) .08

(small) (4) 05
screw (1-2" x 1 5-8") 18

" (1-2" x 2 3-4") 22
" (1-2" x 3 1-4") 25

washer (steel) (4) .05

Motor Bracket complete with above parts 9 . 00

Note: This style Motor Bracket is used when the Casting
Machine does not have the Speed Regulating Attachment or

the Display Attachment. It attaches to the Cam Shaft side

of the Casting Machine. It is regularly supplied for the General
Electric 3-4—3-8 HP C.Q. Motor. If required for any other style

Motor, write to Philadelphia for quotation.
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Motor Bracket (for Motor on Metal Pot side of Caster) (See
note) i 3 nn

bolt (from Bracket to IE) (2) ..'/.I 09
J

washer (rubber; between Bracket and IE) (2) 15
washer (steel; on top of Bracket) (2) 05
(from Motor to Bracket) (4) 09

' nut (4)
"

06" sleeve (fibre ; in Motor Base')* (4)'.
'

.' .'

'/.'.'/.Ill 07
tt

washer (fibre; small; above Motor Base) (4) I
'.

'.

05washer (fibre; large; between Motor and Bracket) (4)
'

08
washer (steel; beneath Bracket) (4) . . "os

AT
supp°rt ....// ::::::::oy/ so

Motor Bracket complete with above parts 5.18
Note: This style Motor Bracket is required when the Caster

is equipped with Speed Regulating Attachment. It can be sup-
plied for General Electric 3-4—3-8 HP C.Q. and 1-2—1-4 HP C OMotors and for Crocker-Wheeler 2-5 HP Motors. Be sure to

f,«S Z i°

n
^t°Ju

er}^e HotOT }° be used
'
as the Brackets can beused only with the style Motor for which they are designed.

Motor Equipment, including special slow-speed Motor withArmature Pulley and Belt Tightener; Motor Bracket
(complete)

;
Starting and Regulating Rheostat; and endlessBelt. Price, complete

; 75 00

beticSlisf
°r PriCGS °n individual parts of this equipment see alphal

Nozzle Drill, see Drill, for Nozzle.
Oil, see Keyboard Oil.
Oil, see Monotype Oil.

Oil Can (10 gallon, for shipping and storing) i oo

Oil Can (5 gallon, for shipping and storing) . . . 70

Oil Can (2 gallon, for shipping and storing) 40

Oil Can (1 gallon, for shipping and storing) .25

Oil Cup, for Compressor, see Compressor Oil Cup.
Otl Cup, see Mold Oiler.

Oiling Can (large, copper) 75

Oiling Can (small, zinc) 10

Paint, see Monotype Paint.
Pet Cock, for Storage Tank, see Storage-tank Pet Cock.

Pica Gage (for setting column width on the Casting Machine)
20 picas long 0K
10
6

:: ::

•'• .::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :25
2 .25

4 " «. .25

t .1 25

2 « « .25

f .25
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Pica Gage—Continued.
1-2 picas long •

25

board • * • • • 25

squeeze standards (includes no squeeze, 1-2, 1, 1 1-2

and 2 point feelers) • 75

Pica Gage complete with above parts 3 . 00

Pipe Pliers (10"). •
- 45

Pressure Gage, see Storage-tank Pressure Gage.

Pump-arm Drill, see Drill, for Pump Arm.

Reamer^ ^ Dowel 13KC3, 18KC4. 18KC12, 61F3, and
5758) 1.45

No. (used for Dowel 21B4, 37F2, 1G10, 128S3, 128S5, and
145S3) }-°?

No. 2 (used for Dowel 10A2 and 17C1) ...... 1 .25

No. 5 (used for Dowel 4B1, 9B2, 15B2, 3C3, 4C1, 3D4, 51F1,

and51F2) • • 2.00

No. 6 (used for Dowel 3B1, 3B2, 3C1, 3C2, 16F1, 31F1, and
19H2).. 2.25

Rheostat (combined starting and regulating, for 3-4—3-8 C.Q.
General Electric Motors)

110 volt 690
220 6.90

550 » 7.50

Safety Valve, see Storage-tank Safety Valve.

Screw Driver (for Casting Machine)
(3" x 3-16"). \*
(6" x 5-16") -50

(10" x 3-8") 100

Screw Driver (for Casting Machine) complete set as above ... 1 . 68

Note: Screw Drivers for the Casting Machine are listed

according to the length of blade and breadth of point.

Screw Driver (for Keyboard)
d-8") |f
(5-32") • |5
d-4") •

35

(3-8") 40

Screw Driver (for Keyboard) complete set as above 1 . 45

Note: Screw Drivers for the Keyboard are listed according

to the breadth of point.

Sixty Pica Attachment (to enable the Casting Machine to handle

any measure up to 60 picas inclusive) complete 100 . 00

Sixty Pica Attachment Tools (for applying the Attachment) ... 25 .00

Note: These tools are loaned, not sold. The customer will be

charged but full credit will be made upon the return of the tools in

good condition. All shipments of loan material must, of course, be

made by express, and the customer pays transportation charges in

both directions.

Skimmer (small, for Casting-machine Melting Pot) 25
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Sort Box, see Matrix Box.

Speed Regulating Attachment (gives 19 speeds varying by
small increments from 9 to 140 r.p.m. on the Casting Machine)
complete 125.00

Speed Regulating Attachment Tools, same as Display Attachment
Tools, which see.

Storage Tank 1 . . 8 . 00
pet cock CO . • -SO
pressure gage 2 . 00
safety valve 2.. 1.50

" weight {2).. .SO

Storage Tank complete with above parts 1 1 . 50

Table for Changing Pica Ems to Ems of Any Set (mounted and
varnished) -25

Tank, see Condensing Tank.
Tank, see Storage Tank.
Tools, for applying the Cam Oiling Attachment, see Cam Oiling

Attachment Tools.
Tools, for applying the Centering-pin Adjusting Device, see Centering-

pin Adjusting Device Tools.

Tools, for applying the Display Attachment, see Display Attachment
Tools.

Tools, for applying the Lotv Quad Attachment, see Low Quad Attach-

ment Tools.
Tools, for applying the new style Unit Wheel, see Unit Wheel Tools.

Tools, for applying the Sixty Pica Attachment, see Sixty Pica Attach-

ment Tools.
Tools, for applying the Speed Regulating Attachment, see Display

Attachment Tools.

Typewriter Attachment, for Style D or DD Keyboards, con-

sisting of a soecial Unit-rack-stop-bar Case designated by
the word "TYPEWRITER " stamped on its Cap, complete . . 5

.

Unit Wheel Tools (for applying Keyboard Improvement No. 1)

(See Style D Keyboard price list, page 29) 12

.

Note: These tools are loaned, not sold. The customer will be
charged but full credit will be made upon the return of the tools in

good condition. All shipments of loan material must, of course, be
made by express, and the customer pays transportation charges in

both directions.

Vacuum Keyboard Cleaner, for quickly and neatly removing the

paper punchings; may also be used as an Air Blast for cleaning

purposes 3 . 00

Valve Disk, see Compressor Valve Disk.

Wrench (for Casting Machine)
No. 81 (1 1-16") 34

No. 82 (5-16" x 13-32") 13

No. 83 (13-32" x 1-2") (Galley Wrench) 16

No. 84 (5-8" x 3-4") .22

No. 85 (13-16" x 7-8") 32

No. 86 (7-32" sq. x 1-2" hex.) (Box Wrench) 12
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Wrench (for Casting Machine)

—

Continued.
No. 87 (Spanner, medium, 1" diam.) .17

No. 88 (Spanner, small, 3-4" diam.) (2) .16

No. 89 (Spanner, large, 1 1-8" diam.) (2) 18

No. 810 (9-32" x 5-16") 07

No. 827 (Pin Wrench, 15 degrees bend) .13

No. 828 (Pin Wrench, 60 degrees bend) . 13

No. 829 (Spanner, extra large, 1 1-2" diam.) 60

Wrench (for Casting Machine) complete set 3.07

Note: The dimensions give the size of the openings between the

jaws; that is, the size Nut, measured across the flats, the Wrench
will fit. Where one dimension only is given, the Wrench is single

ended; where two dimensions are given, the Wrench is double
ended. All Wrenches are open ended unless otherwise specified.

Wrench (for Style D and DD Keyboards)
No. 82 (5-16" x 13-32") 13

No. 83 (13-32" x 1-2") 16

No. 810 (9-32" x 5-16") 07

No. 824 (3-4" box x 5-8" open) 35

No. 825 (7-32") 20

Wrench (for Keyboard) complete set .91

Note: The dimensions give the size of the openings between the

jaws; that is, the size Nut, measured across the flats, the Wrench
will fit. Where one dimension only is given, the Wrench is single

ended; where two dimensions are given, the Wrench is double

ended. All Wrenches are open ended unless otherwise specified.

Wrench (for Mold) No. 826 IS
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